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Abstract

New facilities are expensive. Before new construction

is chosen by an organization as the solution to a facility

space deficiency, every effort should be made to satisfy the

requirement within existing facilities. This may require

rearranging interior layouts, reassessing the actual space

needs of users, reallocating space, and making building

alterations to permit more effective space utilization.

If new construction is necessary, the interior layout

should be systematically designed with functional

relationships and long term flexibility in mind. This study

examines methods used by the United States Air Force (USAF)

and Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) to 'manage facility

space and to 'plan' facility space. It compares the general

effectiveness of methods used by the USAF, and determines

what effect the quality and accessibility of building

information and space utilization data has on a base's
0

effectiveness in utilizing its facility space. The practices

of Base Civil Engineering (BCE) Design and Real Property
Sections in the planning and management of facility space

were solicited from key BCE personnel.

The use of the computer as both a space management and

interior design tool is explored. Computer algorithms,

programs, and systems developed and used by private US

ix
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organizations for space planning and management, are examine.

for potential use in Air Force Civil Engineering (AFCE).

Recommendations are made for both the RAAF and USAF to

improve their utilization of existing facility space.

* Specific design tools, rather than intuition, should be used

to plan floorspace layouts. Utilization studies should be

.conducted periodically, not only when a deficiency arises.

Databases should be examined and updated constantly to ensure

facility managers and designers have the best information
4-.'-

possible on which to base decisions on how building space can

*be best used.
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AN ANALYSIS OF METHODS FOR MAXIMIZING THE

UTILIZATION OF SPACE IN USAF FACILITIES

I. Introduction

General Issue

Each year the United States Air Force (USAF) spends many

millions of dollars on the design and construction of new

buildings to accommodate its personnel and equipment.

Facility construction and maintenance costs increase each

year due to such factors as: inflationary effects on the

costs of labor and building materials; generally improving

standards for accommodating personnel; and, the maintenance

complexity and environmental control requirements of new

'state of the art' equipment.

There will always be a need to construct new facilities

to accommodate new equipment, and to make the most of

potential cost and time savings when operating and

maintenance procedures for existing functions change

significantly. There will also be a continual need to

replace facilities which have either reached their intended

design life, or which can no longer support their intended

functions and cannot be modified economically to do so.

There are usually many alternative courses of action

available for consideration when planning the accommodation

of a single user's, or an entire installation's, functions.

• 1
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Con-tructing new facilities to accommodate new or changing

functions is expensive, and other alternatives should also be

considered as part of the facilities planning and design

process. Some of these alternatives could be:

1) redistribution of activities within or between buildings;

2) compression of some functions which no longer require so

much space; 3) extension of a facility to reduce the

requirement for duplication of essential services and

activities; 4) internal modifications to lay out functions

in a more efficient working arrangement and thus reduce or

obviate the need for additional space.

Are there existing facilities that have space that is

surplus to the user's requirements? Are there facilities

which are not being used effectively by users? Are functions

so badly distributed througout some buildings that

circulation problems are created, that space is being wasted

by excessive allocations to some functions, or that some

space is unusable by virtue of its position or lack of

essential utlities? Is there some surplus space that is

being closely guarded by users for possible future expansion?

Is space being underutilized through the use of inefficient

operating procedures? In this case, could a study of the

user(s) work methods free space for allocation to other

functions which require accommndation?

These are just a sample of the questions that could be

asked and researched as part of a long term facilities

2
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planning exercise, in the justification phase for the

construction of a new building, or when facility

modifications or extensions are envisaged. In any event,

consideration of all the possible alternative courses of

action requires an extensive knowledge of the functions and

activities of users, their space requirements, and the

facilities which house them. Convenient access to this

information in a usable, reliable database should increase

the quality of accommodation planning and design decisions.

These principles are not peculiar to the USAF. All

organizations must somehow monitor and plan its use of

facility space, whether it owns or leases those facilities.

Doing more with less is a universal business goal. Keeping

down costs is desirable for private businesses as it should

result in increased profits. Government organizations,

although not profit motivated, have an obligation to

taxpayers to get the best possible value for money.

In order to make the most of valuable real estate, to

reduce travelling distances (and travelling time) for user's

and customers, and to limit the requirement for new

construction to that which is essential to support the user's

and installation's mission, an organization's existing

building space should be utilized as fully as possible.

Maximizing the utilization of space in facilities would:

1. minimize the overall requirement for new

construction by satisfying a greater number of requirements

V 3L



from within existing building space, and

2. maximize the value of each dollar spent constructing

new facilities, and on modifying those existing.

The Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF), although not

possessing facilities on the same scale as the USAF,

constructs and operates its own installations. Budget limits

similarly constrain the extent of new construction that is

desirable. New facilities must be designed and constructed

to ensure long-term functionality, and the use of building

space must be monitored and managed to ensure that as many

requirements as possible can be satisfied from existing

assets.

Statement of Problem

It was not assumed, before this study was performed,

that the USAF has a problem with facility space utilization.

This study aimed to identify and analyze methods which are

used by USAF installations (and others which could be used)

to layout facility space and to manage its utilization, in

order to determine if there is a problem.

* This study examines the extent of usage of these methods

in Air Force Civil Engineering (AFCE), how appropriate they

"." are, and their general effectiveness. It identifies those

factors which constrain planners and designers in their

performance of this task, and determines if there is a

relationship between the comprehensiveness, accessibility,

and accuracy of the available planning data-base and the

4
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capacity to maximize the usage of building space.

A secondary purpose of this study is to develop some

conclusions and recommendations on space planning and space

management methods that can be applied within the RAAF

Facilities organization to help alleviate the accommodation

shortfalls currently being experienced.

Research Objectives

In order to achieve these goals, the following

objectives were used to guide the research:

1. Determine what methods are currently being used by

facility planners and architects in AFCE, RAAF, and civilian

organizations, to design efficient building layouts and to

manage a facility's space throughout its design life;

2. Determine the effectiveness of such methods, and

make recommendations to assist AFCE in making the most of its

building space resources;

3. Gather perceptions of AFCE facilities design and

real property planning personnel on the comprehensiveness,

accuracy, and accessibility of the data that is collected to

manage the utilization of building space, and determine if

there is a relationship between these factors and the

effectiveness of their efforts;

4. Determine who actually controls the utilization of

building space on USAF installations. What roles do the Base

Civil Engineer (BCE) and the Facilities Board (FB) have in

this task? Do Unit Commanders manage the use of space within

5
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their own allocated buildings, or is this function alsoII performed centrally to coordinate all base requirements?

'y ,5. Determine what constraints there are to the

effective management of building space;

6. Construct a list of planning factors involved in the

redistribution of building space; and,

7. Determine what effort is actually made to consider

the possible reallocation and/or rehabilitation of existing

building space as an alternative to new construction.

Scope and Limitations

This study examines the process of interior facilitiy

design from the conceptual, architectural layout standpoint.

It examines the approaches, some methodical and some

seemingly intuitive, taken by planners and architects in

*.' deciding how a building should be laid out, and the criteria

used to evaluate the efficiency of layouts. It also

establishes the types of data available to real property

planners and space managers, collection practices being

employed, their perceptions of the accuracy of the data, and

problems they face when using this data to plan the

redistribution of space.

' While literature from non-military sources is examined,

no attempt has been made to solicit views and prdctices from

civilian organizations, due to the time constraints of this

study. The interior design and space management methods of

6



some practicing Architect-Engineer firms are studied,

particularly with reference to the use of computer technology

and to space studies conducted within Base Comprehensive

Planning (BCP) contracts with the Air Force.

The potential for new construction cost savings which

could be generated by maximizing space utilization in

existing facilities by using layout design and space

redistrihution methodology is unknown, and this study does

not attempt to quantify this. However, it is assumed that if

a reduction in gross building floor area were possible using

one method over another, then the cost of that facility would

decrease somewhat in proportion to the area saved. It is not

suggested that expenditure on new facilities could be reduced

but rather that more facilities could be constructed for the

same budget.

It is also assumed that a more functional, flexible

facility design would: 1) enhance mission accomplishment by

saving the time and energies of the users; 2) satisfy the

mission requirement for a longer time frame; 3) permit

*easier and lower cost modification to fit a user's changing

requirements, or to fit a different set of requirements

should the space be reallocated to other users. The long

term need for replacement facilities could be minimized by

such short term action. This stresses the need for BCP

procedures to include space management studies for all

existing and proposed facilities.

7
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The Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) has facilities

regulations which infer the need to maximize the usage of

existing facility space. Although this study will not extend

to the collection of data from RAAF sources, it will examine

RAAF real property regulations, common practices of data

collection and space allocation (as experienced by the

writer), and make recommendations on how the RAAF could

benefit by adopting alternative practices.

Background

0 Space management is a long term function aimed both at

keeping all available space occupied, and having the

flexibility to reorganize facility layouts and redistribute

*. space in reaction to mission changes, technological

developments, and changing accommodation priorities. It

entails the development of a comprehensive database to

include spaces available within real property assets,

functions and personnel accommodated, unsatisfied space

requirements, and methodologies and criteria for space

allocation.

- . Space management of facilities on a USAF installation

can be viewed from two levels; 1) centralized management of

the utilization of all base real property assets by all

users, and 2) management of space within a specific

facility. Space Planning is a subset of the latter level of

Space Management, and can be applied to the layout of a

P 8
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.1 facility once its functions and space needs have been

researched and set. Space Management also includes such

tasks as allocating existing facilities to specific

organizations, allocating areas within a facility to specific

users, tracking and co-ordinating the changing usage of areas

within a facility, keeping accurate account of personnel and

equipment accommodated, and recording or forecasting future

requirements for space.

As all these activities are data intensive, the use of

computers has made a large contribution to current
:.

capabilities and expertise in all areas. Although optimal

solutions for facility layout are perhaps not achievable, the

development of Computer Aided Architectural Design (CAAD)

systems over the past 30 years has greatly enhanced the

architect's and facility manager's abilities to generate and

evaluate many alternative layouts for a specific problem.

This may be required in the initial design process for both

design and remodelling projects, or for altering working

arrangements to achieve greater efficiency or to accommodate

additional personnel and functions.

"9
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II. Review of Literature

Chapter Overview

JI This chapter examines literature dealing with methods

and practices used by the USAF, RAAF, academic, and civilian

organizations to maximize facility space usage. Two

perspectives are taken; first, that high utilization can be

'designed into' a facility (Space Planning), and second, that

in order to maintain high utilization data must be acquired

and updated and space must be 'managed' (Space Management).

The various USAF regulations and manuals which provide

guidance for: 1) the design of facilities, and 2) their

long term utilization, are examined first, followed by RAAF

regulations and parallel guidelines. Their emphases andp.-

- inherent problems are highlighted.

Literature which outlines general space management

principles will then be reviewed. Space Planning will be

introduced and defined. The development of techniques for

space planning in facility layout design will be presented at

the end of the chapter. The concepts of flexibility and

growth, and the development of the Open Planning concept for

administrative and production work areas, will also be

examined.

Some of the documented USAF space studies which have
'

being carried out, mainly as part of Base Comprehensive

Planning (BCP) exercises, will be presented. The role of the
4.
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Work Information Management System (WIMS) in facility space

management, will be briefly discussed.

Finally, some of the characteristics and capabilities of
, '

computer systems currently in use by A-E firms and space

planning consultants, other systems and programs developed by

organizations and academics, and commercially available space

* . planning software, will be presented.

USAF Regulations

Design Guidelines. The major facility design guidelines

stressed by the USAF Force are economy, functionality,

flexibility, and standardization.

Economy and Functionality. The need for economy in

the construction of new facilities is recognized in Air Force

Regulations (AFRs) and Air Force Manuals (AFMs). AFR 88-15,

Criteria and Standards for Air Force Construction, states in

paragraph 1-15 that:

A primary objective in military construction is to
provide facilities with low construction costs and low
maintenance costs consistent with the anticipated
duration of the military requirement (14).

*However, paragraph 1-5 states that the functions which a new

or modified building is intended to accommodate should not be

compromised:

All military facility planning shall employ economical,
functional architectural and engineering design, closely
tailored to the actual requirements of the project, with

particular attention to ... the type and extent of
*services and equipment to be provided. Designs shall be

governed by functional requirements, shall conform to
existing Air Force standards and criteria, and shall be

-.



consistent with applicable Congressional cost
limitations (14).

These standards and criteria are given in three

publications. AFR 88-15, paragraph 1-1, gives the design and

construction criteria to be applied to all new construction,

reconstruction, rehabilitation, alteration, modification and

maintenance and repair of existing facilities (14). AFM 86-

2, Standard Facility Requirements, establishes the basic

criteria that define the size, type, and number of facilities

required for mission support (15). This system provides

allowable building spaces for a wide variety of functions and

activities. The size of a facility is generally determined

by the number of personnel to be accommodated, with some

addition for known equipment and production requirements.

sAlthough AFM 86-2 does not outline design methods, it

. lists in paragraph 1-6 the basic steps in developing facility

requirements, one of which is to

Translate design and planning criteria into design
proposals and drawings to determine the needed size,
type, and number of facilities and their configuration
and functional layout (15).

This study examines methods of both establishing design

requirements, and for translating them to functional layouts.

Flexibility. The third major facility design

O requirement recognized by AFR 88-15, Criteria and Standards

for Air Force Construction, is flexibility. Flexibility is

defined in paragraph 1-6 as "the ability of an existing

structure to accommodate a change in use with minimum

12
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expenditure of resources" (15). AFR 88-15 also acknowledges

the trend for facilities to accommodate changes in usage

throughout their design lives:

In such a long tenure of use it is inevitable that the
- - functional requirements of a building will change, often

drastically. For this reason, flexibility is a major
design requirement for all buildings except for those
with highly specialized functions which are precluded
for economic reasons (15).

AFM 86-2 gives general guidance for the design of office

spaces in paragraph 13-4: "In designing administrative

facilities open bay design is preferred for economy of

construction and flexibility of layout" (15). The concept

and design principles of open office planning, and other

design and construction techniques for enhancing flexibility,

will be reviewed later in this chapter.

Standardization. Standardization of facility

-;. design has been an Air Force goal since the early 19501s,

when the first Definitive Designs for Air Force Structures

was developed by the Air Force using the Department of

Defence manual 4270.1. A study by Basham (6) traced the

history of this first effort to standardize facility design

through to the development and refinement of the AFM 88-2,

Air Force Design Manual - Definitive Design of Air Force

Structures (13). These designs are in the form of line

drawings detailing the gross dimensions, layout, and content

of various types of facilities including proposed building

materials and construction methods.

13
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The aim of this product was to reduce costs in the

building delivery process (6:13). The use of standard

designs has not been successful and in the early 1980's AFM

88-2 was removed from distribution pending the resolution of

some inherent problems. These problems were

"misinterpretation, overbuilding, loss of flexibility, poor

communication ability, costs (of production], and the lack of

an effective updating and evaluation process" (6:16).

Guidelines for the use of AFM 88-2, in view of design

guidelines in other AFMs and AFRs, were confusing. For

instance, AFM 88-15 states in paragraph 1-5, that "AFM 88-2

establishes architectural requirements, space allowances, and

arrangements" whereas paragraph 1-6 says:

the architectural design must 1) reflect careful
*consideration of the type and arrangement of

fenestration and entrances, and 2) provide high quality
architectural layout and treatment through the expert
use of economical basic design concepts (14).

Overbuilding is "the construction of a facility that

exceeds the requirements and may mean wasted time, effort,

money, and space" (6:18). The average number of different

size designs for the standard designs at AFM 88-2 is less

than two, and half of them have only one size plan (6:18).

Thus, there was no flexibility in determining the size of

S.Omany facilities if the definitives were used blindly without

consideration of AFM 86-2's space allowances.

A small survey of air staff, command, and base level

engineers attending AFIT courses showed that all thought that

14
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the use of standard designs was mandatory. Two thirds

thought that variation was encouraged, and the other one

third thought that they were to be used with a minimum amount

of variation (6:17). If this perception was in any way

indicative of the general impression of AFCE design

personnel, then there was a real possibility of overbuilding

and space wastage.

In terms of flexibility, the use of hardline drawings in

AFM 88-2 implied a fixed spatial arrangement, a solution to a

design problem rather than a design guide (6:19). In terms

of costs, the document was 400 pages long and design

development costs alone amounted to around $6,000 per sheet.

Costs for printing, distribution, design updating (as

problems became evident), and re-distribution were also high

(6:21-22). In view of the other inherent problems, the costs

could not be justified.

Real Property Regulations. Paragraph 1-3 of AFM 86-2,

Standard Facility Requirements, states two purposes of the

facility requirements system:

O a. To make maximum use of the existing facilities, and

b. To acquire and maintain, through continuous study of
functional requirements, solid justifications for
building new facilities and occupying existing facilities
(15).

Real Property Management regulations refer specifically

to the need for constant monitoring of existing facility

usage. AFR 87-2, Use of Real Property Facilities, requires

that current and accurate data must be kept by BCEs on

15
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accommodation requirements and facility usage, and states in

paragraph 2 that "if such data reveal that one or more

pp, facilities are not being put to maximum use, a management

analysis of the use will be made" (16).

Furthermore, a BCE must make an annual presentation to

the Base Facilities Board on facilities usage versus

requirements, both satisfied and unsatisfied. He must detail

where space shortages and surpluses exist and propose methods

of best using the available space (16). This responsibility

is extended to Major Commands (MAJCOMs) as well. Paragraph 2

of AFR 87-2 states that MAJCOMs

should continually validate and evaluate assets and
requirement data developed by bases, and ensure maximum
effective use of all existing assets, through periodic
base facility use surveys or other available means.
[They should] make every effort to compress space
assigned to activities, to ensure maximum effective use
and conformity with criteria in AFM 86-2 (16).

This paragraph also states that all departures from AFM 86-2
_4-

allowable space criteria must be approved by either the

MAJCOM or Headquarters United States Air Force (HQ USAF).

AFR 87-22, Utilization and Retention of Real Property,

paragraph 6, requires that each installation must "develop

and maintain a current 5-year plan for the optimum use of all

assigned real property" (17). Procedures are also outlined

'V for the reporting of Air Force Real Property which are not

and cannot be utilized effectively.

These design and real property regulations all stress

the importance of utilizing existing building space

16
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effectively, but none deal with practical methods. How does

one modify buildings for optimal space usage, compress the

space requirements of functions, or reallocate space from one

user to another to ensure that the high st priorities are

satisfied? These questions will be examined in the

succeeding chapters.

The RAAF Facilities Organization

This section describes the structure of the RAAF

Facilities organization, regulations governing the management
of building space from both the design and real property

perspectives, and observed deficiencies in the RAAF's real

property data collection practices. Data on RAAF methods for

- managing the utilization of building space will not be

collected and analyzed as part of this study, and the

following is submitted as an accurate account of current RAAF

practices.

Organizational Overview. Design and construction of all

facilities for the Australian Department of Defence (DOD) and

all other Federal Government Departments is performed by, or

arranged through, the Department of Housing and Construction

(DHC). While DOD is responsible for the management of its

I own facility construction and maintenance programs, all

designs for Air Force and Navy facilities (and most major

Army facilities) are produced by DHC architects, engineers,

and draftsmen, or by consultants contracted to DHC. All

facility construction is performed by contractors but the

17
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production of plans and specifications, all contract

negotiation and administration, and quality assurance, are

the responsibility of DHC.

RAAF interests are preserved by the Director General of

Facilities - Air Force (DGF-AF) and his staff of RAAF and

Public Service engineers and planners. The organization of

the Facilities Branch and a summary of the duties and

responsibilities of DGF-AF are in Appendix A (3). Within the

Department of Defence - Air Force Office (AFO), DGF-AF has a

dual responsibility to the Chief of Air Force Development

(CAFD) and to the First Assistant Secretary Facilities

(FASF). Administratively, the Branch is located within the

Facilities Division of the Department of Defence (Central),

but physically, within the AFO building area.

The two RAAF Commands, Operational Command (HQOC) and

Support Command (HQSC), have small Facilities staffs and most

RAAF installations have one or two positions for Facilities

Officers. Most Facilities Officers have Bachelor of

Engineering (BE) degrees. Their expertise in facility

planning, layout, programming, and management is acquired

through experience.

Design Guidelines. The RAAF requirements for a new

@- facility or modification to an existing facility which is

anticipated to cost in excess of A$ 0.07 m are broadly

• -defined in an Air Force Works Requirement (AFWR). This

document is an in-house justification of the need for a new

'N •18
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facility or major facility modification, and is usually

written by the proposed user or his Command or HQ controlling

Directorate. A copy of the AFWR format is in Appendix B.

RAAF regulations are in the form of Defence Instructions

(Air Force), or DI(AF)s. DI(AF) AAP 3300.001 is entitled

RAAF FaciliLies Manual (or FACMAN) and contains, amongst

other things, all instructions, guidelines and procedures

which RAAF facilities personnel must follow in the provision,

maintenance, and management of RAAF real property assets (3).

Another publication, the Services Scales and Standards

of Accommodation (SSSA), details space entitlements for

certain facility types on all DOD military installations (4).

Floor areas of community, single person accommodation,

military family housing, administrative, and ablution

facilities are carefully regulated and space is usually

allocated on a troop sLrength basis. Operational,

maintenance, production, and technical workshop areas are not

regulated, but such requirements (in the form of an AFWR)

must be justified and pass scrutiny by Base Facilities

Officers, Command Facilities Officers, DGF-AF staff officers,

and the Air Force Requirements Committee (AFRC).

If endorsed by the AFRC, the requirement will be

considered by the Air Force Works Priorities Committee (WPC)

for inclusion into Air Force submissions for upcoming capital

works programs. These submissions are combined with similar

submissions from the other Armed Services and DOD

.. 19
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organizations and pass bef re various DOD committees before

the actual programs are developed.

Before a programmed works item can be passed to DHC for

design, a Functional Design Brief (FDB) must be prepared by

DGF-AF staff officers and approved by FASF. It must also be

referred to the Department of Finance (DOF) if the initial

DGF-AF cost estimate exceeds AS 0.1 m. The FDB is
A brief which comprises a detailed statement of the

design features, engineering and architectural
requirements necessary for DHC to complete design and
documentation to the stage of letting contracts for the
proposed works (3: Annex A to AFTI(FAC) 8/85).

It "provides DHC with . design concept" and "supplies all the

necessary information to DHC to meet the functional

requirement as stated in the AFWR" C3: Section 8-4, para

425). A copy of the FDB format, taken from the RAAF

Facilities Manual (3), is in Appendix C.

AFWR and FDB Space Controls. Information for

mandatory inclusion in the AFWR is listed in the AFWR format

in Appendix B. This information includes:

1. activities to be accommodated,

2. the number of personnel to be accommodated,

3. division of personnel between sections,

4. expected duration of requirement,

5. anticipated and/or possible future activities to be
.O. accommodated,

6. whether the area entitlements of the SSSA apply, or
whether there are overriding reasons why they should be
exceeded,

20
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7. existing facilities that are currently being used to
accommodate the activities (if applicable), and their
deficiencies, and

8. an analysis of alternative ways of satisfying the
requirement, including modification to, or extension of,
existing buildings (3: Section 8-4, Annexes A and B).

The production, passage of the document through the AFWR

approvals process, and ultimate AFRC endorsement is the

responsibility of the sponsor (the user's representative at

AFO level). However, Facilities officers at all levels act

as consultants, providing advice on alternatives, and real

property and facilities programming information.

After assessing the true needs of the user in relation

to the existing facility resources of the installation, DGF-

AF must decide if a new facility is warranted or if building

space can be made available, modified, or extended. This

process is largely subjective, and depends on the accuracy of

the AFWR's research, the experience of the DGF-AF Plans

section staff, communications with Command, base and regional

DHC personnel, and their personal familiarity with the Base's

existing facilities and operations. The desires of the user,

1* base management, and specialist officers at Command and AFO

levels, can also introduce political factors which can

influence the scope of work and whether existing space (if

available) is modified or a new facility is constructed.

The FDB is currently written by the DGF-AF staff officer

responsible for facility development at that base, although

consideration has been given for some time to the delegation
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of some of this responsibility tc Command Facilities

Officers. The Staff Officer will usually have been involved

with all aspects of the proposal from its inception, and will

be reasonably familiar with the base. The information he

must supply on the FDB includes:

1. approved activities, in the form of a room-by-room list,

2. personnel numbers for each room, and whether they occupy
that room on a permanent or temporary basis,

3. whether future extension is envisaged (the same Officer
is usually responsible for Master Planning of that base's
long term facility requirements),

4. whether permanent or temporary, pre-fabricated and/or
modular construction is required,

5. a Functional Relationship Diagram detailing the
interrelationships of all activities and key personnel,
and

6. any special criteria which should be used to evaluate
alternative floor layouts, such as the number of visitors
expected, foyer requirements, minimum corridor widths,
and any restrictions on access to certain parts of the
facility (3: Section 8-4, Annex E).

Functional Relationship diagrams provide a description

of the interplay of activities within a facility, and is

vital to acquaint DHC architects with the operations of the

* user. This technique will be described in more detail later

in this chapter. A standard clause in all FDBs is:

The final design must take best advantage of the site
and incorporate all economies possible with regard to
floor area and construction, yet still retain the
necessary functional requirements and work flow pattern
(3: Section 8-4,Annex E).

DHC has its own comprehensive design guidelines.

Minimization of construction costs and underutilized space
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for all Federal Government buildings are also its stated

objectives.

Real Property Regulations. DGF-AF is responsible for

the approval of any changes in the functional usage of

facilities, subject to agreement by the specialist AFO

Directorate overseeing the operations accommodated by the

facilities in question (3: Section 5-9, para 906). Each RAAF

installation has a Facility Usage Schedule which is a one

line summary of each facility's user, broad usage, RAAF

building number, and DHC building number. An annual update

of this document is required.

The Property Assets Register (PAR) for each installation

holds the building data for all facilities. In many cases,

this data is the only building data held by the RAAF on a

facility. It includes details on the gross floor area,

number of rooms, construction materials, internal engineering

services, fixtures and fittings, and items of fixed

electrical and mechanical plant. DGF-AF is currently

attempting to have final design drawings for new facilities

transferred to microfiche once construction of the facility

is complete. The backlog of plans yet to be processed by the

responsible Government agency is enormous, and hardcopy

storage room in the DGF-AF offices has been exceeded,

resulting in loss or forced disposal.

The RAAF holds no engineering services or floorplan

drawings for the majority of its existing facilities.

2.



'' Hardcopy, full size drawings are sometimes available from DHC

on request, but DHC does not make a practice of securing 'as-

built' drawings from construction contractors nor do they-.'.
update drawings when minor modifications are carried out

later in the life of a facility.

Successful management of the space within facilities and

throughout an installation is difficult when so little data

is available on existing building layouts, and when the

decisions on how to satisfy requirements are made remote from

the base. Base Facilities Boards are a relatively recent

phenomena on most RAAF bases. Historically, once a building

is allocated to a user (with the approval of DGF-AF), that

user arranges the usage of that facility to fit his

particular requirements.

Space utilization studies are usually undertaken only if

their is a perceived space deficiency due to increased

mission requirements, modified maintenance responsibilities

and/or procedures, or equipment acquisition or updating. DHC

or consultant architects have never, to the writer's

knowledge, been engaged specifically to study the utilization

of space in an existing facility or group of facilities.

Such a study may be done as part of an AFWR

0justification for new works, but this is usually done by the

facility user. A bias towards new construction is usual by

users, and DGF-AF is responsible for establishing the

A authenticity of the claimed space deficiencies and suggesting
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alternative courses of action, before the AFWR is examined by

the approving authority. If the deficiency is acknowledged

and a project approved, DGF-AF will decide the best course of

action after DHC and design consultant advice (if necessary)

has been evaluated.

While base Master Planning is a coordinated effort by

RAAF and DHC personnel, data input on available existing

building space to satisfy additional long-term requirements

is largely a function of the planners' familiarity with base

facilities. Two exceptions of note are single living-in

accommodation and military family housing requirements, for

which excesses and shortages can be estimated with reasonable

accuracy from base personnel records and on-base living

accommodation records.

Comparison of USAF and RAAF Guidelines

The emphases in USAF facility design guidelines are:

1) support for mission accomplishment by ensuring the

functionality of facilities, 2) costs, and 3) minimizing

the size of facilities by placing maximum limits on activity

spaces. The emphases in real property guidelines are:

1) accounting for Air Force assets, and 2) maximizing the

use of facility space. The regulations provide guidelines

for the design of Air Force facilities and define the

documentation requirements for monitoring the usage of

facilities but they do not detail methods of designing
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facility layouts or establish how the real property data

should be used to manage space.

While RAAF facility design guidelines stress similar

N objectives, they also mandate methodical layout planning to

ensure that the interrelationships of activities to be housed

by a facility are considered. USAF action to introduce

similar requirements into the AFM 88-2, Air Force.Design

Manual-Definitive Design of Air Force Structures, will be

outlined in Chapter 3.

RAAF real property accounting does not provide decision

makers with sufficient data to adequately plan facility needs

or to evaluate facility proposals. Records are entirely

*: manual and are updated infrequently. Drawings for newly

constructed facilities are available but overload problems

are preventing their accessibility by Facilities Officers

when required. Accurate drawings for most existing

facilities are not, for practical purposes, available.

Assistance is usually sought from DHC architects and

-- *- engineers to provide data and drawings for existing

facilities and engineering services, and to produce costs for

several alternative courses of action. In many situations

more accurate indicative costs, for the purposes of comparing

alternatives and developing facilities programs, could be

established by Facilities Officers if accurate drawings of

facilities and engineering services were available.

-U2
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Facilities Space Management Literature

The available literature dealing with the tracking of

activities and allocated space within real property

facilities, managing its usage, and improving its

utilization, deals exclusively with the use of computerized

Database Management Systems (DBMS) and 'spreadsheet'

software. As is presented later in this chapter, many

computer systems interface DBMS and spreadsheets directly

with floor plan layout programs. In many cases, area take-

offs to the database and spreadsheet are made automatically

* when any changes are made to final floor plan layout

drawings.

Although such space management systems can be used

effectively to store information and report usage in whatever

S. format is desired by the designer or client, the effective

utilization of space within individual rooms and open plan

areas requires much hand collection and subjective analysis

of data to determine work flows, workstation and equipment

area needs, privacy requirements, and utility requirements,

: •in order to determine activity space needs.

In order to manage facility space, there must be a clear

definition by the user (or client) of the activities to be

-s accommodated, the work processes to be performed, the

relationships between each pair of activities and between

each pair of discernable activity groups, and the areas

required for each activity. For a new facility, this
_i2
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definition and analysis of needs must be accomplished before

the facility is designed, to provide design criteria to

architects and planners. For an existing facility, these

needs and relationships must be re-assessed prior to any

remodelling design. Moreover, in order to effectively manage

the facility's space throughout its design life, these needs

and relationships should be re-assessed on a regular basis in

order to identify space surpluses, deficiencies, or

inefficient layout of activities or workstations.

As organizational roles and missions (in the military

sense) change with time, so do the needs for certain

activities and the space required to perform those

activities. How often is a user's utilization of a facility

re-assessed (either by the user or by the BCE)? If the

-* -"answer is never, or even seldom, then it is highly likely

that the facility does not properly fulfil that user's needs.

Identification of this 'gap' could be followed by a

planning exercise to generate alternative reorganization or

remodelling layouts. If functionality is of prime concern

then possibly the best solution, based on proximity

relationships between activities, would be chosen even if the

-'- cost is high. If cost is of prime concern then the exercise

would still be worthwhile.0.1

As is discussed late- in the facility layout design

methods section of this chapter, most space planning computer

software incorporates the capability to ix certain spaces in
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the layout for certain activities. If some activities would

be too costly to relocate within a facility due to special

environmental control requirements, floor load capacity,

special lighting, or essential proximity to utilities or

external access points, then they can be fixed and only the

other spaces and activities be re-assessed. If the building

construction is inflexible (eg; if walls are load bearing and

not easily removable, ceiling and roof levels are staggered),

then these factors should also be incorporated to find the

most practical and acceptable solution to the space problem.

Such a planning exercise could also be the starting

point for the justification of a new facility, or a facility

extension or major modification. Should part or all of a

facility be vacated, due to its inability to support the

organization's current mission, then this process of

assessing space needs, as well as layout planning, would be

required for potential new users of that space. If a number

of space requirements exist on the installation, and one or

more must be selected to occupy the space, then this
A.-

selection should be methodical. The following criteria could

be used for selection:

1. Highest priority, in terms of mission essentiality
and/or necessity to meet time constraints over which the

installatinn has little or no control (5ysLem
acquisition, for example).

2. Area required. If a high priority requirement would
either not fit into the space available or would leave
excessive space over, then a lower priority requirement
may be preferred.
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3. Suitability of type of construction with regard to the
type of work to be carried out inside the facility. For
example, electro-magnetic screening, floor loading
capacities, physical security and fire requirements.

4. Suitability of facility location with respect to other
on-base facilities, especially those operated by the same
user, airfield pavements, and major support facilities.

5. Commonality of work-type with other building users, and
the abiliLy of all users to co-exist without the loss of
efficiency or the disruption of operations.

6. Cost of remodelling or modifications necessary to make
the facility comply with functional requirements.

Determination of Space Needs. Pulgram and Stonis, in

Designing the Automated Office: A Guide for Architects,

Interior Designers, Space Planners, and Facility Managers

(47), recommend a four-phase process for determining the

spatial needs of an office-type facility. The process can

equally be applied to most facility types, and comprises

1) data collection, 2) analysis and synthesis of collected

data, 3) definition of hard criteria, and 4) preliminary

and final reporting. Each phase will be discussed.

Phase I - Data Collection. Information on work

/' procedures, workstation requirements, personnel job

descriptions, activity dependencies, existing facility

inadequacies and deficiencies, functional descriptions,

personnel numbers, equipment types and quantities, storage

* requirements, and utility requirements, must all be obtained.

There are usually three types of information source;

facility users, specialists such as management consultants

and/or facility managers, and the organization's management
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(47:22). There are four primary techniques available to

collect this data; observation, questionnaires, interviews,

and applied experience and research (47:23). Most readers

will be familiar with the first three techniques. Research

includes extraction of relevant data from organizational

records, standard operating procedures, regulations, and work

standards.

The information must include individual task demands,

group task demands, and organizational task demands. This

information

forms the nucleus of the organizational structure. It
7 provides the basis for understanding equipment needs,

for developing space layouts patterned around functional
relationships, for designing appropriately furnished
workstations, and for providing sufficient building
systems support (47:24).

Phase II - Analysis and Synthesis of Collected

Data. This involves "identifying patterns and clusters of

similar requirements around which standards or conclusions

can be developed" (47:27). Previously collected data is

disassembled, patterns found, relationships identified, and

design direction and standards formulated. Synthesis entails

assembling the data pertinent to the tasks (such as specific

design criteria) that will guide the generation of design

alternatives and permit their evaluation, as well as enable

space standards to be established based on known and

anticipated requirements (47:27).

The 'data bank' can be broken into 10 categories (47:27-

38). as follows:
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I. Functional Unit Profiles. What will they be doing? How

will they operate? Which will be most heavily affected by

anticipated changes?

* 2. Personnel listings and ancillary support spaces, such as

rest rooms, conference rooms, and stationery storage.

3. Growth projections for personnel numbers and ancillary

functions. In particular, areas where there is heavy growth,

extensive storage requirements, and extensive conference and

briefing requirements, should be noted.

4. Ancillary functions that support group and
J

organizational tasks, such as libraries, computer rooms,

canteens, reproduction, central typist word-processing pools.

5. Technological requirements including equipment: sizes,

combinations, shared usage, quantities, special location

criteria such as external building access, venting, utility,

and environmental controls.

6. Base building requirements - the type and character of

the space to be occupied. Will it be rehabilitated existing

space, some hypothetical office space (facility yet to be

nominated), or a new facility? Architectural features,

building systems, and optimal interior zoning data, should

also be identified to set constraints on the design. The

need for subsequent flexibility should be defined: How often

do functions change? How often do equipment, workstation

configurations, and personnei allocations change? What is

the population density, or space allowance range per person?
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7. Communications. How does paperwork and material flow?

Which activities and staff have heavy personal or telephone

contact, write to each other extensively, develop plans and

policies together, perform similar tasks, or perform tasks

requiring co-ordination? Who has heavy storage requirements
444- and/or a need for frequent access to storage areas?

8. Adjacency requirements. This type of data is

synthesized from all data types mentioned above, and refers

to the perceived need for any two activities to be located

next to each other. Adjacencies can be determined by volume

of material passing between activities, the need for

extensive communication or coordination between activities,

minimization of total daily travel time or walking distance

between activities. It could also be determined by technical

requirements, such as the need to minimize utility runs from

central building utility cores in order to minimize costs, or

by noise dampening requirements such as the need to separate

classroom areas from plant rooms and heavy workshop areas.

9. Special requirements such as lighting, power, acoustics,

plumbing, excessive floor loading, security, abnormal working

hours, windowless space, HVAC, audio-visual, computer

terminals.

10. Space standards for entire facilities and/or individual

activities. These may have already been determined by the

organization or left open, to be dictated by the particular

need and justification. Space standards may exist for:
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a. Tasks (per person, or per group) such as writing,
conferencing, filing, storage, telephone usage,
production workstations, reproduction, word processing,
typewriter, computer terminal.

b. Individual offices, multiple occupancy offices, open plan
offices, and workshops. Personnel may be allocated a
type of office or workstation based on their
organizational status or level, their trade or
profession, or the kind of work performed.

c. Access requirements to work areas (circulation space,
hallways), expressed as a width or as a percentage of
total gross or net floor area.

d. Mechanical and electrical plant space. If the design
requirements are not known, then a percentage of the
gross or net floor area may be applicable.

e. Buffer space for unknown future space requirements, or
for future layout flexibility if relationships change or

6, functions are redistributed.

f. Qualitative requirements such as access to window views,
space for plants, wall hangings, visitor comfort, and
aesthetics.

g. Staff facilities such as canteens and rest rooms. If
such standards do not exist, they should be created at

* this point in order to make future space management
workable.

Phase III - Definition of Hard Criteria. Pulgram

and Stonis explain this phase as "Obtain owner review

comments, add circulation and layout factors, tabulate

quantities, and summa'rize the qualitative program" (47:38).

This phase comprises (47:44):

1. Finalization of space standards,

2. Personnel tabulation,

3. Space requirements tabulation,

4. Tabulation of area calculations, and addition of
circulation and layout factors, expressed as percentages
of the total tabulated area.
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5. Tabulation of total square footages by functional unit
for personnel, storage, and other requirements.

6. Tabulation of total square footage for special areas.

7. Summary of grand total square footage.

8. Summary of qualitative requirements.

9. Summary of adjacency diagrams.

Phase IV - Preliminary and Final Reporting.

Although this phase is critical in commercial practice for

presentation of findings and recommendations to the client,

it is not always as essential a requirement for USAF in-house

facility design and space management tasks. It would,

however, be required of a management consultant or

Architect/Engineer (A-E) firm if contracted by the Government

to provide a space needs analysis, base comprehensive

planning, or design service where user requirements had not

been formulated.

The final report should be similar to the preliminary,

but would incorporate client review comments and amendments.

It would outline all tabulations from the previous phase, and

include: the terms of reference for the study; the

methodology; the adjacency diagrams; quantitative and

descriptive information about functional, personnel, and

equipment projections; the need for flexibility of design and

buffer space; maybe an initial possible block floor plan

layout; and recommendations such as restrictions on area

shapes, and space quality.
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Models for Determining Space Needs. In Computer-Aided

Architectural Design (39), Mitchell examines methods of

analyzing quantitative data on space needs to determine

relationships and area requirements for activities. He

states that

Computer-based techniques are beginning to revolutionize
this phase of design, since they make possible the
efficient manipulation of large volumes of data, and the
performance of much more extensive and sophisticated
analyses than had been possible in the past (39:399).

Methods reviewed are simple empirical methods, timetable

models, queuing models, simulation models, and normalization

of space needs. Mitchell cautions the use of computers in

this task, in that they

tend to require a great deal of accurate and detailed
input data, which is rarely readily available, and which
may be difficult and expensive to collect. Furthermore,
the modelling effort itself is quite a lengthy and
expensive process (39:410).

Empirical Models. These models are simple

heuristic formulae produced through experience. Mitchell

gives the example of such a formula for determining the

number of seats in a lecture hall as a function of the

average number of hours of teaching per student per week, a

frequency factor, an occupancy factor, and the length of

teaching week (39:399). The area of the hall would then be

based on the number of seats required.

Mitchell cites an example of the application of

empirical models in generating lists of spaces to be provided

in generic facility types, based on the number of occupants.
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*.4 His main criticism is that mistakes of the past will be

carried forward into the future, as this method takes no

notice of changes in policy. Also, it "provides no firm

basis for optimization of space usage, or for examining the

sensitivity of space and facility needs to variations in

activity patterns and space use policy" (39:400).

Timetable Models. Timetable models are used widely

for assessing the classroom requirements of educational

facilities. They involve examining the number of students

enrolled in each course and the schedule of classes for each
' 2-4

* course, to determine the number of rooms of different sizes

that would be required to accommodate all classes. It is

used not only in facility design but in timetable formulation

to ensure that class scheduling does not exceed the capacity

of classroom space available.

Queuing Models. Where customer service is of great

importance in facility design, for example in supermarkets,

cafeterias, and department stores, queuing models can be
useful in determining minimum space needs for projected

I customer numbers, available staff numbers, and desirable

maximum customer waiting times.

Simulation Models. Simulation can be used to

S 0assess space needs in customer service facilities where the

mover nt of personnel through a facility is more complex, and

where servicing is in multiple phases. Most simulation of

this kind is concerned with input and output to spaces in the

V
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system, such as arrivals and departures of people, but not

with the details of individual behavior within spaces

(39:405). Computer simulation programs have been written to

simulate traffic flow through multi-story vehicle parking

stations, cafeterias, and air terminals, as well as for the

flow of goods and personnel through warehouses and production

facilities (39:405).

Normalization of Identified Space Needs. Once the

required activities and their areas are known, there may be

cases where it would be more cost effective (for both initial

construction and remodelling situations) to consider having a

limited range of standard shape and size modules to choose

from. For example, take the construction of modular

buildings, where room areas must be in multiples of standard

sized modules - say 8 feet square, or 64 square feet (SF).

Economies of scale may be possible by constructing a large

number of a few different size spaces than a vast array of

different sizes to exactly meet the identified space

requirements. Construction costs might be minimized by

constructing 10 spaces, each of area 192 SF, rather than 8

spaces of 192 SF and 2 of 128 SF. A simple problem of this

nature could be solved by hand.

If many different standard size modules were available

and many activities with differing space requirements must be

accommodated, the optimum selection of sizes and quantities

to minimize costs requires the application of dynamic
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programming techniques, which are best handled by computer

(39:407-409).

Space Planning - Facility Layout Design

The concept of space planning and some basic principles

will now be examined. Literature dealing with both manual

and computer aided methods of floor plan layout is discussed

in depth towards the end of this chapter.

Whether the internal space of a building is laid out by

hand, or with the aid of a computer, the architectural

principles used to compile and evaluate the alternative

arrangements are similar. In order to effectively utilize

the computer to: 1) process the designer's input, 2)

produce a layout, and 3) evaluate it in terms of performance

against specified criteria, the required procedures are

algorithmic, highly mathematical, and commonly consist of

complex manipulations of matrices.

Definitions. According to Grant, in A Partially

Annotated Bibliography on Space Planning Methods for

Architects and Space Planners, space planning is "the

placement of elements being designed or planned in a given

space or environment" (26:2). He gives a more narrow, but

incomplete, definition as "the complete filling of a space by

the elements being designed, as in the filling of a hospital

floor, with no floor space left unoccupied" (26:2).

Eastman, in Automated Space Planning and Theory and

Design: A Review, defines space planning as "the arrangement
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of a set of elements, where distances, adjacencies and other

functions of the arrangement are objective" (21:2).

Friedmann et al, in Interior Design: An Introduction to

Architectural Interiors, defines a space planner as one

concerned with "the analysis of spatial requirements, the

programming of needs for clients, the preliminary space

layouts, and ultimately the final planning" (24:476).

Space planning is as much a part of the design of

modifications and renovations of existing facilities as it is

a part of the initial facility design process. When a

facility is being designed, space needs of the users and

activities are gathered and analyzed in order to provide a

structure which meets the functional requirements. When

planning an internal modification where the available overall

area is considered adequate but in need of rearrangement to

accommodate new or changed activities, spaces have to be

placed within a given area. In such cases space planning is

referred to by some authors as 'space-filling'. Miller, in

Computer Aided Space Planning: An Introduction, defines it as

"the act of positioning a set of elements in some predefined

space such that they satisfy a given set of constraints"

(38:6). Grason, in A Dual Linear Graph Representation for

Space-Filling Location Problems of the Floor Plan Type,

defines space-filling location problems as

the placement of a set of subspaces in a particular
larger space, subject both to a class of location
requirements and to the constraint that the subspaces
must entirely fill the larger space (27, in 36:170).
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Grant states that in all space planning definitions,

the emphasis is on the placement of elements with regard
to relational-proximity criteria; that is, the relations
among the elements being placed, in terms of adjacency,
contiguousness, distances apart, and the consequent
costs or utility in terms of total traffic distances or
conflicts (26:2).

Space planning in architecture refers both to the

selection of sites for individual facilities (location

planning) and to the location of individual activities within

a single facility (layout planning). Facility location

planning is practiced by city and town planners, master

planners, and base comprehensive planners and is not dealt

with in by this research. Facility layout planning is

practiced mainly by architects, facility managers, and real

property managers, and is the subject here. Techniques for

layout design are examined after the following review of

literature dealing with AFCE practices.

USAF Methods for Facility Space Planning and Management.

The only literature available to the author that deals

with specific USAF space management or space planning

S exercises are documentation of a get-well program run in HQ

USAFE in the 1970's, recent Base Comprehensive Planning

studies, and some planning criteria statements. The two

*: latter address the long term effective utilization of an

v" installation's facilities and have endeavored to consolidate

existing space, establish planning criteria and philosophies

:1 for the orderly development of future facilities, and to
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establish current deficiencies and expected future space

requirements. Some have also established which existing base

facilities should be renovated or modified and the functions

for which they should be used.

No literature could be found which dealt with the use of

space planning principles, methods, or techniques by AFCE

when designing or modifying facilities.

Ua USAM[ HQ USAFE identified several problems with

space utilization in facilities on bases within its command

in the early 1970's. With 31 major air bases or air stations

and 480 supporting installations including communications,

housing, and ammunition storage sites, control of an

increasing inventory of facilities had become thin. General

David C. Jones wrote, in a letter to Wing and Base Commanders

in March 1972:

Inadequate control of facility use has become a
matter of increasing concern to me. Actual use of

Vfacilities often differs from reported use. Existing
requirements regarding approval and documentation of
canges in use are ignored. As a consequence, our total
facility programming effort continues to be adversely
affected by unreliable source data. ... Facility use
should remain as stable as possible consistent with your
mission. Arbitrary changes must be avoided. Any

*proposed changes in use must be supported by your civil
engineer's facility use study. Required approvals must
be obtained before the changes are made. The objective
is maximum effective use of all existing facilities
under your control (29:1).

* A Facility Use Study was undertaken in 1972

to implement a command-wide program with the objective
of insuring maximum effective use of all existing real
property facilities under USAFE jurisdiction, control,
and accountability (29:1).
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A Facility Use Team was formed and tasked to visit major

USAFE installations to (1:2-3):

1. develop space requirements based on an installation's
mission and standard facility criteria;

2. validate the base real property survey, and find out what
facilities were actually being used for;

3. compare known requirements against existing assets, by
category code; and to

4. initiate change in use requests, approve or disapprove,
initiate disposal action where required.

The team noted that in many cases the base's mission was

not clearly defined, and thus facility requirements had not

been accurately assessed. Also, it found that space

management on bases tended to be left to one individual in

the BCE organization with no support for his activities from

the BCE, the FB, or Commanders. Finally, it judged that the

FB was not acting as a corporate decision-making body on

space use, and that decisions were largely oriented to

changing operational requirements rather than to a base

. program or objective.

The team was disbanded in the mid-1970's due to a lack

of funding and manpower. The Planning Assistance Teams which

were set up in the early 1980's to assist bases in

comprehensive planning of base layouts took over this role of

I overseeing base facility utilization. However, this was done

as a once only project for input to the Base Comprehensive

Plan rather than as an on-going program. USAFE's current
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stated methodolgy for achieving maximum effective use of its

facility space is in Appendix J.

Space Manaqement in USAF Base Comprehensive Planning.

The USAF Base Comprehensive Planning (BCP) process is used to

plan for the future of USAF installations (9:586). Clark, in

his article "Base Comprehensive Planning: Leading the Air

Force into the 21st Century," states that Air Force

Engineering and Services has the responsibility of

stewardship for the real property assets entrusted to the Air

Force by the American taxpayer (9:586). This involves

the economical and environmentally sensitive care and
maintenance of 11 million acres of land and all the
facilities and systems that we build on it. These
include 66,000 buildings .... (9:586).

BCPs are carried out under HQ USAF funded contracts by

A-E firms. Phase 1 of the process involves the

identification of where we want to go (what are the
future goals and objectives for developing the base as a
community?), what we have now (an inventory), and what
the current deficiencies are (9:587).

As part of this phase A-E firms have produced, with the aid

of BCE staff and facility users, complete inventories of

space usage for all buildings on an installation. Such

studies may be all inclusive, or divided into functionally

discrete base areas each having its own Master Plan. Studies

undertaken at Scott AFB, Illinois, and the United States Air

Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colorado, are discussed as

examples of each type.
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The BCP for Scott AFB, conducted by Harland Bartholomew

and Associates, Inc. from St. Louis, included a Space

Requirements Study for all categories of building space. The

scope of the AdministraLive Space Requirements Study was

to determine how much administrative space will be
required to accommodate each organization or unit, and
where that space should be located to carry out mission
and functional requirements (5:1).

The report tabulates all existing space quantitatively

according to building number and user organization, giving

category and condition codes. It tabulates, on the same

table, the future space requirements anticipated by

organizations as a function of personnel numbers, an

allowance of 135 SF per person gross building area, and

individually listed special purpose areas covering such

things as EDP, drafting, reception, and contractor space.

Requirements were gathered from users by survey of unit

and squadron commanders. The survey requested information

about each unit's mission, organizational and functional

relationships, number of authorized administrative personnel,

contractor and special purpose space requirements, and space

deficiencies (5:2-12). Serious deficiencies were noted, and

much of the existing space assessed as unsuitable for

renovation or continued long-term use.

The study was able to identify the amount of new

construction required, those existing inadequate facilities

which could be renovated, and non-administrative space which

could be converted for administrative use. These
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recommendations became part of the BCP. A sample of the

final tabulations, functional relationship diagrams, and user

survey, are in Appendix D.

At the United States Air Force Academy, Master Plans

were created for each discrete area, and space requirements

.4. studies were conducted simultaneously for all space types

within an area. Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill (SOM), a large

nation wide A-E firm, was engaged. In preparing the

Community Center Master Plan, a two-phase assessment of the

existing facility conditions was undertaken. An inventory of

all usable spaces including physical dimensions, broken down

by user and space type, was performed and existing building

layout plans were generated by computer. Then the functional

and operational characteristics of all departments and

- - programs using the facilities were determined (50:A-O).

The first phase required visiting each room in every

building and recording dimensions, user, space type, and

-- function, then comparing these records with as-built drawings

.-.. held by the BCE. The second phase consisted of interviewing

users to assess missions, goals, and functional relationships

within and between organizations. Deficiencies were not

recorded unless "they impacted the Master Planning effort"

(50:A-7).

The Cadet Area Master Plan study dealt similarly with

the identification of all spaces, their users, their

suitability for conversion for other functions in terms of
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their condition and location within the area, and with the

identification of deficiencies. Out of 11 area types

including classroom, lecture, laboratory, office, dining, and44

housing, only dining was found to have no deficit in space.4,

The total space deficit was about 15 per cent of the existing

,. space available.

Recommendations were made, as a result of computer

intensive space planning studies, on the short and long term

requirements for new construction and conversion, and

relocation of functions. Due to limitations of available

land, development of site was to be minimized. This meant

that maximizing the utilization of existing facilities was a

goal of the study. The study states:

By surveying each of [the] Academy programs, an
operational base of information was established to
determine present facility utilization and to understand
the characteristics which may direct future utilization.
Decisions to consolidate, reassign, or build additional
space are based on an assessment of the use and
magnitude of existing facilities (49:11).

Facility Design Criteria in Base Comprehensive

Planning. Brooks AFB has identified design and planning

criteria for the long term requirements of its research and

development (R&D) facilities. In a report entitled Advanced

Air Base Planning Prototype, Brooks AFB, San Antonio Texas,

4 it was recognized that the base's program requirements

exceeded both the capacity and adaptability of its R&D

facilities. The report stated,
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As projects begin and end, processes and thus facility
support systems, spacial configurations, and
environmental controls can change. For this reason,
state-of-the-art facilities are designed to accommodate
change. Three criteria for R&D facilities should be
applied to Brooks AFB:
- Flexibility

- Adaptability
- Maintainability (28:3.15).

It further developed the following planning considerations to

implement these criteria (28:3.15-3.16):

1. a modular approach to space planning;

2. zoning areas as wet/dry - keep offices out of wet areas;

-. 3. place all mechanical equipment at ground level to enhance
accessibility for maintenance and to reduce vibrations
and loads on structures;r16

4. place people-oriented spaces on the outer edges of
buildings to maximize the use of daylight;

5. use movable equipment and partitions;

6. use materials that provide for low maintenance and
longevity; and

7. select systems that permit these facilities criteria to
work.

Such definition of criteria and planning guidelines give

the architectural development of an installation direction,

- and forces building designers, real property space managers,

• and facility managers to monitor and plan the use of each

facility's space.

1 Lt J.P. Mitnik, in Computer-Aided System Needs for the

,O Technical Design Section of the Base Level Civil Engineering

Squadron, surveyed commissioned officers in BCE design

sections on a variety of issues relating to their duties

(40). Of the 306 design personnel surveyed using a random
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sampling technique, 65 were architects. The entire sample

was asked to rank a list of design activities in order of

time spent accomplishing them. Of the architects, 20

- reported thet they spent more time in architectural layout

(eg; space layout, circulation, flow, functionality, bubble

diagrams, user needs) than anyother technical activity, and

22 spent more time allocating space, computing square

footages, determining requirements and space utilization than

any other technical activity (40:5.8).

Computers in AFCE Space Planning and Management

0 The WIMS system is an integrated computer Decision

Support System whose objective is

to provide Air Force Civil Engineering at all levels
with data automation tools and equipment that are easy
to use, flexible, accessible, and operable by Civil
Engineering personnel and responsive to management and
mission requirements (10:3).

WIMS will eventually be implemented in throughout the AFCE

organization worldwide. The intent is to give "key managers

the ability to fully automate--in the form they choose--the

data required to do their jobs" (10:2). Data input and

program execution is performed interactively at individual

mini-computer terminals.

Real Property records are integrated with the Long-range

Planning module, one of 14 modules contained within the

system. The real property personnel have at their disposal a

customized database of facility areas, with category codes,

condition, user organizations, and functional activities.
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Data will be transferred into the WIMS databases direct from

the Base Civil Engineer Automated Management System (BEAMS).

A The accessibility of building information, building

usage data, ease of use, and ease of updating records, are

all greatly improved from BEAMS. An added feature is that

- ~the database files can be modified to include additional

vfields and to produce output in whatever format is required

(10:4). With WIMS real property data can be accessed quickly

and directly by designers and real property space managers at

their desks, without the need for generating and searching

through hardcopy reports.

The WIMS also has the capability of running 'canned'

software and high-level programming languages. WANG, who

manufacture all of the WIMS hardware, has produced a special

" "adaptation of AutoCAD which will run on the hardware as a

stand alone package without interfacing with WIMS. AutoCAD

is perhaps the most extensive, versatile, and popular

"- Computer Aided Design (CAD) software packages available. It

has a space planning capability, with 'blocking' and

%stacking' features only usually found on more sophisticated

space planning programs, to improve layouts of activities on

one or more vertical levels. WIMS can be configured with

high resolution graphics to support CAD.

With its integrated databases, wide accessibility, ease

of use, and the WANG AutoCAD option, both space management
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and space planning by BCE real property and design personnel

respectively, will be aided.

Mitnik's study (40) asked BCE design personnel if they

had any CAD experience, and what would they use CAD for if

they had access to it in the workplace. From the sample of

306 designers, 40 had used CAD, a further 19 had used

computers for data analysis, and 15 more had some computer

language experience but had not used computers in design or

analysis. Generalizing this data to the entire population of

BCE designers, a surprisingly small proportion (approximately

24 percent) have had computer exposure. This is especially

surprising as 61 percent were Lieutenants, 60 percent had

been commissioned for less than four years, and for 55

percent their current assignment was their first as a

commissioned officer (40:4.4).

Desirable uses for CAD were solicited by an open-ended

question. The most relevent responses to this author's study

are in Table I below. Respondents were free to include as

many uses as they wished.

Although this data is aggregated for all designers and

not just architects, it does indicate that there is some

interest in achieving better design and having better access

to accurate building data for design purposes. However,

these levels of interest (4.9 and 3.9 percent respectively)

were no greater than the percentage of designers who felt

that CAD was not warranted for thier purposes (4.9 percent).
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Table I

Possible Uses for CAD in a BCE Technical Design Section
- Survey by Mitnik, 1986

Response Number % of sampl-

Alternative/detailed 54 17.6
design analysis

3Ca1 cul at ions 53 17.

.- Decrease drafting time 52 17.3

Update as-builts (better) 47 15.4

Modify drawings quicker 43 14.1

Reduce design time (quality) 31 10.1

Concept/schematic 16 5.2

Better design 15 4.9

CAD not warranted 15 4.9

Intelligent/accessible database 12 3.9

Facility Layout Planning Techniques

This section is an in-depth review of space planning

methods and techniques involving some technical discussion.

It may be of particular interest to architects and other

personnel involved in interior facility design.

Grant states that most traditional facility layout

methods are "implicit or intuitive, based on education,
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experience, sensitivity, and taste" (26:4). When pressed for

reasons for favoring one alternative layout to another, or

for reasons for making specific room adjacency decisions,

designers who use intuitive methods have usually either

admitted to basing their decision on one criterion to the

exclusion of all others, or have declared that a more

systematic approach would threaten their creative potential

(26:5).

Systematic methods have been developing since the early

1960's (26:5). Reasons for favoring systematic methods have

been proposed by many authors, and include:

1. It enhances communication of ideas between members of
design teams, and between designers and the potential
users of the facility (26:5);

2. It enhances the teaching of design and planning (26:5);

3. It encourages or enforces thoroughness (21); and

4. It allows the average designer to emulate the successful
efforts of the ingenious (26:5);

5. It makes design decisions more understandable,
recordable, and retraceable (21).

Grant feels that perhaps professional accountability and

objective analysis are the primary reasons for space planning

methods to be systematic:

The nature of design itself - an activity aiming at
* .altering a situation to bring it closer to somebody's

image of what ought to be - makes it incumbent on he who
exercises delegated authority, as does the architect and
planner, to always stand prepared to explain and justify
the basis of his decisions. If his decisions are based
only on unexplained intuitive or implicit processes, it
is difficult to defend them or even explain them on any
basis other than experience, genius, or a plea of 'trust
me, I know the way'. If decisions are systematized and
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explicitly described, the decisions may not be better,
but at least they are open to argumentation and analysis
(26:6).

For these reasons, the development of systematic methods

has been slow and resisted by the profession in general, as

most cling to intuitive methods for fear that individual

creativity will otherwise be eliminated from design (26:7).

Lee, in his book Computer Aided Space Planning, analyzes

the steps that most architect/planners take intuitively when

designing space layouts. They are as follows:

1. Identifies each element involved and defines the
relationships between each pair of elements.

2. Establishes for each element the required area, and any
! . specific configurations desired.

3. Diagrams element relationships by relating various
elements to each other graphically as bubble diagrams.

4. Transforms bubble diagrams into a space relationship
layout by incorporating the area required for each
element. The layout becomes a scaled drawing.

5. Evaluates alternative arrangements according to program
constraints, such as functional requirements, project
budget and aesthetic consideration (33:19).

Bubble diagrams will be further discussed later in this

chapter.

Steadman, in Architectural Morphology (54), divides all

systematic methods broadly into two groups, heuristic and

exhaustive. A heuristic method might be intended to generate

just one, or a few plans, in which certain stated

requirements of adjacency between rooms, and perhaps also

constraints on the dimensions and shapes of rooms, are

optimally satisfied. Exhaustive methods are designed to
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produce all possible plans conforming to the given

requirements. Heuristic methods can be employed both by hand

and by use of computers but have a serious drawback. These

methods commonly attempt to optimize the plan by applying one

evaluative criterion alone - that of circulation. No other

planning criteria such as aesthetics, structure (the skeleton

of the building), heating, and lighting, are considered.

Steadman describes the process:

For every pair of rooms-or 'zones' in the building, a
figure would be worked out - perhaps derived from
surveys - for the typical frequency of journeys made
between those rooms per day or per week. In any actual
layout, this figure could be multiplied by the distance
separating the rooms in question. Then the total of all
such products could be summed for all pairs of rooms.
These design methods were intended to find arrangements
in which this sum was minimized (54:141).

Exhaustive methods are better handled by computers.

Neither the computer program nor the technique itself

exercises a choice, beyond the constraints initially fixed by

the designer:

The architect [or designer] is presented with the entire
set of feasible alternatives under the specified
definition, and can then apply further criteria of his
own for selection within this range. Or else he can, as
a result of seeing the possibilities, go back and change
the initial constraints so as to generate some different
set (54:140).

Grant believes that there are three grnups of criteria

for formulating and evaluating spatial plans such as floor

layouts:

Intrinsic physical or situational characteristics such as
access to views, the existence of in-floor or in-ceiling
utilities, and load bearing capacity of floors at
different locations; and social, economic, and aesthetic
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conditions such as the cost of floor space rental,
historical associations, prestige, or negative prestige
value;

, Relational-proximity, such as -

a. Relation to existing features (distance to exit,
stairway, elevator, utilities)

b. Relation to new elements being located as part of
the subject design (distance between a nurse's
station and patient ward, volume of traffic between
a facility's front entrance and an information or
serving counter)

'Gestalt' or wholistic characteristics. This group
involves the facility as being more than the sum of its
individual elements. It involves overall effectiveness
of the layout in achieving its functional objectives.

-- Most of the literature deals with space allocation

models focusing on relational criteria, mainly with respect

to minimizing distances and circulation (traffic flows)

between spaces. This classification includes such techniques

as SLP and Dual Graph floorplan generation models, and

require the input of areas and relationship data in the form

of a relationship matrix which are converted to two

-. dimensional layout plans or data matrices which can be read

..'. as plans. Most computer applications are based on relational

cr i ter ia.

Another classification of space allocation model is the

overlay type, in which multiple maps of the floor plan

envelope are shaded to "indicate value judgments about

suitability and desirability, and then stacking the several

shaded maps on a light table to obtain a composite

evaluation" (26:7). One plan is shaded for each criterion.
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This technique has the capability of combining intrinsic,

situational criteria with relational-proximity criteria, by

allowing the designer to view and consider the effects of

many such criteria acting at once (26:8).

Mitchell, in Computer Aided Architectural Design,

classifies space planning techniques into assignment, dual

graph, and overlay (39). Dudnik and Krawczyk, in An

Evaluation of Space Planning Methodologies classify

techniques similarly, and single out the assignment type as
F.

having the most objectivity. They define assignment

techniques as an approach which

considers the space planning problem as a combinatorial
problem of assigning the various required spatial
elements to discrete locations or modules in the
available space in such a way as to satisfy a given set
of constraints and to optimize some objective function
(20:415).

Grant explains that the objective function is

generally some function of distance and interaction
among the elements being located, with the interaction
function usually dealing with cost of traffic, volume of
traffic, relative importance, or some hierarchy of
priorities among traffic types (26:38).

This definition could include both relational-proximity

4 techniques and linear/non-linear programming models.

Eastman states that the objective of space planning

exercises, and the conditions under which they are

-. undertaken, are not always the same. One such objective, but

not necessarily the most important one, is to fit a set of

activities into as small a space as possible without

overriding adjacencies (21).
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Eastman recognizes there being two major classifications

of space planning models or algorithms - 'heuristic' and

- '"optimizing'. His definition of heuristic is not quite the

same as Steadman's cited earlier (54). It and includes

methods of generating a few alternative layouts or an

exhaustive number, the objective being to evaluate each

alternative numerically according to specified criteria and

selecting the one with the greatest compared worth.

Optimizing algorithms take the form of linear and non-linear

programming problems, the equivalent of Mitchell's assignment

problems. Some practical examples of their use are drawn

from Mitchell later in this Chapter (39:468-474).

" Lee favors heuristic methods of space planning. He

states that as the requirements become more complex,

the task of arriving at an optimum solution or
*.-. generating alternatives for evaluation becomes less

manageable as well as (more] time-consuming. ... no
solution can possibly satisfy all criteria. Optimum
solutions are compromises where the conflicts are
minimized (33:19).

He advocates the use of computers to generate solutions to

space allocation problems - "With its large, accurate memory

and low computation time, the computer can be used to

generate as well as evaluate solutions" (33:20).

Each of these techniques, relational-proximity, overlay,
.%

S, heuristic, and assignment, will now be examined. Some

conceptually different design methods of minimizing

construction costs while improving layout flexibility, such

as Open Office Planning, will also be discussed. Computer
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applications of these layout techniques have been developed

by practicing architectural firms, organizations, academic

researchers, and commercial interests, and will finalize this

discussion of design methods.

Relational Proximity Methods. This type is documented

extensively and, in its simplest form, is the one most easily

applied by hand. The most common technique, and that which

most popular computer applications seek to automate, is known

as SLP. This was first documented by Muther in Systematic

Layout Planning in 1961 (35). The technique is also

documented by Pulgram and Stonis in Designing the Automated

Office (47:46-50), by Gaither in Production and Operational

Management: A Problem Solving and Decision Making Approach

(25:342-346), and by Francis and White in Facility Layout and

Location: An Analytical Approach (23). It is essentially a

six-step process:

Step 1. Compile a list of activities to be placed

in the overall space. This may consist of individual rooms

to which activities will be assigned, or could comprise

various administrative or production operations to be

arranged within a large open space. Areas are also required

for each activity.

Step 2. Graph on a chart (or matrix) the

interrelationships of all pairs of =ctivities or rooms in

terms of their need for adjacency. Muther designed the

original chart at Figure 1 with six levels of proximity, from
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,absolutely necessary' to %undesirable' (43; 35:197-198),

although two or three level scales and color codes have all

been used for this purpose (47:30-32). Pulgram and Stonis

state that

NRequirements for adjacency are born out of relationships

that exist within functional unit (intragroup) and
Nbetween functional units (intergroup). Typical

relationships include:

Intragroup - user(s) to user(s)
- user(s) to group items and spaces, eg;
equipment, storage, conference spaces.

Intergroup - group to group
- group to ancillary, eg; conference,

central computer, word processing.
- specific user(s) to user(s)
- specific user(s) to group(s) (47:29-30).

Figure 2 is an example of a three-level relationship chart.

As shown at Figure 1, the original Relationship Chart of

Muther also included a number coded reason for the

relationship chosen, such as material flow, supervision,

personal contact, or noise (45:7).

Step 3. Convert the completed Relationship Chart

into a 'Bubble Diagram'. A bubble diagram is a graphical

means of

relating the various activities to each other visually
and geographically to form the basic pattern of the
layout ... the object being to work out on paper the
arrangement of activities that will place those with
higher closeness ratings nearest each other, and those
with lower closeness ratings progressively further away
(45:8).
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The 'bubbles' represent activities and the lines joining them

indicate the strength of the relationship as indicated on the

Relationship Chart. At Figure 3 (47:31) are examples of such

diagrams. Once the relationships have been represented

correctly, usually by varying the thickness, number, or color

3

0 0
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Figure 3. Examples of Bubble Diagrams (47)
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coding of lines joining each pair of activities according to

'4 the number of levels on the Relationship Chart, the

activities are moved further apart or closer together

.. depending on the strength of the relationship. Activities

are then rearranged such that they will fit into whatever

facility shape the designer has envisaged, on the basis of

construction costs, site restrictions, or aesthetic appeal.

If the designer is concerned mainly with the functionality

and efficiency of operations within the facility, then he may

not wish to confine the design to any preconceived shape. In

military construction both construction costs and function

are of concern, so a balance must be struck.

Ste 4. Incorporate the area requirements of each

activity to create a Proportional Bubble Diagram with each

activity space represented as a square reflecting its

proportional size. Figure 4 is an example of this.

Step 5. Mold the proportional bubble diagram into

a Block Diagram, which fits individual spaces together

according to relationship strengths by adjusting the shapes
4.

but preserving the areas. Figures 5 and 6 show the stages

involved.

If there are constraints on length to width proportions

for each space or for the overall floor plan, then these are

included in this step. Many such block diagrams are possible

from any proportional bubble diagram. If the objective is to

fit a set of activities into a building space, then this step
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must also include consideration of situational criteria such

as the floor load capacities at different positions,

structural support locations, window locations, stairs, and

11 7C E -1

D_ w - D-3:-5E

The Proportiona l Bubble Diagram. This L.1 L*2 L. . L.s
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engineering; fr.' energy. I. customer ccera- emcloyee services.

[Figure 4. Proportional Bubble Diagram (47)

'6major utility services. These existing features are often

too expensive to relocate, and would only be moved as a last

resort and only if funds permitted. If available

modification funds are very limited then existing non-load
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bearing walls, electrical distribution, domestic plumbing,

and lighting arrangements may also be considerations in the

formulation of feasible block diagrams.

4",..S

a)'"- (b)

(C)

Figure 5. Conceptual Use of Block Diagrams. (a) Block
diagrams developed by space determinations,
(b) Proportional Block Diagrams showing space and
adjacency requirements, and (c) Block space

* allocations and adjacencies considering building
constraints. (47)

Block diagrams are also a means of planning and evaluating

* the required vertical and horizontal relationships of these

elements within a space or a builuing...... In any office,

conventional or automated, this step is important to the

organizational logic of the office (47:48).
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Figure 6. Molded Proportional Bubble Diagram
and Resulting Block Diagram (23)

Step 6. Evaluate the feasible block diagrams.

There are three basic methods of evaluation (45:12):

Balancing advantages against disadvantages. It may be
. possible to screen out some alternatives initially as

not in compliance with high priority criteria, such as
conformity to security and fire regulations, irregular

. ~ shapes that could not be effectively utilized by the
" intended functions, and small pockets of unallocated

space that cannot be effectively distributed to those
activities having the greatest need for additional
space.

Factor Analysis Rating. This comprises making a list of
0; organizational objectives (factors) related to the

configuration of the activities in the space, assigning
a numerical scale weighting to each objective in term-
of priority for achievement, rating each alternative
block layout against each factor, multiplying the weight
of each factor by the rating for each alternative, and
summing to produce a score for each alternative. The

/ 'plan with the highest total score is selected.
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Cost Comparison. All alternatives can be costed to include
planning, installation, operating, and maintenance
costs. Also, projected and hypothetical costs for
modifying and/or expanding the layout at some future
time could be considered. The alternative with the
lowest costs would be selected. This method of
evaluation introduces the concept of layout flexibility
into design. This concept is of vital importance in the
design of facilities for organizations with changing
missions, where the market for products or services is
constantly changing, or where new technologies lead to
rapid growth of the organization or to restructuring of
administrative procedures.. processes, and production
techniques. Flexibility and growth will be treated in
more detail later in this chapter.

Dudnik and Krawczyk (20) and Eastman (21) classify

relational-proximity techniques as either 'constructive' (or

build-up or generative) or 'improvement' (or hill-climbing).

Mitchell acknowledges this classification as well (39:440-

452). They are algorithmic, or procedural, in nature and

require much iteration before approaching optimality. They

are well suited to, and extensively used in, computer

applications.

Constructive Techniques. These begin with an empty

layout (no activities allocated) and a relationship matrix.

Each element is located in accordance with whichever of the

following four algorithms is chosen:

Random Generation. Mitchell explains the concept:

A random sampling strategy, in conjunction with some
simple assembly rules, is employed to very rapidly and
cheaply generate plans for consideration. Each plan
that is produced is scored by summing the importance
weightings of the adjacency requirements that are met.
The plans for which the score exceeds a specitied
minimum value are printed out (39:441).
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Polymino Assembly method. The element placed next is the one
having the highest interaction with the last placed
element.

Ordered Score method. The elements are placed in the
building space in the order of decreasing total
interaction scores from a relationship chart.

The Nuclear Growth approach. The choice of element to be
placed next is based on the total interaction score of
an individual element not yet placed, with all those
elements placed previously (20).

Improvement Techniques. These "start with an

initial layout and a matrix, and a attempt to alter the

layout in such a way as to improve the measure of performance

produced by the objective function" (26:37). Four different

algorithms are commonly employed to define the process by

which elements are selected for re-configuration (26,20):

Random Switching method. Switch the location of any two
elements and reassess the value of the objective
function. If the value increases keep that arrangement;
if it decreases then reverse the switch. Keep switching
pairs of elements until it seems that the value of the
objective function will not increase.

Ordered Score and Alternative Checking method. Each element
is switched in order of its total interaction score with
all other elements. The layout is re-evaluated after
each switch is made, until the best layout for those
elements placed is found.

Single Switch method. This procedure is the same as for
random switching, except that the switch order is
systematic.

Greatest Improvement methods. All possible switches of pairs
of elements are considered but only the one resulting in
the greatest single improvement in the value of the
objective function is executed. The process continues
until no further improvements are possible.

Mitchell (39) and Eastman (21) each explain improvement

techniques with the analogy of climbing a hill at night when
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the summit os not visible. One can take a step in any

direction and, if it results in an upward movement, stay

there and take another step. If not, one would step back and

try again. After many steps, a peak would eventually be

reached although it may be only a local one and not the

summit. Alternatively, one could test every possible

direction with one foot and only execute a move to the

position that one knows is the highest.

This method would guarantee the most direct route to a

peak, although that peak may similarly not be the summit

(39:443-448). Both authors believe that the ability of

improvement methods to achieve optimality depends on which

starting layout is chosen, and how many steps (or how much

computer time) the designer is willing to invest.

The Dual Graph approach is also a Relational-Proximity

technique, but is more graphically and mathematically rooted.

Bubble diagrams are called dual graphs. Whereas block

diagrams are planar representations of spaces and can be

dimensionned shaped in a variety of ways, dual graphs are

non-planar representations of activities or processes, and

not spaces. Both are used to generate and evaluate

alternative floor layouts.

Relational-Proximity methods have been criticized for

their over emphasis on two criteria; circulation, and traffic

flow between sp3ces. Grant criticizes the 'triviality' of

their application -
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They incorporate too little input, merely a relationship
- matrix and traffic flows, and yield too much output: an

entire floor plan layout .... They attempt to determine
building layout as only one criterion, that is,
proximity among the designed elements and the
implication of a given layout in terms of the total cost
of movement in a typical working day (26:8).

This criticism is true if Steps 5 and 6 of the SLP process

reviewed earlier do not attempt to; 1) incorporate physical

and situational constraints in the formulation of alternative

feasible block diagrams, and 2) evaluate these alternatives

with the organization's objectives clearly in focus.

Another criticism is that, if performed manually rather

than using one of the many computer applications that have

been developed, the physical arrangement of the bubble and

block diagrams is highly subjective and the selection of the

'best' alternative is a function purely of the time allocated

by, and the imagination of, the designer. Even though

optimality will probably never be reached using these

techniques, the computer will generate many more alternatives

and can evaluate them according to programmed instructions or

permit the designer to do so interactively.

Buffa and Armour were two pioneers in the use of

" - computers in space planning. They developed a program called

CRAFT in 1964 for evaluating layouts for production

facilities. Evaluation was based on minimizing the distances

that materials and goods moved between areas during

production. In their initial published documentation of the
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process, Allocating Facilities with CRAFT, Buffa, Armour, and

Vollmann wrote:

Ordinarily, the bulk of a manufacturing company's assets
is tied up in plant and equipment. The operating
effectiveness of these facilities depends in
considerable measure on the effectiveness of the layout.
A poorly conceived layout can result in congestion and
prohibitive material-handling costs, and, on the other
hand, an effective layout can provide an environment for
efficient production. How can a manager evaluate the
effectiveness of a layout for a complex production
system? Is this important? Of course it is, for the
basic layout used sets the design of the entire
production system for some time to come, and it cannot
be changed without considerable cost (8:136).

The CRAFT technique is still used today and has been modified

to use other evaluative criteria besides traffic flow. It is
0-
* reviewed along with other computer aided space planning

- packages later in this chapter.

Overlay Techniques. Overlay techniques are used mainly

in facility siting, highway routing, urban planning, and area

Master Planning, but is mentioned briefly here because of its

potential ability to consider more than one criterion when

laying out facilities. Overlay techniques have been

developed and used over the past 20 years by McHarg. In

Design with Nature (37) he outlines a model he has applied to

*? regional planning and landscape design. The technician

superimposes maps shaded to indicate value judgments by the

designer on the suitability of various sites as a facility

location. One map is required for each criteria. The

heavier the shading of a certain area, the more unacceptable
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it is as a potential site. When overlaid, the darker the

-' spot the more unacceptable.

This technique can be used for locating a particular

activity within a facility or within an installation, but is

not so readily applicable to designing a layout involving

locating many related and unrelated activities within a

building envelope. In such a case a map would be required

for each activity with respect to each criteria. With 20

activities and 10 criteria, 200 maps would be required.

McHarg believes that the technique permits the designer to

objectively ascertain the best location for each activity.

He describes it as "a method whereby the values Care]

explicit, where the selection method [is] explicit -where any

man, assembling the same evidence, would come to the same

conclusions" (37:35).

While computers can effectively discern shading levels

and apply weights, the human eye has difficulty. Grant sees

many problems in the manual application of this "McHarg

Technique" (26:67) -

Each added parameter map, with its judgmental shading,
increases the overall trend toward a uniformly dark gray

or black outcome space, with resultant difficulty in
discriminating the implied patterns. One result might
be a hesitancy to increase the number of parameter maps
considered (26:67).

Also, because the inputs are judgmental, "it seems desirable

to be able to re-iterate at a low cost, with changed

judgments, in some cases many times" (26:68). Unfortunately,

the more parameters and the more differing judgments by the
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different people participating in the design, the more

expensive the process if performed by hand, and the darker

and less discernable the final product.

Heuristic Search Procedures. Mitchell states that this

class of methods "is characterized by solution-generation in

a sequence of stages, with evaluations based on the partially

specified state of the data structure being made at each

step" (39:454). Because it is heavily reliant on exhaustive

enumeration of potential solutions, this type of method is

best handled by computer.

Mitchell gives a simple example of a heuristic search,

based around several decision rules. He points out that, in

most situations, there can be many 'reasonable' decision

rules, and that the purpose of these rules is to eliminate

large portions of possible activity allocations.

The method appears to be similar to the Ordered Score

and Nuclear Growth methods detailed by Dudnik and Krawczyk

(20) but that a more rigorous set of decision rules is

applied to satisfy as many adjacency requirements as

possible. As with Relational-Proximity techniques, a

relationship chart or matrix is required.

Mitchell's example is the creation of a floor plan

within a 25 by 25 square modular grid. The dimensions of

each module (grid square) is set to the minimum common

denominator of all activity space requirements, say 5 feet

square (25 square feet). The decision rules are:
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1. Select the space which has the highest number of
adjacency relations with other spaces.

2. Place the first module in the center of the grid.

3. For placement of subsequent modules for this activity;

a. List all empty grid locations which are directly
adjacent to located modules.

b. If there is only one location, select it, else
c. For each such empty grid location, count the number

(between 1 and 8) of adjacent located modules.
d. Select the grid location with the highest number.
e. If there is a tie for selection, break it

arbitrarily.

4. To select subsequent activities for placement, select the
unlocated activity having the highest total number of
adjacency relations with activities that have already
been located.

0 5. To 'grow' these subsequent activity spaces, a variation
of Rule 3 might be used;

a. List all empty grid locations which are directly
adjacent to located modules.

b. If there is only one location, select it, else

c. For each remaining potential location, count the
number (between 1 and 8) of adjacent located modules
of the current activity, and eliminate all locations
which have a lower number of adjacencies than the
maximum which occurs.

d. If there is now only one location, select it, else

e. For each remaining potential location, count the
number (between I and 8) of adjacent located modules
of any other activities adjacency-related to the
current activity, and eliminate all locations which
have a lower number of adjacencies than the maximum
which occurs.

f. If there is only one location, select it, else make
an arbitrary selection (39:459-460).

This method, says Mitchell,

grows spaces which fairly closely approximate a square
in shape, and which are located so as to simultaneously
satisfy as many adjacency requirements as
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possible... Numerous floor plan layout programs which
employ plausible selection rules of this type to locate
modules within a square grid have been developed. The
best of them are computationaly very efficient, capable
of locating thousands of modules in a few seconds, and
produce results of excellent quality (39:460).

pj..

, As with SLP, the relationship matrix need not be based solely

on circulation/traffic flow between spaces, but on a wide

range of criteria, both quantitative and qualitative.

-" Assignment Techniques. The common thread in this class

of methods is the use os mathematical techniques to optimize

" the space allocation, by maximizing or minimizing some

objective function rather than merely reporting its value.

0 Three methods will be reviewed - quadratic assignment, linear

and non-linear programming problem formulation, and

analytical (or algebraic) procedures.

Quadratic Assignment. This type of problem

formulation was first done in 1957. The purpose is to assign

a set of activities with known space requirements to a set of

possible locations, in such a way that the following

objective function is minimized:

J,.-

n n
.- J Total Circulation Cost = Z S Gij Cij (I)

""' i=l j =l

i. where

n = the number of activities to be assigned
Gi = a measure of distance between pairs of located

activities i and j
-Ci= a measure of circulation cost per unit distance

.etween i and j
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The set of locations is usually taken as the set of modules

(or cells) in a square grid. The individual cells can be any

shape or size desired. "The floor plan layout is represented

as a problem of assigning integers to locations in a two

dimensional array" (39:426). Values for Cij and Gij must be

input by the designer. An arbitrarily high interaction value

between modules of the same activity can be given to prevent

activity spaces being 'split'. Mitchell explains:

If the circulation data is in terms of numbers of trips
per week [or day], the objective minimized is total
distance traveled by building users. If values are
given in terms of travel time or cost per unit distance,
then either time spent in circulation or the total cost

0of that time respectively is minimized (39:427).

-. The problem can be modified to preset locations for some

activities. If cost is to minimized then a fixed cost (say

Fij) would be associated with each such module i, preset to

location j. An example of this would be to "reflect a

preference of high status employees for corner locations in

an office floor layout" (39:427) or for such spaces as

,- entrance halls, loading bays, and plant rooms to be located

on an external wall, at ground level, for external access

_ purposes. If spaces are pre-assigned, they serve as the

- starting point, or nucleus for the assignment process.

This method is efficiently handled by computers and is

:0 similar in principle to the Nuclear Growth method. Mitchell

cautions its use, saying that it is "appropriate only in

situations where circulation efficiency or some directly

analogous objective is regarded as the primary determinant of
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the plan" (39:428). Other limitations are that:

1. It takes no account of shape constraints on spaces.

2. It does not recognize any difference between circulation
space and other types of space, and may produce splitting
of activity spaces in the plan.

3. The collection of necessary circ'ilation and cost data may
be difficult and expensive, if not impossible. For this
reason, experience and professional judgment is commonly
used in place of actual circulation and cost data
(39:428).

4. There is no known solution procedure for this type of
problem, "nor is there a direct way of computing the
optimum value of the objective. Enumeration and search
procedures of various kinds must be employed" (39:429).

Linear Programming. Standard linear programming is

* applicable when the objective function and space dimension

constraints can be formulated in linear form. Mitchell says:

Typical linear objectives are maximization or
minimization of overall plan length, width, perimeter,
or proportion ratio. Typical linear constraints are
upper and lower bounds on allowable lengths, widths,
perimeters, and proportion ratios of individual rooms
and of the overall envelope ..... An immediate obvious
limitation of the linear programming approach is that
area constraints are non-linear, and thus cannot be
incorporated... (39:470).

Also, properties such as construction costs and heat loss are

functions of area and cannot be included as constraints or

objectives. However, by setting one dimension for each

space, and setting an allowable range for each area (min,

max), the optimum value for each other room dimension, and

hence the optimum area, can be determined. The limitation

here is that area adjacency relationships cannot be used to

determine the best arrangement of spaces. A rough block

diagram must be obtained prior to this application.
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Mitchell cites an example where linear programming is

particularly applicable. For the layout of a trailer or a

building with severe site restrictions, where the total width

of the facility is preset, linear programming can efficiently

optimize the length of each room and overall length of the

* : . facility, given suitable area ranges for each room and pre-

set room widths as follows:

Room Minimum Area Maximum Area
(square feet) (square feet)

1. Bath 1 75.0 80.0

2. Bedroom 2 160.0 180.0

3. Utility 50.0 80.0

4. Kitchen 150.0 200.0

5. Dining 100.0 125.0

6. Bedroom 1 180.0 200.0

7. Hall 60 .0

8. Living 180.0 200.0

9. Bath 2 60.0 80.0

10. Family room 100.0 125.0

Circulation space such as hallways must also be input as

activities and given similar area and dimension constraints.

Room lengths are input to the objective function and

constraints as variables a to g. These variables are

represented in Figure 7. The objective function and

constraints are as follows:
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-,'.- Minimize (a -I - e++g)

subject CO: g 10"42

a625 (a +b)I15"0

a -667 (a -b) 16"67

(b-c) 13"33 (c-d+e) -20O
:.:(b - ) 15" 0 (f g) >t 15"- 0

J I (4-g)1 16.67

d6-67 ,:6- 67

(e'±)> 12- 5 C 8-89
(e 1f 6"67 (d e)> I I[

g '833 (d+e)< 13"89

The initial block diagram and final plan showing optimal

. dimension, for Mitchell's trailer example, are shown at

Figure 7.

Non-Linear Programming. Non-linear programming

overcomes some of the limitations of linear programming, and

"has been used in conjunction with dimensionless

representations of floor plans to generate optimum

dimensioned layouts with respect to some cost criterion and

subject to certain functional constraints" (39:468). A block

diagram showing the required space arraLgement is necessary,

as well as maximum and minimum room lengths, widths, and

areas, and a maximum proportion ratio for each room if

so
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a b C p d

f.

21 3 4 5

12.0 bhI bed 2 unlity kitchen dining

6 7
3' .0 hail

[¢.9 10

9.0 ,zat 2 famlly room

i.. .57 3.22 6 7 .67 12
-" 4 5

- atn bed u,ty kitcnen di g

8c; 3.I 8 a63 52.2) a

'." ~beC 9 'Olw~

! 3C) a 2 'amiiv room I 8C)

(60) cO)

-L t g"' = 47.8

Figure 7. Application of Linear Programming to Floorplan
Layout. (a) Initial Dimensionless Block Plan for
a 24 ft Wide Trailer with Short Side Dimensions
Fixed. (b) Final Optimum Dimensionned Layout Using
Linear Programming (39)

desirable. This type of problem can handle area constraints.

The objective function could be to minimize costs, as

follows:

n

Minimize E ai ci (2)
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where

n = the number of rooms or activities to be fit into
the facility,

a. = the total floor area of room or activity i, and1

c. = the construction cost per square foot for room i.1

Simple problems, such as the one following, could be solved

by hand. The objective function and constraints are not

* stated but can be deduced from the table. The primary

* difference between this and the previous linear programming

example is that no room dimensions are fixed. Hand solution

of even this relatively simple problem is tedious and time

consuming and there are many low cost computer packages

available which make this unnecessary. Figure 8 shows the

table of requirements and a computer solution.

Mitchell qualifies the effectiveness of this method -

"They cannot absolutely guarantee to generate the optimum

solution, but experience has shown them to be extremely

reliable and efficient" (39:470). One limitation of SLP is

that the final dimensioning of rooms within a facility is

subject to the designer's innate ability to dimension rooms

according to some constraints such as building and room

proportion, and shape regularity. Non-linear programming is

directly applicable to this phase of SLP.

Algebraic Procedures. Simultaneous equations can

be found to describe desirable relationships between

different room areas and dimensions, overall building area

and dimensions, and building and room proportions. However,
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Mini- Maxi- Mini- MNaxi- Mini- Maxi- Maximum
mum mum mum mum mum mum proportion
length length width width area area ratio

Room (ft) (ft) (CC) (ft) (ft") (ft!)

I living room 8"0 20"0 8"0 20"0 150"0 300"0 1-5:

2 kitchen 6"0 18"0 6"0 180 50-0 120"0

3 bathroom . 5- 55 8S 5 S 5
4 hall 0 150 3 5 60 0 "20

6 bedroom 9 10) 80 ) 20") 100'U() 180"0
6 b edroom 2 '- !8 "1 0' 8 " ) 100 -0 1 SO) , 5

-c'roorm 3 . :7-) -)' '7" (00-0 80'0

(a)

6.0 4.5 5.5 9.0

Living Beth Bed 1 Living Bath Bed 1

8.5

Hall 30 Hail

3.0 Bed2

Bed 2 -itch. Bed 1

Bed2 10.0

Kitch. Bed 3 - -

Area 612.5 sq. ft.

(c)

(h)

Fi9ure 0. AppIication of Non-linear Programming to F1 .c>
Layout. (a) Table of requirements,
(b, Dimensionless Representation of Layout,
(c Op-.mum Dimersionned Solution. (v9)
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the number of possible combinations of simultaneous equations

becomes immense as the number of rooms increases. There are

2n different sets of equations, where n is the number of

rooms in the plan (39:472). For small buildings, it may be

possible to list and solve all sets by hand, but computer

programs have been (and can be) developed to handle linear

and non-linear combinations of variables.

Flexibility in Layout

Flexibility was defined in Chapter 1. Floorplans,

according to Pulgram and Stonis should be designed to

incorporate room for growth - "Space planning efforts that

allow for growth ensure a floor plan that can be expanded,
FJ J

contracted, shifted, or changed. Present space allocations

must be able to be tailored to future usage requirements"

(47:51). Efforts to maximize this level of flexibility have

only recently become popular and effectively used. Modular

construction, office landscaping (or BUro - Landschaft),

workstations and systems furniture, and modular partitions,

have been introduced widely into administrative facilities

since about 1960.

Modular Construction. Many companies now specialize in

producing and assembling kit buildings composed of pre-

engineered building components. This type of construction is

termed modular due to its building block approach.

Facilities can be designed to provide a range of ceiling

heights, internal lighting levels and arrangements, and areas
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which are multiples of a standard size module. They are

utilized predominantly as interim accommodation during

construction of new facilities, remodelling of existing

facilities, or as overflow accommodation for expanding

functions pending the provision of additional building space.

Foundations can be permanent or temporary, strip or pad

footings. Power, water, sewerage, and other utilities can be

permanently fixed or temporary junctions. Internal walls can

be relocated to vary the number and arrangement of internal

spaces. Security, fire, computer, and high floor loading

requirements can all be met using modular construction.

Remodelling, extension, and utility flexibility are all

enhanced, and can be carried out at lower cost due to the use

of pre-engineered floor, ceiling, and wall panels, and

roofing systems. Facilities can be relocated and components

re-used in different configurations to support different

mission requirements.

Transportable cabins are a form of modular building and,

if capable of being mated together, can provide a measure of

0 flexibility in configuring emergency use, mobile, and

deployable facilities.

Office Landscaping. Otherwise known as Open Office

Planning, or simply Open Planning, this concept of office

layout design was developed in Hamburg, West Germany, e-aring

the early 1960's by a firm of office management consultants.

Pile, in Open Office Planning (1984), states that

,,-X.85
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The dominant trend in office design is toward more use
of open planning. More than half of the office space
currently being planned and constructed is said to be,
in some way or other 'open' although an exact measure is
hard to establish. ... The open office is clearly here
to stay and demands only the best, the most thoughtful,
and most flexible thinking to make it maximally useful
(46:16-17).

Mogelescu, in Profit Through Design:Rx for Effective Office

Space Planning, describes the general principle of the

concept as that

office planning should not be based upon the traditional
organization chart of command structure, but rather on
the groupings of personnel in open space along the lines
of interpersonal relationships and communications
(41:103).

Friedmann et al, in Interior Design: An Introduction to

Architectural Interiors, add that all other values such as

appearance, status recognition, tradition, privacy,

acoustics, are either ignored or given very minor status

(24:187; 46:8). In open planning, there are no fixed walls

and private offices, all workstations, furniture, screens and

plants are movable and are usually arranged to create

functional work groups (41:103).

Mogelescu says that "With the elimination of fixed walls

or partitions, a maximum degree of long term flexibility can

be achieved .... " (41:103), but adds that several technical

problems are produced as a result. These include the

provision of telephones, power, lighting, air conditioning,

air conditioning and heating, and noise controls (41:103).

These can all be all be solved to produce a satisfactory work

environment.
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Pile, in Open Office Space (46), lists some of the

benefits of, and objections to, open office planning.

Benefits include:

1. Workers achieve better communications than in
conventional partitioned offices. People can talk
directly to each other, use visual signals, and pass
papers to one another.

2. Groups working together develop a better sense of
teamwork and cooperation.

3. Managers can direct and supervise more naturally, as they
are not isolated from the rest of the team. "They will

-V be seen as mentors rather than as task masters" (46:13).

4. Changes in the arrangement of work stations, to react to

changing workflows and procedures, are relatively easy to
make. Furniture and equipment can be relocated easily.

5. Provided that main utility runs are initially designed
for flexibility (whether ducted in-floor, or in-ceiling
with drops to each workstation grouping), wiring for
electrical, telephone, and communications requirements
can be changed more easily to fit changing work
arrangements and consequent equipment relocations.

6. Large open spaces are easier and cheaper to light, heat,
and cool than the equivalent area of separated offices.
Pile does not consider, however, that with separate
offices all may not be in use simultaneously and some
services could be switched off.

7. With proper acoustical floor and ceiling treatment (and
possibly background music), the noise problem normally
associated with the lack of individual privacy can be

'0 avoided. It can, in fact, create a less distracting work
environment than will total silence with conversations
leaking through walls and service ducts.

8. Initial cost savings are possible due to the absence of
internal walls and doors. Pile stresses that this should
not be a major criterion for using open planning.

9. Major changes can be carried out overnight with little or
no remodelling costs and lost working time. For areas

ssubject to frequent user and mission changes, savings in
time and money in this area can be significant.

61V
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10. There may be a saving in total floor space, leading to
a saving in construction costs. However, in many cases
this space would best be constructed as a cushion for
future construction. In military applications, this may
or may not be justifiable and would depend on forecast
requirements based on possible future mission changes and
historical precedence.

11. Friedmann et al assert that "given good planning and
equipment, users like open offices better than warrens of
closed cubicles, ... [leading to] improved morale, a
reduction in absenteeism and worker turnover, and to
improvement in total office productivity" (24:13).

Objections to the open planning concept include:

1. Loss of privacy. There are many situation which do not
lend themselves to this type of layout, especially where
confidentiality and individual customer relations are
important. In any open office there should be
conventional partitioned areas for such activities as
conferences, private interviews, counselling, and
reception for clients.

2. Noise. As mentioned earlier, proper acoustical treatment

can create a deadening or damping of noise to acceptable
background levels. If silence is required, this type of
general office planning is inadequate.

3. Absence of status recognition that private offices
provide. This type of objection has little to do with

productivity or functionality. Many open plan offices
incorporate strategically placed partitioned offices for
some managers.

4. Some poorly designed open offices can be depersonalizing
if workstations are arranged too symmetrically. This
need not be so. European open offices have been
criticized by US architects and interior designers for
their random appearance, although this would permit each
worker a greater personal identification with his own
space.

Ease of communication is the key principle of open

planning. This principle relates well to relational-

proximity space planning techniques such as SLP, which are

rooted deeply in activity interrelationships and the need for

adjacency. Bubble diagrams show activities arranged in their
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most satisfactory pattern according to specified criteria.

Whereas block diagrams restructure these patterns to fit a

more regular building envelope with relatively straight

corridors linking activities, open planning preserves these

'optimal' bubble diagram activity arrangements with minimal

compromise for building shape (46:15).

In terms of saving space, Friedmann et al list as a

benefit, that "in an office space without subdivision there

is a saving of space resulting from the sharing of

circulation space that would otherwise have to be duplicated

in each private space" (24:189). Pile submits that a common

expectation among clients is that this form of office

planning will save money. He says that,

if the plan involves saving money by 'compacting' to
reduce floor area, a sense of crowding may develop with
related acoustical problems and a resultant loss in the
hoped-for flexibility of layout (46:47).

The biggest savings in money are realized with time, and are

reflected in reduced costs of cleaning, making changes to

working arrangements, and in renovation work (46:48).

AFM 86-2 promotes the use of open planning in Air Force

administrative facilities, as referenced in Chapter 1, for

reasons of layout flexibility.

In terms of overall space allowances per person,

paragraph 13-2 of AFM 86-2 provides definitions and

allowances for gross building area, net office area, net

floor area, administrative support space, and special purpose

space. At paragraph 13-3, net floor area per building
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occupant is restricted to 115 SF minimum and 130 SF maximum.

This includes administrative support areas such as conference

rooms, file storage, supplies storage, mail handling, and

reproduction. The actual usable net office area dedicated

for each individual office or workstation is restricted to 80

SF minimum and 90 SF maximum.

Paragraph 13-4 of AFM 86-2 gives guidance to designers

on this issue:

Project planners and facility designers should make an
analysis of the types and numbers of personnel to be
housed, and determine the desirable minimum net office
area per person. This should be followed by an analysis
of administrative support space requirements, taking
into account the types of activities being housed (15).

However, it also states that these requirements must not

exceed the maximum allowances quoted above. Thus, while

promoting the open planning concept and recognizing its

inherent flexibility and space-saving potential, there is no

policy to reduce space allowances to below that for

conventional partitioned offices. However, Major Commands,

BCEs, and individual designers may feel that particular

situations warrant restriction to the lower end of the space

allowance range.

Workstations. Workstations are individual working

areas, and are usually clustered in functional arrangements

along lines of communications and workflow. Mogelescu states

the results of an unreferenced survey of executives conducted

in the late 1960's. In the survey,
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The workstation concept was ranked high among the ten
most significant post-World War II office developments,
largely because of its importance in the utilization of
space and the offsetting of spiralling costs (41:105).

Systems furniture is a recent term given to describe

complex workstation furniture designed to improve the

functionality, decor, privacy, and flexibility of

workstations. Systems furniture is usually composed of the

following interlocking components : movable screens or

panels, to offer some visual privacy for personnel when

seated and some acoustical damping; shelving for books;

drawers; working surface, including space for a computer

terminal; and integral task lighting, electrical and

communications wiring, and power outlets.

Much of today's systems furniture is modular with many

*optional accessories and variations of arrangement to suit

individual preferences and workflow requirements.

Workstations utilizing systems furniture can also be

clustered together in many different arrangements, to suit

group activity needs.

Pile, in Open Office Planning, reviews 13 of the several

hundred office furniture systems now in production (46:18-

45). His main observation on the use of systems furniture is

that, for any single facility, "Dedication to a particular

system - all of whose components are fully interchangeable -

furthers flexibility..." (46:18). Pile presents 12 case

studies where open planning has been used, primarily to show

that there are many ways of effectively using and arranging
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systems furniture, lighting, carpeting, file storage, and

computer systems in an open plan office, to maximize the

functionality of the space and yet provide an attractive,

enjoyable working environment.

Pile issues a warning on the use of privacy screening in

open planning;

The use of systems furniture has a tendency to limit the
openness of open planning, replacing truly open areas
with clusters of screened units that often seem to
approach the cubicles of a partitioned office. An
excessive use of screen enclosures is probably the most
common mistake in current open planning... [however] Even
when you an "open' plan seems to be drifting toward
total enclosure, it still retains the virtues of easy
flexibility, a flexibility that no conventionally
partitioned office space can approach (46:16).

Demountable Wall Partitioning. Floor plans for large

office functions can be designed as essentially open plan

offices but partitioned into individual and small group

offices using floor to ceiling wall partitions which either

fix or slide into covered floor and ceiling tracks.

Flexibility is still enhanced in that a number of redundant

tracks are installed with the initial construction, and the

users privacy and noise requirements can also be satisfied.

0 Air conditioning, heating, and lighting are all either

in-ceiling or in-wall, electrical and communications wiring

is usually floor and external fixed wall ducted. No

S electrical or other services are integral to the demountable

walls.

In such offices the walls tend to be semi-permanent.

Removal and installation usually require semi-skilled labor,
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and creation of additional doorways requires skilled

carpentry.

For those organizations skeptical of the open planning

concept but desirous of greater flexibility and reduced

remodelling disruptions and costs, this type of design and

construction may be an effective compromise.

Computers in Space Planning and Management.

For all but the most straight forward methods of space

planning reviewed earlier in this chapter, computers are used

almost exclusively because of their capacity to handle large

amounts of data, generate many alternative layouts quickly

and at low unit cost. Programs utilize algorithms or

heuristic rules and procedures. The earlier discussion on

systematic versus intuitive space planning methods

highlighted the need for objectivity and thoroughness to

ensure all functions, activity relationships, locational

criteria, and space constraints are considered in designing

or redesigning a floor plan layout. Grant states

Systematization of approaches to design and planning has

been encouraged by the development of the computer, and
the temptation to try and develop computer-assisted
design techniques. The computer is a harsh critic with
regard to detail, thoroughness, and explicit process
description; it simply does not function if these
characteristics are not satisfied (26:5).

In many organizations computers are utilized effectively

as drafting tools but not as design tools. Some

organizations which are exceptions to this, particularly in
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space planning, are listed in the review of applications to

follow.

The following extract from an article by Buffa, Armour,

and Vollmann, entitled AllocatinQ Facilities with CRAFT,

highlights the advantages of computerized techniques in space

planning. CRAFT does not generate alternatives; it only

evaluates them. However, despite being developed in 1963, it

is still used in conjunction with layout generator programs.

Although directed at manufacturing plant application, it is

equally true of the design of most facility-types:

How can management evaluate the effectiveness of the
layouts which come in from the company's industrial
engineering department or from an outside engineering
and architectural firm? Usually, there are only a few

, - alternate plant layouts for management to study,
"- although the number possible is staggering. Of the two

or three alternate layouts, it may be fairly obvious
which is the most effective. But what of the thousands
of possibilities not presented? Management assumes that
the analysts have disposed of them in their analysis,
but have they? The answer in the past has been no,

because it would have been too expensive to attempt to
analyze any large fraction of the possible alternate
layouts (8:136).

Programming languages that enable designers to translate

building descriptions (including spatial arrangements) into a

0format capable of being transformed by computer, displayed in

visual form, and evaluated in terms of some input criteria,

have been under development for some 25-30 years. Computer

hardware and software have been developed to utilize these

capabilities. Mitchell (39) cites a study, by Hoskins made

in 1973, of the requirements for the development of such
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systems. It concluded that the following are required for

full realization of the benefits of such a system:

1. A manageable database of components whose performance
standards are known and assembly conditions pre-defined,
and a database structure for ease of accessing and
storage;

2. Design rules for locating components;

3. Design rules for arranging spaces;

4. Activity data for specification of spaces, fittings, and
finishings; and

5. Establishment of criteria for evaluation and
.:. optimization.

There exist today many programs that handle such data

and act as effective design tools. Some of these have been

reviewed and are presented in Appendix E. Some are systems

developed by organizations for their specific use, some by

academic researchers, and others for commercial purposes.

Only those which available literature indicates incorporate

automated space planning, evaluation, or space management

packages, are included.
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III. Methodology

Chapter Overview

This chapter describes the methodology used to

investigate the research objectives stated in Chapter I. It

describes the development of the instruments by which data on

AFCE practices and perceptions was obtained, and how this

data was analyzed to answer the research objectives.

General Method

Data was obtained from HO USAF, MAJCOM, and BCE

personnel, and from a review of literature. Three different

means of collecting data from personnel were used. First, HQ

USAF experts in Base Comprehensive Planning and Real Property

Accounting were interviewed. Second, MAJCOMs were sent a

letter requesting details of space planning and management

policies for bases under their control. Finally, BCE Real

Property and Design chiefs were surveyed for actual space

planning and space management practices used at base level

and for their perceptions on various related issues.

Justification of Approach

4 Interviews. HQ USAF/LEEVX BCP expert, Mr Phil Clark,

and HO USAF/LEERV Real Property leaders, Mr Dick Jonkers and

Mr Bill Edwards, were interviewed in person for the following

purposes:
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1. to provide initial guidance for this research,

assist in the refinement of its scope, and to provide sources

for the review of literature;

2. to gain an overall appreciation of the USAF's

design, planning, and real property policies dealing with

facility space management issues;

3. to produce a list of planning criteria seen as

important considerations when designing and managing building

space;

4. to obtain background material on factors that

constrain AFCE personnel from achieving high facility

utilization; and

5. to construct a measure for assessing the

effectiveness of methods used by base personnel to manage the

use of facility space.

Being a foreign Officer, the author was unfamiliar with

AFCE Design and Real Property regulations, policies, and

procedures. The interviews provided a good perspective of

the AFCE organization. Data produced from these interviews

and follow up conversations were qualitative only and were

not analyzed statistically.

Letter to MAJCOMS. A letter was sent to all MAJCOM/DEs

to determine their policies on space usage issues other than

that found in AFRs and AFMs. The letter also aimed to

determine if MAJCOMS monitored the utilization of space on

bases as directed by AFRs, and how they were able to assess
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whether a base was utilizing its available facilities as well

as it could. A copy of the letter is in Appendix F.

Their perceptions of how base personnel designed

facilities and managed existing space were also canvassed,

for comparison with actual practices learned from the BCE

survey.
C.

Survey Questionnaire. Civil Engineering personnel at

Air Force bases provided data on actual space management

practices and perceptions via a mail survey. No similar

study has previously been made, thus no database existed. A

copy of the questionnaire used is in Appendix G.

The advantages and disadvantages of conducting surveys

are acknowledged. Dominowski, in his book Research Methods,

states that "the survey method draws the researcher's

attention to the use of getting a representative sample of

subjects" (19:186). He also states that, because they rely

on reports of behavior rather than observations of behavior,

surveys can cause bias in the information obtained (19:186-

187). He adds, however, that this bias can be reduced by

increasing the degree of anonymity felt by the respondent

(19:184). Stone, in Research Methods in Organizational

Behavior, agrees with Dominowski that an uncoded mail survey

produces the maximum anonymity (56:69; 19:185).

Dominowski states that "surveys can be used simply to

estimate population characteristics or to study relations

between variables" (19:185). This survey did both.
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Fowler, in his book Survey Research Methods, favors the

personnel survey method. Among this method's many

advantages, he lists its effectiveness in gaining the

cooperation of respondents and the ability of the interviewer

to probe for deeper, more succinct answers to complex

*questions (22:70). However, the time and expense required to

set up and conduct such series of interviews would have

exceeded that available.

Fowler lists as some of the advantages of the telephone

interview, the potential for a much shorter data collection

period than either the personal or mail survey method, a

better likely response rate than for a mail survey, and low

costs (especially where an organizational telephone network

such as AUTOVON is available). The main disadvantage is seen

as the limitation on the range of response alternatives that

can be offered over the telephone (22:71).

The mail survey method was chosen rather than telephone

or personal interview for three reasons: first, the writer

has insufficient time to visit each MAJCOM and base; second,

to avoid the risk of being misunderstood by respondents

during telephone conversations; and third, to permit the

respondents to answer structured, subjective questions

freely, honestly, and thoughtfully, with a maximum of

anonymity and the flexibility to look up records and consult

with others if required (22:71).
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Populations

MAJCOMS. Due to the small number of MAJCOMS, all were

sent the identical letter. This constituted a census of

Command policies for regulating base procedures and Command

procedures for monitoring base efforts.

Mail Survey. The author chose to survey Chiefs of

Design (DEEE) and Chiefs of Real Property (DEER) at

Continental United States (CONUS) Air Force BCE

organizations. As many of the survey questions required

factual responses it was felt that only one response was

required from each of the two sections of each organization.

For example, the methods and procedures of architectural

* .. design and space management used by BCE staff should be known

by these section chiefs. Also, it was felt that these

individuals would probably be, as a group, more concerned

with improving their organization's effectiveness in facility

utilization than their staff, and so their perceptions would

be of most value.

A list of the 82 CONUS Base Civil Engineering squadrons

was obtained and a separate questionnaire was sent to each of

the two office bearers, giving a survey population of 164.

For such a small population, a census was chosen. It was

assumed that most of the population would be civilian,

although confirmation of this was neither sought by, nor

considered relevant to, the study. Although the names of

respondents were not requested, the questionnaires were coded
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by hand prior to distribution to allow the author to identify

the base and office for each response.

Data Collection

The MAJCOM letter sought open-ended responses only. The

mail survey questionnaire was sent to the Personnel Survey

Branch, Air Force Manpower and Personnel Center (AFMPC) on 24

April 1987 for approval. The approved questionnaire was

given USAF survey control number 87-61, expiring 1 August

1987. The questionnaires were mailed, one to each Chief of

Real Property and Chief of Design, on 2 June 1987. From the

pre-distribution codings, responses were identified as being

either from a Chief of Design or from a Chief of Real

-Property. Throughout the entire questionnaire both groups,

or sub-populations, were asked to respond to the same

questions whether they referred to space planning or space

managemcnt issues.

The survey questionnaire was constructed in eight parts

and sought to provide a mixture of quantitative and

*. perceptual data. The first seven parts were directly related

to the research objectives, while Part 8 focused on the

background of the respondent. Most questions in Parts I to 7

provided a statement which called for a judgment or opinion.

0 These questions requested responses on a Likert scale, from

'strongly disagree' to 'strongly agree,' as shown below.
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1 = Means you strongly disagree with the statement.

2 = Means you moderately disagree with the statement.
3 = Means you slightly disagree with the statement.
4 = Means you neither agree nor disagree with the

statement.
5 = Means you slightly agree with the statement.
6 = Means you moderately agree with the statement.
7 = Means you strongly agree with the statement.

A second type of question asked respondents to make a

selection from a list of independent and unordered responses

such as procedures, design tools, and data sources. A third

type of question provided a list of ordered, quantitative

responses. Both of these types of questions required factual

answers rather than perceptual.

A definition of each of the four levels of data commonly

generated by surveys is provided below:

Nominal - people, organizations, events, are sorted into
unordered categories with respect to a particular
attribute or variable.

Ordinal - people, organizations, events, are ordered or
placed in ordered categories along a single dimension
with respect to a particular attribute or variable.

Interval - numbers are attached that provide meaningful
information about the distance between ordered stimuli
or classes.

Ratio - numbers are assigned that have absolute meaning, such
as a count or measurement by an objective, physical
scale such as distance, weight, or pressure (22:85).

In Parts 1 to 7, the agree-disagree questions produced

interval level data, the second type generated nominal level

data, and the third type generated ratio level data (actual

square feet of area), althougn the data from these questions

was treated only as ordinal in the analysis.
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Sonquist and Dunkelberg, in their book Survey and

Opinion Research, state that the assumptions of the Likert

model "lead to a linear combination of items (eg. their sum

or average) and so to an interval scale, rather than one with

merely ordinal properties" (51:263). They also generalize on

the adaptability of the Likert model to different research

requirements -

With enough items, Likert scales can apparently be made
highly reliable, they are relatively easy to construct,
and they can easily be adapted to many different types
of measurement situations (51:265).

They outline various methods for constructing surveys

having q-estions with different ranges of possible responses

and subsequently normalizing them to a common range.

Fowler recognizes the prevalence of agree-disagree

questions in survey research today and notes two main

potential limits. First, "The statement, in order to be

interpretable, must be located at the end of a continuum"

(22:89), meaning that statements which describe a potentiil

judgment or opinion that is non-committal should be avcided!

as they will provide unreliable responses.

Data Analysis

Letter responses to the MAJCOM letter were received and

comments to the various questions posed were tabulated on

word processor and compared by hand.

Survey responses were analyzed using the AFIT ASC

computer system, comprising a VAX 11/785 running the UNIX
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operating system. The Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS) was utilized to perform a variety of

statistical analyses and tests. All summary sample

statistics and results of analyses and tests made using the

following SPSS procedures are presented in Chapter IV with a

discussion of their significance.

Research Steps for Each Research Objective

Each objective is restated below, followed by the means

of researching it, those sections of the survey questionnaire

which provided data for analysis, the statistical methods of

analysis used, and the SPSS procedures used. Only brief

explanations of statistical principles are given.

Research Objective 1.

Determine what methods are currently being used by
facility designers and planners in AFCE, RAAF, and

- , civilian organizations, to design efficient building
layouts and to manage a facility's space throughout its
design life.

Methods of space planning and management used by RAAF

and US civilian organizations were researched and reported in

Chapter II. Chapter II researched all available methods,

including techniques and programs, whether they are used

widely in practice or not.

Vw. A sample of the space inventory exercises that have been
-.

>2. conducted by A-E firms as part of USAF Base Comprehensive

Planning contracts and a summary of the capabilities of WIMS
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in the area of real property space accounting were also

presented in Chapter II. A previous study by Mitnik (40)

identified the amount of time spent by AFCE architects in

conceptual layout planning and space allocation in relation

to their other activities. It also identified the degree of

NComputer Aided Design (CAD) practiced in these tasks. Some

of his data and conclusions are reported.

The letter to MAJCOMs requested more specific data on

methods of space planning and management used by BCE

personnel, including the extent of use of computers for these

purposes. MAJCOM responses to the questions asked are

reported and are subjectively compared to the survey

questionnaire responses in order to assess whether specific

methods are recognized and promoted throughout the USAF.

Part 1 of the survey questionnaire contained 13

, questions. Of these, questions 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, and 13 were

directed at determining the methods that are actually

practiced in AFCE.

Questions 1, 2, 4, and 5 sought perceptions of the

adequacy of AFRs and AFMs in providing guidance to BCEO

personnel but the responses to these questions were not used

in the data analysis as they could not be related directly to

any of the research objectives. In later sections Questions

33 and 37 were also related to space management methods.

Question 3 referred to the level of intuition used by

respondents when designing a new floorplan layout or
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redesigning the layout of an existing facility. It was

assumed that both groups are involved to some extent in

layout activities in the course of their duties. In order to

determine if intuition is used more in space planning by real

property personnel than by designers, an independent samples

t-test was carried.

The purpose of this test is to see if the true group or

sub-population means are significantly different

statistically (52:267). Without a 100 percent response rate

true population mean responses to individual questions cannot

be obtained. The independent samples t-test compares the

*means of the two samples and allows the researcher to make a

statistical inference as to the equality of the two true

group means, according to the level of significance chosen by

the researcher. A hypothesis can be made as follows:

and H : 4i 42

where

H = the hypothesis that the true mean of group 10 (ie. P) is equal to the true mean for group 1 ( 2 )
•_ Ha = the alternate hypothesis that the two true group

means are not equal

. The sample means and variances and the t-statistic are

.0• computed. The probability p that the true difference in the

means will be higher than the absolute value of the

t-statistic or lower than its negative value is computed. If
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this probability is lower than the level of significance

chosen, then the hypothesis H is rejected in favor of Ha.0

The level of significance is defined as the least value

of p that is accepted as reasonably being caused by chance or

sample variability and thus for which Ho is accepted (44:268;

18:102-104). It can be thought of as the probability of

making a Type 1 error, that is, rejecting Ho when it is true.

A level of significance of 0.1 was chosen for all statistical

tests conducted in the course of this research, and all were

tests of means. As the data analyzed dealt mainly with broad

methods used by, and perceptions of, the population, it was

not considered essential to ensure a lower probability of

making a Type I error. If p is greater than a (ie. if p )a

this does not mean that H is true, but that there is
0

insufficient evidence to reject it. If p is less than a tie.

if p< ) then there is sufficient evidence to reject H0 in

favor of H0, This procedure is known as a two-sided t-test.

Alternatively, the hypothesis may be one-sided. That

is, the alternate hypothesis can be that the true mean of one

group's responses is either lower or higher than the true

mean of the other group. An example is:

H0 : 2 =

and H a: )I < 2
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in this case, H0 is rejected if p is less than a/2 (ie. if

p< a/2) as we are interested in only one side of the

probability distribution.

The SPSS procedure T-TEST was used to conduct

independent sample t-tests of the mean responses of the two

groups to questions 3, 6, and 9. The hypotheses tested for

questions 3 and 6 were:

H : 1 )1= 2

and H a : < 42

where

4i = the true mean of responses from Design Chiefs

112 = the true mean of responses from Real Property
Chiefs

The alternate hypotheses H state: 1) for question 3, thata

Design personnel rely less on intuition than do Real Property

personnel when laying out floor plans for either new or

existing facilities, and 2) for question 6, that Design

personnel perceive Real Property personnel as having less

responsibility for the redesign of existing facility layouts

than is perceived by real property personnel themselves.

The hypothesis tested for question 9 was:

H:Ho : i1 = 2

and Ha )i > 2

where I and g2 are defined above.
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In this case the alternate hypothesis Ha is that Design

Chiefs perceive that architectural design expertise is more

readily provided to redesign layouts in existing facilities

than is perceived by Real Property Chiefs.

The SPSS procedure FREQUENCIES was used to calculate

response frequency distributions and sample statistics such

as the mean, median, mode, and standard deviation for

responses to all questions. Questions 12 and 13 sought to

establish what general floorplan design methods are used by

AFCE building designers and real property managers. Question

11 sought to establish what general methods are used by

organizations to assess whether or not a user is utilizing

his space effectively. All three questions produced nominal

level data and the their frequency distributions and modes

are reported.

The SPSS precedure CROSSTABS was used to analyze

question 12 and 13 responses, to establish if there is a

significant difference in floorplan layout methods used by

the two groups of respondents. As the data was nominal, the

Chi-square statistic was used.

The CROSSTABS procedure tabulates Lhc responses into
two-way contingency tables. It computes the cell frequencies

which would be expected if no relationship is present between

two classificatory level variables and compares these with

the actual cell frequencies produced in the table. The

greater the discrepancies between the expected and actual
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cell frequencies, the larger will be the Chi-square

statistic. Small values for Chi-square are interpreted as

indicating no relationship, or statistical independence

(52:218-224).

The Chi-square test hypothesizes independence. The

probability of obtaining a higher value of the Chi-square

statistic than that calculated if the variables are

independent, is found. If this probability is smaller than

the level of significance a (0.1), then the hypothesis of

independence is rejected. In this case the Chi-square

statistic is said to be statistically significant at level a

and we can conclude that the variables are dependent

(52:224). A probability greater than a indicates

independence.

CROSSTABS was also run with the coded group number and

question 11 responses in order to determine if there is

dependence between the two groups and the perception of what

general methods are used by their organizations to manage

existing facility space.

Research Objective 2.

Determine the effectiveness of such methods, and make
recommendations to assist AFCE in making the most of its
building space resources.

The interviews of HQ USAF personnel and the letter to

MAJCOMS attempted to determine a quantitative means of

measuring the effectiveness of CONUS bases in laying out and
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managin 1 E a I '_ y s pThe survey questlonna r,a a t -

combincd quantitative questions with per:eptu-i question .r

order to produce this measure.

Although Part 2 of the questionnaire contained seven

questions, only questions 18 and 19 were considered during

the analysis as objectively indicating the effectiveness of

an organization's efforts to maximize the utilization of its

facility space. Question 10 from Part I and questions 52 and

53 from Part 6 were also considered to objectively indicate

effectiveness. Question 14 measured self-ratcd

organizational effectiveness and question 15 measured

perceived effectiveness of the Air Force as a whole, and so

neither were considered appropriate for inclusion into an
.'

objective multi-item measure. A measure of organizational

effectiveness in utilizing facility space was created by

-' combining the responses to questions 10, 18, 19, 52, and 53.

As these questions were a mixture of agree-disagree and

quantitative questions requiring an interval level response,

responses to questions 19, 52, and 53 were recoded to permit

direct summation with the Likert scale responses of questions

10 and 18.

For question 19, a building space surplus of over

100,000 SF was seen as equivalent to 'strongly disagree' on

the Likert scale with respect to effectiveness. A surplus of

less than 20,000 SF was taken as equivalent to 'strongly

agree'. The intervening responses were recoded in rough
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prcpcrt ton. .:r questicns 52 and 53, paragraph 13-3 -f AFM

86-2 states that the accpta le space allowance for net

office s3ea per building occupant in admin...trative

facilities is 80-90 SF. Thus, a response of 90 SF to eithar

question would be equivalent to 'neither agree nor disagree'

-. on the Likert scale with respect to effectiveness, 75 SF or-

less would indicate 'strongly agree', and more than 90 SF

would indicate 'slightly disagree'. Other responses were

recoded proportionally.

A' Before the measure was used to analyze other data, it
was tested for reliability. Reliability, in this case, is

synonomous with internal consistency, dependability,

stability, predictability, and accuracy (56:44). Stone, In

Research Methods in Organizational Behavior, describes

reliability as "the degree to which measurement of any

attribute contains error" (56:44). The less error contained

in the measure, the more reliable it is as a measure of th.

-'a construct or attribute in question.

The reliability coefficient chosen to indicate the

internal consistency of the measure of effect-veness a al

other measures in this research was Cronbach's alpha. This

coefficient is an indicator of how well each pair of

variables in a measure correlate with each other. Steel (55)

uses the heuristic (rule of thumb) guide in Table IT to

assess the reliability of a measure:
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T~able I

Heuri~t~c for Determining the
RoelatlKity :f a Measure 55)

,. Cronbach's alpha Assessment

0.70 - 0.79 Fair Reliability

0.90 - 0.89 Good Reliability

4 0.90 - 1.00 Excellent Reliability

The SPSS procedure RELIABILITY was used to calculate

Cronbach's alpha. It also produced a table of alpha va1u.a

for the measure if each variable was separately deleted from

4 the measure. These values indicated which variable(s)

detracted from thw measure's reliability and should therefor

be removed from the measure. In this manner, the measure of

effectiveness and other measures were tested and modified to

4. obtain the maximum reliability for each before using the

measure in further statistical tests.

Stone states that the reliability of a measure places an

upper limit on its correlation with any other measure. The

observed correlation between two measures having less than

perfect reliability (that is, 1.00), will equal the product

of their 'true' correlation and the square root of the

product of their respective reliabilities (56:50). This

means that the observed correlation between two measures will

be considerably lower than their true correlation if one or

both measures have a low reliability. The Chapter V analysis
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accoun for ths when evaluatIng the strengths of

rf shipz hetween meazures and variables based on Icar- :c,

r correlation coefficients.

Summary statistics of the measure of effectivene. s wc -

computed using the FRQUENCIES procedure. The relative

effectiveness of the various design and space management

methods used by AFCE organizations were determined si ng ...

SPSS procedure ANOVA. The population was broken down into

groups according to their responses to questions 11 ani 12,

and the true mean effectiveness of each group's organization-

were compared using the following hypothesis:

Ho : 2= 4 " = n

and H : At least two of these means are unequal: % a

where n is the number of methods offered as responses to

q t s or 12. A high F statistic with a low associate1

probability lp-O.l), indicates that the hypothesis can be

rejected and that at least two of the means are signiflca,

different.

Finally, the perceived effectiveness of AFCE

organizations in planning and managing the utilization of

their base facilities was hypothesized to be different for

each of the two groups. The T-TEST procedure was again used

- to determine if there is a difference in effectiveness

. between the two groups' responses. The hypothesis was;
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' " H : =1£ 'H 0

a 1

-where

41 = the true mean effectiveness as perceived by Design
Chiefs

4, = the true mean effectiveness as perceived by Real
Property Chiefs

This t-test was performed on three measures: 1) the

multiple item measure of space utilization effectiveness,

2) the question 14 measure of self-rated effectiveness, and

3) the question 15 measure of perceived Air Force wide

effectiveness.

Research Objective 3.

Gather perceptions of AFCE facilities design and real
property planning personnel on the comprehensiveness,
accuracy, and accessibility of the data that is
collected to manage the utilization of building space,
and determine if there is a relationship between these
factors and the effectiveness of their efforts.

The survey questionnaire, primarily at Part 3, asked BCE

personnel if they thought that the data collected to assess

building utilization was comprehensive, accurate with

reregard to the true effective utilization of a building's

space, and if it was readily accessible.

Measures for three constructs - comprehensiveness,

accuracy, and accessibility of the data - were constructed by

summing responses to questions into multi-item scales, as

follows:
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a. Camprehen/'veness - i 2., Y2, s, ar.d 22

'3cose oqezsions0, - uet - '?,fi

-Responses to questions 3 26, and 29 were recode2 er:&

the negativity of these qu2stcns. The SPSS procedure

RELIABILITY was uised to determine the re iability 3f each

measure and to improve it by :eIetIng any ';ar bles w'-,

not correlate well with others in the measure.

Summary statistics for these measures were produced

using the FREQUENCIES procedure and the means are report -od.

The T-TEST procedure was used to compare the perceptions of

, Design Chiefs wIth those of Real Property Chiefs on a r,-c

constructs. The hypothesis, for each construct, was:

H 0 )/i = 2o ~~

and Ha: i 2

where

the true mean as perceived by Chiefs of Design
- =the true mean as perceived by Chiefs of Real
A. Property

*t These multi--item measures were correlated with the

measure of effectiveness developed for research objective 2

in order to determine if these three constructs were related

to the effectiveness of organizations in utilizing their

facility space. The SPSS procedure PEARSON CORR was used for
this purpose. SPSS - StatlLical Package for the Social

Sciences states that the Pearson correlation coefficient r is
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used to measure the stren. of tetwea 'wc

interval evel var iables. 's, swhen r is squared,

indicates the proportion of variance in one var i a

explained by the other (14:200).

As referenced earlier in this chapter, Likert-scale

questions do produce interval-level data (51:263). The

multi-i tem scales were composed of Likert-scale que nJ
L. multi -!eve' _ y

the resultant summed data is thus also interval-leve . .c

Pearson r coefficients are reported, together with a

subjective analysis of the strength of the relationships

according to the heuristic scale presented in Table 2

Table I.

Heuristic for Determining the Strength of
Relationship Between Two Variables

Based on Pearson r (12)

Absolute value Strength of

of 'r' Relationship

I.0 Perfect

0.8 - 0.99 Very strong

0.6 0.79 Strong

0.4 - 0.59 Moderate

0.2 - 0.39 Weak

0.01 - 0.19 No relationship
w

Question 31 sought to establish the degree of

computerization in the maintenance of AFCE real property
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3t~bases. n ade, to- if ths had any relatonsi.p

h.e 3 r; n z a 3 r, ' e f :E e zg in 9

-' • space• _;, ,N. " prcedlur-- 4as3ed to detect any st3L tioti

-' difference _4 n hc mean ef fe ncss of tte Ioor L; z; , .r
, er , te )pd .e.i w

categorized by question 21. Here, te h y pthcs3: -as

3nd j : At least two of these means ra r uq:a

- the true mean space .ti "zation e .f.fezt:i nc ..
organ;zations using WIMS for real property da - baz _

management

e -- the true mean effecti':cnezz of organizatio4.n
DBMS software on persona. computers for r-,

- property database management

3 - the true mean effectiveness of organizations ,.;sn
manual records for real property database
management

;"i4 = the true mean effectiveness of organizations uzing
BEAMS for real property database management

71.... did not incorporate a fourt

possible response for BEAMS. A s.gnificant number of

respondents pencilled in BEAMS, so this was added durin. the

0- analysis of data.

Similar appli cations of the ANOVA procedure were made to

determine if there appears to be a relationship between the

type of real property data management system used and the

comprehensiveness, accuracy, and accessibility of the data

produced by that system. The data produced by the three

multi-item measures of comprehensiveness, accuracy, and
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a 'cce si 4 ty was Jivid-ed into four groups, as classified by

question 31. The means of comprehensiveness, accurdcy, -ind

accessioitity for each of these groups were compared to

detect any significant differences. The hypotheses for the

three tests are as follows:

H 0= 41= Ui4

and H : At least two of these means are unequal

'where

4: the true mean comprehensiveness, accuracy, or
acessibility of real property data for
organizations using WIMS for real property database
management

, : the true mean comprehensiveness, accuracy, or
acessibility of organizations using DBMS software
on personal computers for real property database
management

;13 the true mean comprehensiveness, accuracy, or
acessibility of organizations using manual records
for real property database management

4 the true mean comprehensiveness, accuracy, or
,acessibility of organizations using BEAMS for -eal
property database management

All Pearson r coefficients produced and the results of

the ANOVA and T-TEST procedures are reported.

Research Objective 4

Determine who actually controls the utilization of
building space on USAF installations. What roles do the
Base Civil Engineer (BCE) and the Facilities Board (FB)
have in this task? Do unit commanders manage the use of
space within their own t'loc-ted buildings, or 's this
function also performed centrally to coordinate all base
requirements?
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Part 4 of the questionnaire addressed each of these

questions directly. Although regulations state that the FB

controls the use of all facilities, the BCE must receive and

coordinate requests for space, suggest and evaluate

alternative means of satisfying these requests, make

recommendations to the FB, budget for new construction and

modifications, program the work, and implement the decisions

of the board.

Since BCE personnel are involved with all stages of this
%..

process, it is possible that a BCE who perceives this task as

his responsibility and whose FB trust his recommendations,

will have a greater control over space allocation and be more

successful in finding accommodation for new requirements as

they arise.

With the exception of questions 37 and 40, all Part 4

questions (34 to 42) were combined to form a multi-item

measure of the perceived degree of BCE control over space

allocation within USAF facilities. Questions 35, 36, 39, and

42 were recoded to ensure that low values on the Likert scale

corresponded to a respondent's perception that the BCE had

little control over space allocation, and that high values

corresponded to the perception that the BCE had good control.

The SPSS procedure RELIABILITY was used to improve the

reliability of this measure by deleting any variables not

correlating well with others in the measure. The summary

statistics for the final combined measure are reported.
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The T-TEST procedure was used to determine whether this

perception varied between design and real property chiefs.

The hypothesis was:

H 4
02

and H : 4 2

where

II = the true mean of summed responses from Design

Chiefs
= the true mean of summed responses from the Chiefs

of Real Property

The PEARSON CORR procedure was used to determine if a

relationship existed between the perceived level of BCE

control and the organizations' effectiveness at utilizing its

facility space. A Pearson r coefficient was obtained for

this relationship by correlating these two multi-item

measures. All T-TEST results and the Pearson r coefficient

are reported.

-ej.earch Objective 5.

Determine what constraints there are to the effective
management of building space.

Part 5 of the questionnaire was directed at identifying

these constraints. From personal experience a list of

possible constraints was composed and framed as statements

V, for respondents to consider. These were:
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a. the age and condition of facilities - question 42;

b. the diff'culty in physically separating surplus space
from -a user's approved space allocati3n - question 41;

c. the relative availability of Operation and Maintenance
(O&M' funds and Military Construction Program (MCP) funds
- question 45;

d. the difficulty in assessing the effectivene;s of a
facility's utilization - question 46;

e. the lack of funds for modifications required to make
surplus space functional - question 47;

f. building habitability - question 48;

g. disruption of user operations during rearrangement and
alteration - question 50; and

h. user objections to sharing facilities with other users -
question 51.

During data analysis it was decided that question 43 was

badly worded and responses did not indicate whether a

respondent perceived age and condition to be a constraint, so

this question was not used. A response on the upper side of
the Likert scale (that is, in the 'agree' range), for

questions 44, 45, 46, 47, and 51, was taken as meaning that

the constraint is considered real to the extent indicated.

For questions 48 and 50 a low response was taken as

indicating that the constraint is considered real.

Research Objective 6.

Construct a list of planning factors involved in the
redistribution of building space.

Part 6 of the questionnaire listed possible planning

factors, or criteria, for consideration by BCE personnel when
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either designing floor layouts or oedist' -ibuting existing

space between users. As in research objective 5, they were

framed as statements for respondents to consider. These

.riteria were:

a. allowable 'net office area' per building occupant for new
office accommodation design purposes - question 52;

b. allowable 'net office area' per building occupant used
for redistributing space for offices in existing
accommodation - question 53;

C. the need for proximity between related activities -
question 54;

d. the cost of satisfying user requirements for space -
question 55;

e. minimization of low use and circulation areas -
question 56;

f. subsequent flexibility of the layout (cost and ease of
making later modifications) - question 57;

g. use of open plan design as a medns of enhancing
flexibility and reducing subsequent costs -
questions 58 and 59;

h. the importance of facilitating circulation (flow of
personnel) through a facility - question 60; and

*[ I. the speed of fulfilling the space requirement -
question 61.

Sample statistics for the responses to each of these

0 questions are reported.

The first two of these factors have a large impact on

space utilization. MAJCCMs agreed in their responses to the

author's letter that a per person net office area allowance

of less than 75 SF of net office area causes overcrowding.

AFM 86-2 suggests that 80-90 SF be used as a planning figure.
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An allowance 3f over 90 SF could indicate underutilizati;on _

Due to the constraints imposed by using existing

buildings to house functions for which they were not

designed, it was expected that the space allowance used for

renovating and re-using existing facilities (question 52)

would exceed that for use in planning new facilities

(question 52). This was tested using the T-TEST procedure.

A paired samples t-test was made because the mean responses

of the overall population to two different questions were

being compared rather than the different groups' responses to

the same question, as was the case with all previous

independent-sample t-t ests. The hypothesis was:

and H a 91 < 92

:€.: where

wthe true population mean response to question 52

" =2 the true population mean response to question 53

The probability associated with the resulting

* t-statistic was interpreted in the same way as for the

independent samples t-test. Questions 52 and 53, produced at

least interval level data.

-,0: As with the constraints in research objective 5, a

4 response in the 'agree' range to the other Part 6 questions

(54 to 61) signify that respondents feel that these possible

factors are important.
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?esearch Objective 7.

".Determine what efor ;5 acu

etefort is actuaI made to consider the
possible reallocation and/or rehabilitation of existing
building space as an alternative to new construction.

As stated in Chapter I, if all possible means of

accommodating a requirement from within existing facilities

*. are considered, then unnecessary new construction may be

avoided.

Part 7 of the questionnaire requested respondents to

outline the steps that are taken by their organization to

satisfy new requirements for space. Statements were provided

0 concerning the respective roles of Real Property and Design

Sections in the requirement review process, and in the

formulation and evaluation of alternative means of

accommodating these requirements.

Questions 62 to 68 were of the Likert scale agree-

disagree type. High responses were interpreted as meaning

that these possible steps are actually taken to evaluate

space requirements and to select the best course of action.

The magnitude of the response was interpreted as indicating

the degree to which these steps are institutionalized as

standard practices. Responses to question 64 were no, used

in the analysis as the statement did not present a position

close to the end of a continuum as recommended by Fowler

(22:89).

Question 69 is a classificatory question which provided

a selection of four possible responses. It sought to
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djet,_rmLne the population's perceptions of the most important

ritor ion ased by USAF' base management in Cutcrm mining w~ho th,-r

tor .stribute eiting space (and possibly renovateit

to cornztruct new facili;ty : pace, when 2aced with a

requi4rement. T"he CROSSTABS procedure was used to establish

if the perceptions of Real Property Chiefs and Design Chiefs

as to the most important criterion are similar. The Chi-

square statistic and the associated probability of exceeding

iwere used determine whether or not the perceptions of

these two groups are dependent.

Sample statistics for all Part, 7 questions and the Ci

square statistic are reported.
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IV. Results

Chapter Overview

This chapter presents the data collected from the two

survey instruments and the results of the statistical tests

described in Chapter III. First, frequency distributions for

responses to all demographic, classificatory and multi-level

quantitative questions are presented. Next, for all

questions requiring a response on the seven level agree-

disagree Likert scale, the sample means and standard

deviations are given. The results of the statistical tests

outlined in Chapter III for each of the seven research

objectives are then reported. A selection of written

comments by survey respondents is then presented, followed by

written responses Lo questions in the letter to MAJCOM/DEs.

Presentation of Findings of Survey Questionnaire

Survey Response. A letter hastening responses was sent

on 12 June 1987. From 164 questionnaires distributed, 89

responses were received by the cut-off date of 16 July 1987,

giving a response rate of approximately 54 percent of the

population. From the two sub-populations of 82 Chiefs of

Real Property and 82 Chiefs of Design, 52 and 37 responses

respectively were received. This constituted response rates

of 63 and 45 percent. Seeing that a census was taken of the
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population rather than a sample, this overall response rate

is sufficient to infer population characteristics.

.As the number of responses from each sub-population were

both greater than 30, the Central Limit Theorem permitted

analysis of the survey data using statistical tests which

assume that the data is normally distributed.

Responses to each of the survey questions by the

respondents are in the computer generated list in Appendix H.

Missing data was excluded from analysis by setting the number

of responses to each individual question as the sample size

for that question.

Demographic Data. Questions 70, 71, 72, and the pre-

-[ distribution codings established the duties and academic

background of respondents. Frequency distributions are

presented in Tables IV, V, VI and VII. From Table IV, the

distribution of the 22 'other' responses to Question 70 is

given in Table VIII.

Classificatory Questions. Questions 11, 12, 13, 31, 32,

33, and 69 required a selection from a range of independent

responses. The question is repeated followed by the

[-1 frequency distributions, in Tables IX to XIV.
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Table IV

Undergraduate Degree of Survey Respondents

Degree Number Percent

Architecture 8 9.0
Town/City/Urban Planning 0 0
Civil Engineering * 23 25.8
Mechanical Engineering 4 4.5
Other Engineering 10 11.2
Building Sciences 2 2.2
Other 22 24.7
None 18 20.2
- No response - 2 2.2

Total 89

* Mode

Table V

Current Primary Duty of Survey Respondents

Duty Number Percent

Architectural Design 6 6.7
Real Property Management 46 51.7
Engineering Management 29 32.6
Other 6 6.7
- No response - 2 2.2

Total 89

*Mode

12
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'able VT

Yr-ars Experience in Current Primary Duty

Years Number Percent

1 yr or less 4 4.5
Between 1 and 2 yrs 2 2.2

Between 2 and 3 yrs 3 3.4
Between 3 and 4 yrs 3 3.4
4 yrs or more *75 84.3
- No response - - 2.2

Total 89

*Mode

Table VII

Distribution of Respondents by Discipline

Chief of: Number Percent

Design 37 41.6

Real Property 52 58.4

Total 89

* Mode

Table VIII

* Distribution of 'Other' Responses from Table IV

• Degree Number Percent
(of total)

Real Property/Real Estate 8 9.0
Business Admin./Real Estate 9 10.1

English major 1 1.1
*Psychology major 1 1.1

Education/Business Admin. 1 1.1
Accounting 1 1.1
Foreign Languages 1 1.1

Total 22

MMode
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Table IX

Dis--rtbution of Methods Used to Assess
Underutilization of Facility Space

*: (Survey Question 11)

Response Number Percent

Known occupancy/allowances of AFM 86-2 * 29 32.6
Known occupancy/equipment space req'ts 11 12.4
Visiting buildings/subjective assessment 19 21.3
Personal knowledge of base facilities and 10 11.2
the relative efficiency of their usage

Other 17 19.1- No response - 3 3.4

Total 89

* Mode

Table X

Distribution of Design Tools Used for Floorplan Layout
(Survey Question 12)

Response Number Percent

Some type of computer software 0
Bubble diagrams 18 22.9
Functional Relationship chart 15 16.9
AFM 88-2 standard designs 10 11.2
Linear programming 0
Intuition and experience * 30 33.7
Other 6 6.7- No response- 10 11.2

Total 89

1Mode
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p. X

Dsr i nDiton nf omp.er Usage
for FioorpI i aysut

Survey Qest ion ,

Response Number Percent

CADkey on a PC 0 0
AutoCAD on a PC 3 ).4
VersaCAD or EasyCAD on a PC 0
WANG AutoCAD on WIMS
Some other CAD software on PC
A computer programming language 0 0
Linear programming software 0 0
No computer * 72 93.5

No response - 12 13.5

Total 89
*Mode

Table XT I

Distribution of Automation of Real Property
and Building Databases

(Survey Questions 31 and 32)

Question 31. is the Real Property database in your office
comput er ized?

Question 32. !s the building information database in your
office computerized?

Response Number Percent

Q31 Q32 Q31 Q32

Yes - WIMS * 40 33 44.9 37.1
Yes - Database Management 23 14 25.8 15.7

software on PC
No - Manual records 14 30 15.7 33.7
Yes - BEAMS 8 7 9.0 7.9
- No response - 4 5 4.5 5.6

Totals 89 89

* Mode for both questions

* 13 2

.S'
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TabDle XT::

.. r of Methods Used
Zi' . z.ti.is1 3on Records
Survey .uestion 32

Response Number Per
cent

"egular bilding visits by BCE personnel * 35 39.3
Regu" r BCE surveys of building managers 1i l2.4

There is ro 'z;-sem' for collecting dala 29
t'her -'.

- No response - 3 9.2

-.- M ' -..

Table X!V

.trn of Mos Used Criterion for Dec din
.' cw to Best Sa"isfy Space Requiremenes

" .,v y Question 6 9

:;estion 69 Which of the following possible responses
best describes the cri-erion most used to make decisions on
whether to r:nate, lease, or construct a new facf'lity?

Response N.)mber Perent

A cost 3nalysis of 311 16 1 .
possible al ternaties

Re6ltive 3vailability 19
of MCP and CF.M f nds

Base p21stscs >3 20.2

The best interests of 29 3.2 6
mission fulfillment *

-,c Response- 9 107

* Mode
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Quantitative Questions. Frequency distributions, modes,

and means for responses to questions 19, 20, 52, and 53 are

presented in Tables XV and XVI.

Table XV

Distribution of Building Space
Deficiencies and Surpluses
(Survey Questions 19 and 20)

Question 19. My base has a list of building space surpluses
totalling approximately:

Question 20. My base has a list of approved but currently
unsatisfied requirements for building space
totalling approximately:

Responses Number Percent

Q19 Q20 Q19 Q20

Less than 20,000 SF * 62 19 69.7 21.3
Between 20,000 and 40,000 SF 4 8 4.5 9.0
Between 40,000 and 60,000 SF 1 6 1.1 6.7
Between 60,000 and 80,000 SF 0 8 0 9.0
Between 80,000 and 100,000 SF 2 10 2.2 11.2
Over 100,000 SF ** 4 22 4.5 24.7
- No response 16 16 18.0 18.0

Totals 89 89

Modes Means Standard Deviations

Q19 - * Q19 - 1.466 Q19 - 1.313
Q20 - ** Q20 - 3.658 Q20 - 2.036
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Table XVI

Distribution of Net Office Area Planning Criteria
(Survey Questions 52 and 53)

Question 52. What "net office area per building occupant"
(as defined at AFM 86-2, para 13-3) is used at
your base for planning space requirements for
new administrative facilities?

Question 53. What "net office area per building occupant" is
used at your base for managing and
redistributing space in existing administrative
facilities?

Responses Number Percent

Q52 Q53 Q52- Q53

Less than 75 SF' 4 5 -4.5 5.6
75 SF 2. 3 - 2.2 3.4

"80 SF 5 7 5.6 7.9
85 SF 9 9 1 10.1 10.1
90 SF - 38 27'- 42.7 30.3
More than 90 SF- 17 ..24' ' 19.1 27.0
- No-Response 14 -14 - 15.7 15.7

Totals .89 89

Modes Means Standard Deviations'-

Q52 - 90 SF Q52 4.680 Q52 - 1.275,
Q53 - 90 SF Q53 -" 4.627 Q53 - 1.459

Agree-Disagree, Quest ions. These questions are repeaLed,

with the mean response and standard deviati6fi. Responses

were on the. following scale.

1 = Strongly disagree 5.= Slightly agree
2 = Moderately disagree 6 = Moderately agree
3 =.,Slightly disagree 7 = Strongly agree
4 ='Neither agree nor disAgree

1. Design regulations provide adequate guidelines for
ensuring that architects/planners minimize space wastage in

*' floor layout.

Mean = 4.012 Std dev = 1.787
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2. Functional relationships are the most important criteria

in building layout design.

Mean = 5.631 Std dev = 1.360

3. I rely on my intuition to come up with an initial
conceptual floorplan layout when designing a new building or
reallocating space in an existing building.

Mean = 3.576 Std dev = 1.898
4. The use of standard designs (AFM 88-2) does not permit
designers to tailor a facility to the needs of individual
users.

Mean = 3.915 Std dev = 2.007

5. Real Property regulations adequately cover how to monitor
building usage.

Mean = 3.709 Std dev = 2,097

6. Real Property personnel in my organization are
responsible for determining required changes to the physical
layout of functions within existing buildings.

Mean = 2.460 Std dev = 1.999

7. Space utilization studies of existing facilities are
carried out regularly, even if there are no requirements to
satisfy.

Mean = 3.186 Std dev = 2.183

8. Our Real Property records do not indicate how efficiently
a user is using the space that he has been allocated.

Mean = 5.977 Std dev = 1.594

9. Architect or engineer assistance is provided only on
request by Real Property personnel, which is usually if
building modifications are required, or if the functional
layout problem is particularly complex.

Mean = 4.756 Std dev = 2.158

10. If space is known to be underutilized or used for some
unapproved or wasteful purpose, action is usually taken to
reallocate it.

Mean = 4.483 Std dev = 2.214
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14. My organization manages the use of installation building
space as well as possible, considering the constraints
imposed.

Mean = 5.352. Std dev = 1.736

i. . 15. The USAF manages the utilization of its building space
well.

Mean = 3.898 Std dev = 1.598

16. Our real property records usually track building usage
well.

Mean = 4.580 Std dev = 1.916

17. Space surplus to a user's requirements can be readily
identified.

Mean = 4.000 Std dev = 2.011

18. In most cases, surplus space can be modified to satisfy
some outstanding requirement.

Mean = 4.977 Std dev = 1.851

21. New requirements data is usually detailed enough to allow
Real Property personnel to look for a suitable accommodation.

Mean = 3.593 Std dev 1.843

22. Summary data on all outstanding requirements is available
from a single source, without having to look through
individual hardcopy project files.

Mean = 3.226 Std dev = 1.947

23. The data we keep on utilization of existing building
- space is accurate enough to tentatively match a requirement

S to it.

Mean = 4.471 Std dev = 1.743

24. Available building space is readily identifiable from
real property records.

Mean = 4.235 Std dev = 2.158

25. Our records list functions located within all buildings.

Mean = 5.247 Std dev 1.920
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26. Surplus space is usually identified by building users.

Mean = 2.337 Std dev = 1.913

27. Up to date building usage data is usually available when
needed by planners and designers.

Mean = 4.477 Std dev = 2.033

28. It is important to have current data on the number of
personnel working in a facility, and the layout of equipment.

Mean = 5.859 Std dev = 1.521
29. Rezi ?roperty records do not contain enough information
to con c: a detailed analysis of efficient space usage
w4ithin facilities.

Mean = 5.198 Std dev = 1.807

30. Space that is known to be misused or wasted is recorded
as such, either in real property reports or on file, for

0 possible future re-allocation should the need arise.

Mean = 3.616 Std dev = 2.104

34. It is primarily the BCE's responsibility to ensure that
building space is utilized effectively.

Mean = 4.279 Std dev = 2.389

35. It is the Facilities Board's (FB) responsibility to
ensure that building space is utilized effectively.

Mean = 5.407 Std dev = 2.060

36. Major tenants on this installation are reasonably free to
decide how they use space within their allocated buildings.

Mean = 5.535 Std dev = 1.992

37. BCE personnel systematically visit every base facility to
reassess utilization.

Mean = 4.453 Std dev = 2.045

38. The BCE actually decides how space will be allocated.

Mean = 3.070 Std dev = 2.238

39. The FB makes the decisions on the allocation of space.

Mean = 5.384 Std dev = 2.030
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40. The BCE implements the FB's decisions.

Mean = 6.221 Std dev = 1.384

41. The BCE influences the FB's decisions - they usually
accept his recommendations.

Mean = 5.256 Std dev = 1.653

42. We have a Space Allocations Panel (or similar) composed
of tenant representatives, which acts as a forum for
analyzing space shortage problems, identifying possible

solutions, and recommending action.

Mean = 3.859 Std dev = 2.587

43. Structurally unsound or maintenance-intensive buildings
are often renovated and used beyond their intended design
life.

Mean = 5.105 Std dev = 2.064

44. It is often impractical to physically separate a user's
'surplus' space from his 'approved' space such that it can
accommodate another requirement.

Mean = 5.605 Std dev = 1.625

45. It is easier to fund the renovation or modification of an
existing old building to satisfy a new requirement, albeit
unsound or maintenance-intensive, than to obtain MCP funds to
construct a new facility.

Mean = 6.235 Std dev = 1.394

46. It is often difficult to assess if space within a
pp building is utilized well.

Mean = 4.919 Std dev = 1.960

47. Insufficient funds are available to modify all surplus
space to make suitable for other requirements.

Mean = 5.788 Std dev = 1.619

48. The effective utilization of building space is more

important than buildinq habitability, should the two
conflict.

Mean = 3.847 Std dev = 2.073
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49. Building modifications associated with space re-

allocation often cause disruptions to user operations.

Mean = 5.337 Std dev = 1.546

50. The negative operational effects of disruptions caused by
space re-allocations are outweighed by the benefits of
utilizing space more effectively.

Mean = 4.988 Std dev = 1.842

51. Allocating one facility to more than one organization
often causes problems for all users.

Mean = 4.200 Std dev = 1.876

54. Activities within a building should be located according
to their need for proximity.

Mean = 5.651 Std dev = 1.578

55. Building modifications associated with space re-
allocation are more economical than new construction.

Mean = 4.558 Std dev = 1.656

56. Net usable space should be maximized. Circulation and
low use areas should be minimized.

Mean = 5.884 Std dev = 1.323

57. Building design should include features that minimize the
potential cost of future extensions or modification.

Mean = 6.151 Std dev = 1.260

58. Open plan designs maximize the ease involved in the
possible future rearrangement due to changing functions and
relationships.

Mean = 6.047 Std dev = 1.308

59. Open plan design should be used for office and work areas
wherever possible.

Mean = 5.424 Std dev = 1.930

60. Building layout should maximize the orderly flow of
personnel through the building and minimize unnecessary
traffic through main working areas.

Mean = 6.558 Std dev = 1.058
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61. The availability of suitable space for renovation will
usually enable a requirement to be satisfied quicker than by
new construction.

Mean = 5.919 Std dev = 1.573
62. When a new requirement for space is received it is
staffed first by -eal Property personnel.

Mean = 4.541 Std dev = 2.398

63. The requirement is checked against AFM 86-2 to ensure
that the request is in accordance with space entitlements.

Mean = 5.906 Std dev = 1.586

64. Space already allocated to a low priority use is
sometimes re-allocated to a new requirement with a higher
operational priority.

Mean = 5.071 Std dev = 1.713

4 65. A cost analysis is usually done to assess whether to
renovate existing space, extend an existing facility,
construct a new facility, or lease space - whichever are
feasible.

Mean = 4.447 Std dev = 2.050

66. Real Property personnel always attempt to find suitable
space available within existing facilities before
recommending new construction.

Mean = 5.812 Std dev = 1.763

67. Prior to deciding if an identified surplus space is
suitable for a particular requirement, a site visit is
usually made.

Mean = 6.314 Std dev = 1.313

68. The prospective user of a re-allocated space takes an
active role in assessing its suitability for his requirement.

Mean = 6.412 Std dev = 0.890

Statistical Tests. The results of all statistical tests

conducted using the survey questionnaire data are reported in

order of the research objective which they support.
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Researoh Obectmve I.
R i2 s m~ e wa~ r n e c t 'v

Sterm ,ne- hs are currently being used ny
facility designers and planners in AFCE, RAAF, anr.c

* an D rg-3nIza '-ons, to des ign efficent buii ng
layouts and to manage a facility's space throughout -tz
design life.

Comparison of the mean reliance of Design and Real

Property Chiefs on intuition when planning Iocr I yous t

new or existIng bui ings ,uestion 3) is shown below.

U, Gru Number Mean

. Des ign 37 3.563
Real Property r- 0

Combined 25 3.576

t= -0.04 Probability, p= 0.970
-',. -,.

As p 0.05 (that is, a/2), the hypothesis that intuition is

equally relied on by both groups is not rejected at the 0.1

level

Comparison of the mean perceptions of Design and Real

Property Chiefs regarding the level of responsibilit i- , y

Real Property Sections for the redesign of existing f-cZ ity

layouts (Question 6) is shown below.

Group Number Mean

Design 37 1.730
Real Property 50 3.000

Combined 87 2. 460

t= 3.35 Probability, p= 0.001
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As p<O.0 5 , the hypothesis that the groups agree on the level

of responsibility held by Real Property Sections is rejected

at the 0.1 level.

- The comparison of the mean perceptions of Design and

Real Property Chiefs regarding the level of assistance given

by architects within the Design section to Real Property

personnel in the redesign of existing floor layouts (Question

9) resulted as shown below.

Group Number Mean

Design 36 4.750
Real Property 50 4.760

Combined 86 4.756

t= -0.02 Probability, p= 0.983

As p>O.05, the hypothesis that the groups agree on the level

of assistance given by Design staff is not rejected at the

0.1 level.

Crosstabulation of the two sub-populations with design

tools that could possibly be used in floor plan layout

(Question 12) yielded the following contingency table:

Bubble Relation- AFM Exper- Other ROW
Diagram ship chart 88-2 ience TOTALS

Design 11 6 5 11 3 36
*• I(45. 6%)

Real 7 9 5 19 3 43
" Prop (54.4%)

COL 18 15 10 30 6 79
TOTALS (22.8%) (19.0%) (12.7%) (38.0%) (7.6%) (100%)
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The Chi-square statistic, obtained by the comparison of

expected cell values with actual cell values, and the

associated probability of exceeding it if the variables are

independent, were:

Chi-square = 3.02573 Probability = 0.5535

As p>0.1, the hypothesis that the sub-population and the

design tool preference are independent variables is not

rejected at the 0.1 level.

Crosstabulation of the two sub-populations with methods

which could be used assess the effectiveness of a facility's

space utilization (Question 11) produced the following

contingency table:

AFM Occupancy Visits Personal Other ROW
86-2 & Equip Knowledge TOT

Design 9 9 5 5 9 37
(43.0%)

Real 20 2 14 5 8 49
Prop (57.0%)

COL 29 11 19 10 17 86
TOT (33.7%) (12.8%) (22.1%) (11.6%) (19.8%) (100%)

The Chi-square statistic and associated probability were:

Chi-square 11.49840 Probability = 0.0215

As p(O.1 the hypothesis, that the sub-population and the

assessment method perceived as being used are independent

vwriables, is rejected at the 0.1 level.
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3 Pesearch bj :c t ie 2

D r 7,,:ne te fc L ,naes3 :f such met hds s Lc2

,'. inin 1nd space manajemen>, t make rce-aro:
:o assls_, AFCE in mak:ng t-. e mnos._ is but! i .3 spa L

P resources.

Input from HQ USAF /LEE experts and MAJCOM/DEs was

solicited to construct a measure for assessing a base's

ef feCtiveness in utilizing its building space. Mr Disk

Jonkers (HQ USAF/LEER) agreed that a comparison of surplus

building space with outstanding requirements for bu.] din;

space may be a good indicator of a base's ability to manage

its space and to effect timely relocations and renovations.

Hard data on space surpluses and deficiencies from 3CE

records was sought to measure this.

The responses to question 19 indicate a mean building

space surplus of less than 20,000 square feet. The accuracy

of responses to this question depends upon the accuracy of

the data kept in the BCE records. If underutilized space ::

considered as partially surplus to the user's re:juirements

then the accuracy of real property data on surplus space

depends on the capability of Real Property personnel assess

utilization. The responses to question 20 indicate a mean

but variable building space deficiency of between 40,000 and

60,000 square feet (SF) per base.

The difficulty in assessing if space is utilized well

was measured by question 46. The response indicates that

there is general agreement that assessing utilization is

difficult. This casts some doubt on the accuracy of question
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19 responses on buiding space surpluses. However, as no more

accurate data on surplus space was available, question 19 wa:s

included initially in the measure of effectiveness.

The proposed measure of effectiveness using questions

10, 18, 19, 52, and 53, was found to be unreliable. It

returned a Cronbach's alpha of only 0.30, which is too low by

Steel's heuristic (Table II) to rate any degree of

reliability at all. Withdrawing from the measure question

19, which dealt with the quantity of building surpluses,

improved the reliability marginally to 0.42.

After responses to questions 52 and 53 were recoded,

they were summed directly with the Likert scale responses to

questions 10 and 18 as discussed in Chapter III. This

produced a multiple item Likert scale measure of space

utilization effectiveness with the following main divisions.

4 = Strongly disagree 20 = Slightly agree
8 = Moderately disagree 24 = Moderately agree

12 = Slightly disagree 28 = Strongly agree
16 = Neither agree nor disagree

The mean and standard deviation for the combined responses to

A this multiple item measure were:

Mean = 16.716 Std dev = 5.015

_- To determine if there is a true difference between

Design and Real Property Chiefs' perceptions of the

effectiveness of their base's efforts to utilize building

space well, their mean responses to the objective multiple

item measure were compared followed by their responses to the
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self-rated measure at question 14. The results are shown

below.

1 . Multiple item measure of effectiveness.

Group Number Mean

Design 37 14.081
Real Property 51 18.628

Combined 88 16.716

t= -4.47 Probability, p= 0.000

2. Self-rated effectiveness.

. Group Number Mean

Design 37 4.892
Real Property 51 5.686

Combined 88 5.352

t= -2.16 Probability, p= 0.033

In each case p(0.1 and thus the hypotheses that both groups

equally perceive their organizations' effectiveness, is

rejected.

The perceptions of Design and Real Property Chiefs on

Air Force wide effectiveness at utilizing space (Question 15)

,S were compared. The result is shown below.

Group Number Mean

Design 37 3.622

Real Property 51 4.098

Combined 88 3.898

t -1.39 Probability, p= 0.169
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As p'O.l the hypothesis, that the perceptions of the two sub-

popuiations on The effectiveness building space utilization

Air Force wide are the same, is not rejected.

The population was then divided into five groups

according to their preferred method of assessing whether a

facility is underutilized (Question 11). The effectiveness

' " of these space assessment methods was tested using the

measure of effectiveness constructed previously. The F

. statistic and associated probability resulting from this

comparison of five means is shown below.

[ F = 1.515 Probability 0.206

As p)0.l, the hypothesis that the methods are equally

effective is not rejected.

A similar test was constructed to assess if there is any

difference in the effectiveness of a base's space utilization

as a result of the space planning design tool used (Question

12). The result is shown below.

. F 2.881 Probability = 0.031

* * As p<O.l, the hypothesis that the methods are equally

effective is rejected.
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property p ann'ng per sonne ..... comprencnsi',enesr
naccurc ,, an . ccessibi zy of the data that is

collected to manage the utilization of building space,
and determine if there is a relationship between theso
factors and the effectiveness of their efforts.

Measures of real property database comprehensiveness,

-* accuracy, and accessibility were constructed in the same way

as the measure off effectiveness ;n research objective 2.

Comprehensiveness. Questions 21, 22, 25, 2,

and 29 were used initially. This measure was found t be

unreliable, by Steel's heuristic (Ia''e , returning a

.ronbach's alpha coefficient of 0.54. Withdrawing from h

measure question 2, which dealt with 'he need or the ICE

know personnel numbers and equipment quantities and layout:

for all facilities, improved the measure's reliability

marginally to 0.62.

The main Likert scale divisions for this measure, and

the means and standard deviations of the combined response:

are:

I = Strongly disagree 20 = Slightly agree
S = Moderately disagree 24 = Moderately agree

12 = Slightly disagree 28 = Strongly agree
16 = Neither agree nor disagree

Mean = 14.733 Std dev = 5.230

Accuracy. Questions 8, 16, 23, 26, and 30

were used initially. This measure was also found to be

unreliable, returning a Cronbach's alpha of 0.34.

Withdrawing from the measure question 26, which asked whether

'.'9
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holding L sers ident i fled surpl-s space, improved t-e

reliabili-'y considerably to 3.59.

Tne main hiker . cale ,4 l tons for th:3 me s0: a- ,

the means and standard deviations of the combined respcnovo

are:

4 Strongly disagree 2C = Slightly agrec
3 = Moderately disagree 24 = Moderately agree

12 : Slightly disagree 23 = Strongly agree
16 Neither agree nor disagree

Mean = 14.A109 Std dev 4.9a6

Accessibility. Questions 17, 24, and 2- were
used for this measure. It was found to be 'fai-ly rel able',

returning a Cronbach's alpha of 0.77. No improvement could

be made.

The main Likert scale divisions for this measure, and

the means and standard deviations of the combined responses

-a are:

3 = Strongly disagree 15 = Slightly agrEn
6 = Moderately disagree 12 3 Moderately agr,-
9 = Slightly disagree 21 = Strongly agree

12 = Neither agree nor disagree

Mean = 12.466 Std dev = 5.133

*A:

...2.w- The means of the responses by Design and Real Propety

personnel to each of these constructs were compared to

determine if any significant differences in their perceptions

existed. The results are shown below.
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3C1prehens Pobenes- is

* D... . .. 2 . 20- 3
0.. .- A.curac Nu~mter Ma

es 1 .7Oe1

Imbined 86 14.9?

31 Probability, p= C.02

Accetiac t

roup Number Mean

f 'e Dein 37I042

Real Property 51 1.3.9I

.ombined 3 12.9l6

-_ -3.50 Probability, p= C.01

, . 3. aAccessibility

Group Number Mean

Des ign 37 0. 4 3
Real Property 51 13 9 4 1

Combined 3r12. 466

t-3.31 Prbaiity, p= C0.001

n all cas~es p(C .05 signifying that all three hypotheses ar-3

rejected at the 0.1 level.

Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were generated to

determine the strengths of relationships between a base's

effectiveness at utilizing its building space and the

perceived comprehensiveness, accuracy, and accessibility of

the base's real property data. These coefficients were as

follows:
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Observed
Correlation

Effectiveness with comprehensiveness 0.36

Effectiveness with accuracy 0.46

Effectiveness with accessibility 0.42

The Chapter V data analysis examines these correlations with

* respect to the reliabilities of each measure.

A series of four tests were then performed. The

population was divided into four groups according to the type

of real property database automation used at their bases:

1) WIMS; 2) BEAMS; 3) Database Management Software (DBMS)

using a personal computer; or 4) Manual records (Question

31). The tests compared group means to assess whether the

type of real property database automation makes a significant

difference in

1. the effectiveness of a base's space utilization efforts;

2. the perceived comprehensiveness of real property data;

V3. the perceived accuracy of real property data; or

4. the perceived accessibility of real property data.

J IIn each case it was hypothesized that the mean responses

of Design and Real Property Chiefs were equal. The results

are given below.

. 15
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Tes t t statistic Prchahi1 _ tv

Type of automation vs. -pace . .

Type of automation vs. 0.207 0.999
Comprehens iveness

Type of automation vs. 0. 192 2.0
Accuracy

Type of automation vs. 0.103 0.953
Access ibility

As p)0.1 in all cases, there is insufficient evidence to

reject any of the four hypotheses.

Research Objective 4.

Determine who actually controls the utilization of
building space on USAF installations. What roles do the
Base Civil Engineer (BCE) and the Facilities Board (FB)
have in this task? Do unit commanders manage the use of
space within their own allocated buildings, or is this
function also performed centrally to coordinate all base
requirements?

Th mtPle item measure of the perceived degree of BCE

control over facility space allocation was initially a direct

summation of responses to survey questions 34, 35, 36, 38,

39, 41 and 42 after responses to questions 35, 36, 39, and 42

IT were recoded. It was found to be unreliable, returning a

Cronbach's alpha of 0.32 although when applied only to Design

Chiefs responses it returned a alpha of 0.65. It proved

totally unreliable for the Real Property Chiefs responses,

returning a negative alpha. Withdrawing questions

a,.. 153



41 and 42 from the measure improved the overall reliability

of this measure to 0.45.

The main Likert scale divisions and the mean and

standard deviation of the measure are shown below.

5 = Strongly disagree 25 = Slightly agree
10 = Moderately disagree 30 = Moderately agree
15 = Slightly disagree 35 = Strongly agree
20 = Neither agree nor disagree

Mean = 15.302 Std dev = 6.097

The mean of this measure for the Design Chiefs'

responses was compared to the mean for the Real Property

Chiefs' responses. The result is shown below.

Group Number Mean

Design 35 14.629
Real Property 51 15.765

Combined 86 15.302

t= -0.85 Probability, p= 0.399

As p)O.l there is no evidence to support the rejection of the

hypothesis that the means are equal, at the 0.1 level.

The Pearson correlation coefficient generated by

correlating the level of BCE control over space allocation

with a base's effectiveness in utilizing its building spaceK. was -0.0002. The Chapter V data analysis examines this

correlation with respect to the reliabilities of the two

measures.

The responses to question 36, whether major facility

users are reasonably free to decide how they will use their
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i2~jispc>, ada e-an or.t:eser.o:t

Rescarch Objective 5

SDetermine what constraints there are tc the effc-'e
management of building space.

Questions 44 to 51 required an gre-disagroe rosponrc

to assess whether respondents felt the statements a: a

7 al -constraint t'_ th e _fec' v e " ana: 9 u

space. The means and standard deviations of responsest

these questions are restated below.

Question Mean Std dev

44 5.605 1.621
45 6.235 1.394
46 4.919 1.960
47 5.73 1619
48 3. 847 2. C73
50 4.9 9  1.
'51 4.200

Research Objective 6.

Construct a list ot planning factors involved in the
redistribution of bui lding space.

Questions 54 to 61 required an agree-disagree response

to assess whether respondents felt the statements identifie

planning factors which are or should be used when

redistributing building space between users. The means iri

standard deviations of these responses are restated below.
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Question Mean Std dev

54. Need for proximity 5.651 .579

55. Modifications are 4.558 1.656
more economical than
new construction

56. Maximize net usable space 5.884 1.323

57. Minimize future extension/ 6.151 1.260
modification costs

58. Open plan design 6.047 1.308
enhances flexibility

59. Use open plan design 5.424 1.930
wherever possible

60. Maximize the orderly 6.558 -.058
flow of personnel

61. Satisfy requirement 5.919 1.573
as quickly as possible

A paired samples comparison of the mean responses to

questions 58 and 59 was made. It was hypothesized that the

means are equal, the alternate hypothesis being that they are

unequal. The result is shown below.

Question Number of Mean
Responses to

both questions

* 58. Open plan designs maximize 6.047
the ease of performing
future rearrangements.

85
59. Open plan designs should be

used for office and work
areas wherever possible. 5.423

t= 4.07 Probability, p= 0.000

As p<0.l the hypothesis is rejected at the 0.1 level.
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Quantitative planning factors were sought by questions

52 and 53. The means and standard deviations of the

responses to these questions are restated below.

Question Mean Std dev

52. "Net office" area/personnel 4.680 1.225
ratio for design of new
office accommodation.

53. "Net office" area/personnel 4.627 1.459
ratio for redesigning
existing facilities as offices.

where the scale used was:

1. Less than 75 SF 4. 85 SF
2. 75 SF 5. 90 SF
3. 80 SF 6. More than 90 SF

Comparison of these two means using a paired samples t-test

resulted as follows:

-J
Factor Number of Mean

Responses to
both questions

'Net office' area/person 4.726
ratio used for new design

73
'Net office' area/person
ratio used for redesign 4.616

t = 1.00 Probability, p = 0.321

As p)0.05, there is insufficient evidence to reject, at the

6, 0.1 level, the hypthesis that the two ratios are equal.
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~r~newlat effsr:- L. .slymdde to CcrnsLiOC.
possible reallocaticn and,'cr reah abiiaton -f x~~i
building Space as an, a'_tzrative tc now cnc

Questions 602, 63, 65, 66;, 6", o_-nd SS reques-ted an ~re

dis3agree response on steps that may be taken by BCE

organizations to satisfy a new requirement for bao'idlng

.space. -he means and standardI lev;iations of the respons.e-

-ire re:-ated helvw:

,uestion vean, St J.ev

0 Real Property

62. Check requirement >53
against AEM 8Q6-2

65. Cost analysis of .42.5
aI t e r n at 7 ves

66. SatiLs fact ion from 5 .% 0. 12
withiln existing

S Site vis i:o as3e ss 63
~s -a bilty of
pr-pos3ed, space

Focur possibl.e cr iter ia whic' h m: ght be used t

eisions on whether to lease, rencvte, or construct

47 ac .ity in order to. satisfy a space requirement were

--osstabllated with the sub-populations. The following

K utngency table weis_ prcd~eJl.



Decision-making Criteria

Cost Funds Base Mission ROW
Analysis Source Politics Fulfillment TOTALS

Design 5 11 9 7 32
(40%)

Real 11 6 9 22 48
Prop (60%)

COL 16 17 18 29 80
TOTALS (20.0%) (21.3%) (22.5%) (36.3%) (100%)

The Chi-square statistic and associated probability were:

Chi-square = 8.8756 Probability, p = 0.0643

As p(0.l, the hypothesis that the perception of the most

important decision-making criterion is independent of the

sub-population is not rejecLed at the 0.1 level.

Comments jy_ Survey Questionnaire Respondents. Comments

were sought periodically throughout the questionnaire. A

selection of those received are in Appendix I.

MAJCOM Responses to Survey Letter

From 12 MAJCOMs surveyed, one (HQ AFCC) sent a nil

response due to a lack of knowledge by the author that that

Command did not exercise direct control over any USAF bases.

Written responses were received from HQ TAC/DE, HQ USAFE/DE,
O.,

HQ SAC/DE, HQ ATC/DE, and HQ AFSC/DE, and an invitation was

extended by HQ AFLC/DE for the author to conduct a series of

informal interviews in lieu of a written response.
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Responses by MAJCOM/DEs to each of the questions in the

Appendix F letter are listed in Appendix J. Not all

questions were answered by each MAJCOM. Due to their length,

some of the responses have been paraphrased.

'.
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V. Analysis and Discussion

Chapter Overview

This chapter contains an analysis of the data collected

by the survey questionnaire and the survey letter to

MAJCOM/DEs. Each research objective is analyzed separately,

and analysis is based largely on the results of the SPSS

procedures described in Chapter I1. MAJCOM responses are

discussed in relation to each objective where appl-cab e,

order to establish agreement or disagreement between MAJCOMs

and between MAJCOMs and bases regarding actual Air For:e

Civil Engineering (AFCE) practices in space planning and

space manajement.

Research Objective 1

Determine what methuds are currently being used by
facility designers and planners in AF'CE, PAAV, an,.
civilian organizations, to design efficient building
layouts and to manage a facility's space througho *ts
desqn life.

Chapter II reviewed space planning and space managemet,.

techniques developed and used by academicians, A-E ':rms:, ind

other organizations. The more complex design techniques ire

computer oriented, due to the repetitive and rigorous

mathematical requirements of satisfying many functmiEa'

relationships and other criteria when positioning and

dimensioning floor spacps,

I
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The responses to the letter sent to MAJCOMs (Appendix J)

indl ate that BCE personnel do not have a great deal of

.experte "panning layouts systematically, and that A-E

firms are usually contracted for this purpose if required.

Most MAJCOMs indicated that some of their bases had acquired,

or were in the process of acquiring, CAD :jstems. However,

none indicated that the systems, whether Intergraph or a PC

based system such as CadKey or AutoCAD, were being used for

space planning purposes.

MAJCCMs lack specific knowledge on the application of

these systems by BCEs for architectural design. HQ TAC alone

3dvised that none of its bases use CAD for floorplan layco"

A'.so, no MAJCOM indicated any plan, intent, or need to

introduce CAD as a WIMS application package, although they

accept and promote the purchase and use of stand alone CAD

systems and CAD software for WANG computer hardware.

The survey q'iest onnaire responses in 'hapter 'V

indicae that although 50 percent of the respondents have

1aid out floor plans for buildings usgnq bubble diagrams,

relationship charts, or definitive designs, less than 6

percent all arch i tectur' des ir. personrel have used TA-

for this purpose (Tables X 1nd I This resul supports "

MAJCOM feeling that CAD is not ised by AF'E personnel fnr

space planning.

As for spd M: i r,,nIjem,, .e T'" ATr ,, , r,,.2 .

that A- firms hav fexpert-:{e in 7:on, j arge s- .e :I.-P
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surveys, but HQ ATC indicated that base personnel can

adequately conduct such surveys, assess space requirements,

and reallocate space according to base priorities. Most

MAJCOMs indicated tha although Real Property personnel in

BCE organizations have the expertise to do such surveys,

manpower availability restricts their efforts to the support

of specific projects, primarily weapons systems bed-downs.

HQ USAFE alone indicated that it had a program for monitoring

facility utilizatio n its bases on 3 regular hsass.

Responses to questions 10, 14, and 16 of the survey

-"A- uques tinnalre see Chapter IV' indicate that respondents

believe BCE organizations generally mdnage facl lty space

usage well despite the numerous czomments !listed in Appendix

[ that Real Property sections are ondermanned and lack the

resoirces to undertake regular utilization surveys.

The re:iance of Design and Peil Property 7h;efs on

... i -:and exper-ence when plannn fl o lyo:ts w~s

"ompared. The res"ls IndIcated that Des:~n Chiefs dI

rely sg:n f "cin iy less orn : n thar do Peal Pper! y

The percep'ors of Desgn nd Pe' Property Chiefs

regird-g the level ;f responsibiliyty held by Peal Proper-y

. .ec:ons for "he reJesi'jn e ex' rq f ci 7 ty ia you were

..amp Ir ,  The reo1l indi-ar:i 'hi* Design Chiefs percel..

-..- . - y n .... n w...

r, -). ,o b i f,, .€ r r,, g.. :n ri,3 f' r ay u s f,-)r e x ' t n

4 L%7
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facilities than is perceived by Real Property Chiefs. The

low combined mean response signifies that Real Property

Sections generally have a low degree of responsibility for

this activity.

The perceptions of Design and Real Property Chiefs

regarding the level of assistance given by architects within

the Design Section to Real Property personnel when

redesigning existing facility floor layouts were compared.

The result indicates that Design Chiefs and Real Property

Chiefs have similar perceptions of the level of assistance

given. The mean response is greater than 4.0, signifying

that respondents agree that Design Section assistance is

given. This result, combined with the result of the previ3s

test, indicates Design Sections generally hold more

responsibility for redesigning floor layouts for existing

facilities, in support of renovation and relocat-n pr 'ect-,

th~n do Real Property Sections.

?.7 percent of the population use primarily in:r:

in_ experience to design floorplans; that is, nc 'method' i.

al 'Table X1. Design tools used by he population In

floorplan layout are, in order of preference: Bubble

Diigrams, Relationship Charts, and Definitive Designs Ttee

jesign tools were cross tabulated with the two sib-

populations. The results indicate that there .s no

r,,: it:'nship between the sub-population nd the -Jesgn t>

preference, m7r t ht they are F; sica:ly indepf ndent
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The use of computers by AFCE personnel in floorplan

layout is almost non-existent. Table XI shows only three

respondents (all Design Chiefs) have used computers for this.

None have used linear programming techniques, and only five

have ever used a CAD software package. As 75 percent of the

contingency table cells had frequencies less than five, the

Chi-square statistic and associated probability cannot be

used to indicate the presence of a relationship between sub-

population and the use of computers for space planning. The

result of this test is not valid and is not reported.

Methods used by BCEs to assess whether space is utili Ze

. effectively in facilities are shown in Table IX. The two

most common methods are: 1) a straight comparison of known

building occupancy with the space allowances of AFM 86-2, and

?) subjective assessments made by BCE personnel by visiting a

building.

The two sub-populations were crosstabulated with

possible methods perceived by personnel as being used to

assess the effectiveness of a facility's space utilization.

The results indicate a relationship between the sub-

population and the perceived method used, or that they are

statistically dependent at the 0.1 level. This result not

* •only shows which methods Real Property personnel actually

use, but also that Design Chiefs may not all be fully aware

of how utilization is assessed at their bases.
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Research Objective 2

Determine the effectiveness of such methods [of space
planning and space management], and make recommendations
to assist AFCE in making the most of its building space
resources.

The data indicates a mean building space surplus per

base of less than 20,000 square feet. The accuracy of

responses to this question depends upon the accuracy of the

data kept in the BCE records. If underutilized space is

considered as partially surplus to the user's requirements

then the accuracy of real property data on surplus space

depends on the capability of Real Property personnel to

assess utilization.

It was generally agreed that assessing utilization of a

facility's space is difficult. This casts some doubt on the

accuracy of building space surpluses reported.

The measure used to assess a base's effectiveness at

utilizing its building space was not reliable, even after one

variable was withdrawn. This indicates either a bad choice

of survey questions aimed at measuring effectiveness or that

this construct is difficult to measure. The measure was used

despite its unreliability.

There is a significant difference between the two sub-

populations' perceptions of the effectiveness of their base's

space utilization measured by both the multiple item measure

, he self-rated measures. These results indicate that

.;r-perti Chiefs perceive their bases' space utilization
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hNj effectiveness to be higher than is perceived by Design

Chiefs.

No difference was indicated in the perceptions of the

two sub-populations on the effectiveness of facility space

utilization Air Force wide. While both sub-populations

perceive that their bases manage building space better than

do other USAF bases, either Design Chiefs tend to underrate

or Real Property Chiefs tend to overrate their own bases'

ef fectiveness.

The comparison of respondents' preferred methods for

*I assessing a facility's space utilization does not indicate

any difference in the effectiveness of the methods. This

suggests that the choice of method does not affect a base's

space utilization effectiveness.

The comparison of respondents' preferred space planning

design tool indicates at least two of the group means are

statistically different. This suggests that the choice of

design tool for laying out floorplans does have some impact

on the effectiveness of a base's efforts to utilize its

building space well. The tool resulting in the highest

effectiveness cannot be determined from this result.

Research Objective 3

Gather perceptions of AFCE facilities design and real
. property planning personnel on the comprehensiveness,

accuracy, and accessibility of the data that is
collected to manage the utilization of building space,
and determine if there is a relations'hip between these
factors and the effectiveness of thei.r efforts.
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'The measures of real property data ccmprehensiveness and

accuracy proved to be unreliable, by Steel's heuristLc 'Table

II). The measure of accessibility proved 'fairly' reliable.

' Using these measures, the comparison of Design and Real

Property Chiefs' perceptions of real property data indicates

that Design Chiefs perceive it to be significantly less

comprehensive, accurate, and accessible than do Real Property

Chiefs.

The observed Pearson correlation coefficients (r) that

were generated between the measures of effectiveness and

comprehensiveness, accuracy, and accessibility must be

analyzed in conjunction with the reliabilities of these

measures. Using the method of correction for unreliability

of measures outlined by Stone (56:50), the 'true' correlation

coefficients are as follows:

Observed True

Corr Corr

Effectiveness with comprehensiveness 0.36 0.69

Effectiveness with accuracy 0.46 0.92

Effectiveness with accessibility 0.42 0.74

According to Davis' rule of thumb guide in Table III,

the relationships between effectiveness and

0 comprehensiveness, and effectiveness and accessibility, can

be classified as 'strong'. The relationship between

effectiveness and accuracy can be classified as 'very

strong'. This indicates that one way to increase the
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effectiveness of building space utilization is to improve the

comprehensiveness, accuracy, and uccessib-1Ity of the BC'

real property data.

The comparison of the types of real property database

automation used by the organization (that is, WIMS, BEAMS,

-~DBMS software on Personal Computer, and Manual Records)

indicat-es no significant differences in the space utilization

effectiveness or the perceived comprehensiveness, accuracy,'

and accessibility of the real property database as a result

of the use of any method.

Research Objective 4

Determine who actually controls the utilization of
building space on USAF installations. What roles do the
Base Civil Engineer (BCE) and the Facilities Board (FB)
have in this task? Do unit commanders manage the use of
space within their own allocated buildings, or is this
function also performed centrally to coordinate all base
requirements?

The measure constructed for determining the extent of

BCE control over space allocation within base facilities

proved to be unreliable, using Steel's heuristic (Table I.).

While proving 'fairly' reliable for Design Chiefs' responses,

it proved totally unreliable for Real Property Chiefs'

responses. Nevertheless, it was used in subsequent

statistical tests.

The comparison of Design and Real Property Chiefs'

responses for this measure indicates that there is no

significant difference in the perceptions of Design and Real
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Property 2hiefs regarding the level of BCE control overIf3cil.ity space allocation on rJSAF bases.

The Pearson correlation coefficient between the measure

of BCE control over space allocation and the measure of

base's effectiveness in utilizing its building space was

examined with respect to the unreliability of both measures.

Correcting the correlation to allow for the unreliability cf

the two measures, using the technique outlined by Stone

(56:50), returned a 'true' correlation of -0.0005. This

result indicates no relationship using Davis' heuristic

(Table II).

The high mean response to question 31 indicates that

w" major facility users are reasonably free to decide how they

will use their allocated space. This suggests that Facility

Boards delegate the responsibility of ensuring effective

utilization of facility space to unit commanders.

Research Objective 5

Determine what constraints there are to the effective

management of building space.

The low mean response to question 48 indicates that

building habitability is not considered a constraint. For

the other questions, responses indicate that they are

considered to be real. The responses to the other survey

questions which sought to identify constraints indicate the
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following, in descending --rder of agreement, to be

oonstroin~s to the effecti've management :f bu:Iding zpace:

1. the relative availability of Operatins andt,
(O&M) funds;

2. the lack of funds for modifications required to better
utilize surplus space;

3. the difficulty in physically separating surplus space
from a user's approved space allocation;

4. the disruption of user operations during rearrangement
and renovation; and

5. the difficulty in assessing the effectiveness of a

facility's utilization.

From the written comments received both from

questionnaire respondents and MAJCOMs, it was apparent that

there was strong support for including the lack of manning in

Real Property Sections as a constraint to effective

management of facility space.

Research Objective 6

oConstruct a list of planning factors involved in the
redistribution of building space.

The responses to survey questions which sought to

establish planning factors which are or should be used when

redistributing building space between users, identified the

following factors in descending order of importance:

1. the orderly flow of personnel through a facility;

2. minimization of potential costs of future extensions or
modifications;

3. the use of open plan designs;
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4 ~:nstr2 crn met hod.s -hat ncrla.e a 7(, exibL nynd
1nrnim::e .re modification'costo,

rmn :at. n :? f '_:w use and circuili a r, are , -a
nmaximizaticn ctc 7ne' _sable space; and

.. the locat.'on o activities within L building accordin t;

their need for proximity;

The result of the paired samples comparison of tht .

survey questions which dealt with open plan design as a

planning tool for space redistribution (Questions 58 and 59)

was interesting. It indicates a statistically significant

difference between: I) the level of recognition by the

population that open plan design enhances flexibility, and

* 2 the willingness of the population to use the concept

wherever possible.

Responses to the two quantitative planning factor

questions indicate that the 'net officee area per person

ratios used when designing new office accommodation and when

redesigning existing facilities as offices are both within

the limits of 80-90 SF set by AFM 86-2, Chapter 13. The

factor used for redesigning existing spaces as office

accommodation is slightly lower but has a greater variability

than that used for designing new office accommodation. This

indicates that AFM 86-2 may not be seen as being as

mandatorily applicable to redesign. This may be caused by

O the additional constraints placed on designing renovations by

the characteristics of existing spaces.
./

The result of the paired samples comparison the two 'net

office' area per person ratios indicates no statistically
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5--ar. E fee:.c. . e'wee:. tha . whern design. ng n.ew

3ff:le ,a;cmi :nd tha used when' redes:gn ing ex1sting

,-,, fsi ite s offices.

-. .. AJCCM responses to the survey letter indicate the

AFM 96-2 guidelines are supported by MAJCOMs. However, they

also indicate that where open planning and systems furniture

are used in office accommodation, the area/personnel ratioz

should be decreased below the guidelines in accordance with

Engineering Technical Letter 86-12, Pre-wired Work Stat s

and Systems Furniture. This may have caused both ratios to

dbe lower than 90 SF, the upper limit set by AFM 86-2.

Research Objective 7

Determine what effort is actually made to consider the
possible reallocation and/or rehabilitation of existing
building space as an alternative to new construction.

Responses to the survey questions which sought to

identify steps that are taken by BCE organizations to satisfy

a new requirement for building space indicate that the most

common steps are, in descending order:

e Inclusion of the prospective user of a space in the
assessment of its suitability for his requirement;

2. Visiting a building before assessing its suitability to
fulfil a requirement;

3. Checking of the requirement against AFM 86-2 allowances
to determine its validity; and

4. Attempting to satisfy the requiremen' from within

existing facilities before recommending new

construction.
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From this result it appears that c,-ztomer service r

high n the RCE's priori ties when z,-,t 7fytng requ:remer. f-r

bui;ding space. It appe rs that cc:t an lysez ,f altern a

means of satisfying the requirement 'that is; leasing,

renovation, new construction, compression of other fonct ars

are conducted. However, this step is not regarded as being

as important as any of the other steps suggested by the

author.

The crosstabulation of decision-miing criteria with

sub-population indicates that the criterion considered to be

most important when deciding how to best satisfy a space

requirement is statistically dependent on the sub-

population. The criterion seen as most important is "Missicn

Fulfillment', which indicates mission requirements have a

greater influence over these decisions than cost or base

politics.

This supports the MAJCOM responses in Appendix J.

However, the modal response for Design Chiefs was the

relative availability of MCP and O&M funds. This may

indicate Design Chiefs are more con-erned with the

practicalities of ensuring a project can be funded than are

Real Property Chiefs.
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71. Summa., Conclusions and Recommendation:

Chapter Overview

This chapter summarizes the main points of this study

and draws conclusions, from the literature review and data

analysis, about the space planning and space management

practices of the RAAF and USAF. It contains recommendations

for changes to the space planning policies and practices cf

both the RAAF and USAF to improve facility utilization and

minimize new construction. Conclusions and recommendations

on RAAF practices are based on lessons learned from the

analysis of USAF methods and on the author's subjective

comparison with RAAF methods. Recommendations for further

research on both RAAF and USAF practices are also suggested.

Conclusions

RAAF. No specific data was collected on actual space

management practices at different RAAF bases, but a review of

regulations and guidelines for facility design and for Rea'.

0- Property Accounting was made in Chapter II. Conclusions are

based on this review, the review of non-military literature,

and the author's personal knowledge of practices.

, Prior to the design of a RAAF facility, Air Force Office

AFO) proJect officers from the Director-General Fac i I i t

Air Force (DGF-AF) construct Bubble Diagrams and'or

Pelationship Charts is part of the Functional Design Brief
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- ve.e pr 3 >e Aes g u dince t epar tment

C . os n I 3knd : ns r Ct I : aC : h '2; w n .aying u

-aci y fiocr ilio. Cem Cin o government cou ngs S a

.DHC responsibilty and no further input at this stage by a

client Department is considered appropriate. However, the

formulation of these diagrams and charts is an important part

of the client's brief to DHC as they describe the intended

operation of the facility by the user.

There is no instruction on the use of Bubble Diagrams

and Relationship Charts. Most Facilities Officers are ivil

engineers and the only architectural expertise they have is

acquired on the job. As a result, the best use of these

powerful design tools is often not made. Space needs are not

always assessed accurately from user input, especially where

equipment purchases are involved from another funding source

and equipment details such as dimensions, weight, and utility

requirements are not known. Functional relationships and

lines of written and oral communication between unit

personnel are not always established accuratey at this

stage.

DHC architects do not appear to use any particular

design method such as Systematic Layout Planning 'SLP,

computer space planning programs, or CAD. Design reviews

between DHC, DGF-AF Project Officers, AFC specialist

Off cero, :mrd prospect[.'<iT tase facl it .en I>ad rZf

substantial reconfigurinq of pre! iminary floor youts.
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.L uu DC i?:nnet :.cntro .... ar htectir l pra.: i-es,

"hcrouc. cse~ssent o .:. j:e: o-e.: rments, .eeterm.-a "

re a_:cnsh i.s, and k nwl f the SLP orocess by DC?-AF

project officers woulj ensuzre that DHC architects have an

accurate perception of the RAAF's intended opera-ions w: tn

a facility. - would also give DGF-AF greater control over a

building's design by permitting less architectural I: >nce.

Master Planning of ?AAF Bases is also a DHC

-responsibility, although DGF-AF provides guidance on the

long-term facilities requirements and developmental criteria.

Future requirements are usually descriptive only, with i..ttle

quantitative forecasting of personnel numbers and fac>i ty

space needs. Space surveys are not a requirement of Master

Planning exercises although recommendations are made on t.e

Master Plan drawings as to which existing facilities should

remain and which should be demolished within the specified

developmental time frame.

A RAAF Base's annual Facility Usage Schedule iS the only

document produced which progressively reports facility

* utilization. No breakdown of space is reported, there is no

indication of how effectively the space is being used, anj n.?

assessment of space which is surplus to valid user

requirements. There is thus no database of ex<ist::3 or

underutilized space which can be called upon t, formnuiio I n

ov a j il'ernati ves when ot: 7px 3 ~~f

requi-ements. Ar.n v t:" o - posoible ex,
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familiarity with, facility u: :a'i~- at that 3r

base.

Most bases have no Facilki'es Boaird to control

, I ilizat ion and a locate space Base management n .

requests for the 'change in use' of a facility, bu* 7 G-AT

must approve them. Base Facili ties Officers mui t~in ....

support of their Commanding Cfficers (and sometimes .f

Command staff and DGF-AF himself) to have space refl:c~teJ

from one unit to another if mis-use or underutilizati:-.

suspected. The RAAF has no usable space management

guidelines or procedures.

USAF. The USAF is responsible for the architectural

design of its facilities and fo-r the Csmprehensz.e .l3 n..

tsbase-,' long -.-erm fIi sie eeprer Al :
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k 3:0 Sec t 1', n. Ch.-z I. -7 ;J .ered to scr a e Y r e pr een

a. - e p ra cic es 3~ t he s, e er -cnn e are r e cty r e 5p cr Sz

' o he actions oDf the r- staffls in the design of A;ir Force

facilitieZ and in managing Air Force "acility space. T.e se

conclusions are:

1. Even though Rubble DarmPltusi hr:

and A M e8-2 definitive drawings are considered desigzr Z~Is

* -they are widely used by both Design and, Real. Property

personnel (53 percent) when layi;ng out floorplans for new

* failiiesand when renovating or reallocating space within

ex;_sting facilities. Peal Property personnel do particizat 'e

in designing new floor layouts for existing facilities -inlO

cer ei've themselves as h.-aving a significantly greater

responsibility for this activity than do Design personnta.

2. About- 40 percent of the population rel'.'

-and experience to create floorplans. H-1owev,.er7L'

wsfouind to suggest t-hat P-eal Property ,:Ir

this task any more intuitively than DO:-.7

* 3. A'Although widespread in A-E fc .

institutions, computers are not w-4->:

-. planning purposes. Posib' e r

I a Ilack o f knowledge of

space 'Pia.nigp~r~:
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designers; and 3) a lack of interest of personnel to develop

an expertise in this specialized area.

4. There is no evidence that the choice of floorplan

layout design tool used at a base is an indicator of how well

building space is used. However, there is evidence that the

choice of utilization data gathering and assessment method

affects how well space is utilized. This research did not

establish which methods lead to the most effective

utilization of facility space.

5. Design and Real Property personnel's perceptions of

4methods used to track and assess how effectively space is

used, are significantly different. Real Property personnel

actually perform this activity and should therefore present

the more accurate picture of methods used. It appears then

that some Design Chiefs may not take an active interest in

the long term effective use of a facility's space.

6. Design and Real Property personnel agree that the

effectiveness of a user's utilization of a facility is

difficult to assess. There is considerable support within

both groups and from MAJCOM!DEs that Real Property Sections

generally lack the necessary manpower to accomplish the

amount of data gathering required to assess utilization

* accurately. While space utilization records are kept, they

are not perceived as being particularly 7omprehensive,

accurate, or accessible. Design Chiefs perceive them to be

significantly less comprehensive, accurate, and accessible
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than do Real Property Chiefs. This indicates that the data

gathered and reported by Real Property personnel on existing

facilities is seen as inadequate for use by Design personnel.

7. Space utilization surveys are usually carried out

when the need exists, usually to support a proposal for new

construction, or to identify existing available space that

may satisfy a requirement. Base-wide surveys are usually

carried out by A-E firms to support Base Comprehensive

Planning studies or by a Site Activation Task Force (SATAF),

or similar Air Force team, to identify base facilities that

could be surrendered by users to accommodate weapons system

bed-downs.

8. The AFR 87-2 requirement that MAJCOM/DEs should

continually evaluate the effectiveness of space utilization

at their bases and compress spaces assigned to activities

(16: para 2) is not being carried out. Most MAJCOMs feel

that this a base responsibility and it is delegated to the

BCE and Facilities Board.

9. Real Property personnel perceive that their bases

use their available facility space more effectively than do

Design chiefs. Either Design Chiefs are less informed on

this subject than Real Property Chiefs or the latter

exaggerate their base's effectiveness because they are

responsible for tracking and assessing utilization. Both the

objective and the self-rated measures indicate this
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difference, Both groups, however, believe that their bases

use their space more effectively than most other USAF bases.

10. The perceived comprehensiveness, accuracy, and

accessibility of a BCE's Real Property database all correlate

strongly with the effectiveness of a base's space

utilization. This result is not surprising as the Facility

Board relies on input from the BCE to make decisions on how

space should best be used and the BCE's recommendations are

influenced by his utilization database. The survey data did

indicate that the BCE does not have much control over space

allocation but it also indicated that the Facilities Board

generally accept the BCE's recommendations. There was no

significant difference between Design and Real Property

Chiefs' perceptions of how much control the BCE possesses.

11. The level of computerization of Real Property

records was shown to have no significant impact on the

effectiveness of a base's space utilization. Also, base5

keeping manual facility utilization records do not perceive

that their data is any less comprehensive, accurate, or

* accessible than do bases using WIMS, BEAMS, or Database

Management software on a personal computer.
p.

12. As a combined group, Design and Real Property

Chiefs indicated that there are constraints to the effective

management of Air Force facility space. Those indicated are:

1) Real Property manpower shortages; 2) the lack of funds

required to modify existing spaces that are considered to be
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poorly utilized; 3) the difficulty in physically separating

space that is assessed :-s surplus to a user's valid

requirements, so that it can be reallocated to another user;

and 4) The disruptions caused to users by space

reallocations and consequent building modifications.

13. Open office design, or Open Planning, is promoted

by Air Force design guidelines as a means of enhancing

flexibility, reducing long-term modification costs, and

reducing overall administrative facility space requirements.

While Open Planning is recognized by the survey population a2

greatly enhancing flexibility, their desire to use this

concept in design or redesign is significantly less

enthusiastic.

14. Factors that are considered to be important factors

when planning the layout of new facilities and the

redistribution of existing space are: 1) the orderly __Cw cf

personnel through a facility; 2) the use of Open Planning

concepts if applicable; 3) the use of construction methods

that increase flexibility and minimize the cost of future

modifications; 4) the speed advantage of renovation over new

construction, thereby satisfying a user's requirement faster;

5) functional relationships between activities; and 6) the

cost advantage of renovation over new construction. This

should not be taken as an exhaustive list, but no further

suggestions were offered by survey respondents.
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15. Area/personnel rtios used as quantitative plannng

factors in new facility design and existing facility

It renovation are not significantly different. Soth fall within

Air Force design guidelines.

16. When faced with a requirement for building space

the following steps that are most commonly taken to satisfy

it are: I) including the prospective user in the assessment

of the suitability of an available space for his requirement;

2) making a physical inspection of an available space before

making an assessment of its suitability; 3) checking the

requirement with AFM 86-2 to establlsh its validity; and

.) attempting to satisfy the requirement from within existing

building space before recommending new construction. These

were all suggested planning steps, agreed to by respondents.

No other steps were suggested.

17. Fulfillment of the mission is seen as the songle

most important criterion in deciding how best to satisfy a

space requirement. It is seen as generally more important

than the availability of funds, comparative costs of

A different alternative solutions, and political interests such

as the equitable distribution of funds between units.

However, more Design Chiefs see the availability of funds as

being the factor which most controls how a requirement will

be sztisfied.
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Recommendations for Action

RAAF. Bubble Diagrams and Relationship Charts must be

generated by Facilities Officers in compiling Functional

Design Briefs (FDBs). The RAAF should issue guidance on how

they should be produced and how they are used by designers to

guide facility layouts. The RAAF should standardize its

approach to determining the space needs of new requirements.

A more definitive list of space entitlements for diVerent

facility types and more standardized functional relationship7

within facility types would assist DGF-AF in controlling the

4 layout design of common RAAF buildings.

At the same time the RAAF should approach DHC to agree

on either standard Australia-wide facility designs for some

facility types or standard interior design approaches that

best suit RAAF requirements. At the moment, FDBs for similar

facilities on different bases often bear no similarity in the

internal layout of activities and in the areas al'locatd to

these activities.

A program of evaluation, recording, and progressive

reporting of the effectiveness of facility utilization is

required for all RAAF facilities. A database of accurate and

comprehensive user space entitlements and current space

allocations is required as a decision aid for Facilities

Officers to recommend redistribution according to base

mission requirements. It is also required as a tool for
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generating and evaluating alternative means of cccmmdating

new or changing requirements.

Such a database wou'_ prcvide DGF-AF with a stronger

basis for making decisions on how best to utilize the RAAF'-

available facilities. It would enable his staff to

objectively evaluate user opposition to surrendering

facilities that are required for higher priority requirements

or for disposal.

USAF. Recommendations for AFCE are directed at

MAJCOM/DEs and BCE organizations. Suggestions are made such

that the effectiveness of facility space utilization

throughout the Air Force can be accurately evaluated and

improved. They are as follows:

1. The BCE should ensure that requirements are

revalidated immediately prior to design, and that design

accurately reflect the space needs of the user and functional

relationships between the user's activities. Architectural

designers should use their professional expertise by laying

out floorplans systematically, whether by the SLP method or

* by some iterative or automated means. The theory of some of

these available methods was presented in Chapter II and

Appendix E. The use of systematic means will minimize the

O wastage of space in new facilities, shorten lines of

communication between activities requiring higl' interaction,

J- and minimize unnecessarily high flows of personnel and

material through facilities.
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2. The use of Open Office Planning is a concept

offering many advantages to the Air Force, not only by

reducing administrative facility life cycle costs and

compressing space needs, but by providing facilities which

are more adaptable to changing mission requirements. Th e

concept is promoted by HQ USAF through Air Force Regulations

and supported by MAJCOM/DEs. BCE personnel involved wi h the

internal layout of new or renovated buildings should be

encouraged to research the concept themselves and apply it

wherever possible, in the interest of long term facility

flexibility.

3. This study showed that many Real Property Sectizn

personnel are involved in suggesting new layouts for

facilities in order to better utilize space. If they ha.

not done so already, BCEs should give some thought to either

divesting some of the layout design responsibility for

renovation projects from the Design Section to Real Property,

or promoting cooperation between them. Although they may not

have had the training that architects have in this area, thi.s

*study shows that they are no less familiar with some of the

design tools than are design personnel.

Real Property personnel have a great deal of familiarity

with existing facilities, have more direct access to, arid

*, familiarity with, the space utilization data that is

*collected, and may be fully capable of producing good

functional layout alternatives for facility renovations and
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modification proiects. They could also conduct studies aimed

at redistributing space throughout one or more fcilities,

including the preparation of conceptual layout sketche-.

Once the layout has beei Finalized, and evaluated by

structural and mechanical design personnel, the architect

could prepare detailed design drawings.

4. Even though BCEs currently produce reports aimed at

progressively updating space utilization data, the

effectiveness of a facility's utilization is neither assessed

nor reported. Although a user may be entitled to a facility

of a certain size, his actual activities may not require al'

of this space. It may also be possible to better arrange the

layout of these activities so that his requirements can be

reduced. Without such an assessment no usable surplus space

will ever be reflected in these reports. HQ USAFE's program

(discussed in Chapter i) is the only one attempting tc meot

this challenge head on.

5. In order to best gauge the real effectiveness of a

user's facility space utilization, Real Property Sections

need to be manned appropriately. One person, no matter how

experienced, cannot perform the task without assistance or

support. A team of personnel is required to assess each

facility on a cyclical basis. Surplus or underutilized space

should be accurately recorded. BCE reports to the Facilities

. 4 Board would be more accurate and there would be less pressure

on the BCE and Facilities Board allocating space for new

18
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requirements. Facility funds would stretch further and some

requirements would be sa t 1_ . -ocner -..a .... w

* ccnstruction was programmed.

6. MAJCOM/DnEs should be proactive in stressing the need

for building space to be utilized effectively. They should

establish utilization assessment guidelines and space survey

programs for bases under their command, as is required by AF

37-2, para 2. Standard measures of effectiveness for

Command-wide use should be developed to permit progressive

assessment of an installation's space utilization by

Inspector General (IG) teams and MAJCOM/DEs. If MAJCOMs

believe there are certain criteria which measure

effectiveness, then these should be passed to BCEs for

guidance. MAJCOM/DEs should also give BCEs their

interpretation of the AFR 87-2 requirement for a 'management

analysis' when it is revealed that a facility is not being

put to maximum use.

Recommendations for Further Research

Two areas of research are recommended. First, there was

considerable difficulty in determining the measure of

effectiveness for facility space utilization required for

this study. This issue requires more substantial input from

HQ USAF/LEE, MAJCOM/DEs, and the Air Force Engineering and

Services Center (HQ AFESC) than was initially believed by the

author. None of the sources that were approached to compile

this measure could give any firm input. Research aimed
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specilica at developing a reliable measure that can

,ised by MAJCOMs and BCEs as a standard, wculd be a valua'_2

contribution to AFCE facilities management.

Second, the need for an automated space planning

capability within AFCE could be researched. The United

States Army Corps of Engineers have used the CAEDS system
P.

evtensively for its MCP program (Appendix E), and many space

planning programs and Ccmputer Aided Architectural Design

(CAAD) software packages for minicomputer and personal

computer applications are available.

As much of the Air Force's design work f-:or MCP pcct

z: contracted to A-E firms the financial and training

commitment required to introduce such a capability may nct be

warranted for the level of new facility and renovation layout

work performed in-house. However, as interest in Computer

Aided Design (not only architectural) is growing within AFCE,

architects and engineers may support the introduction of

automated space planning techniques on a limited ocale.
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APPENDIX A

DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF FACILITIES (RAAF)
- ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

.

Extract from the RAAF Facilities Manudl
DI(AF) AAP 3300.001

Chapter I of Section 1

¥1%
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DZ(AF) AAP 3300.001 2 FA MAN 21 -

SECTION i - THE RAAF FACILITIES ORGANISATION AND FUNCTIONS

CHAPTER 1

THE BRANCH OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL
fACILTIE5 - AIR FORCE (0GF-AF)

INTRODUTION

A 101. At Department of Defence (Air Force Office), the Branch of the Director

General Faci.lities - Air Force (DGF-AF) is tasked with the administration of all.
Facilities matters pertaining to the RAAF. DGF-AF has dual responsibilities, ie,
to Chief of Air Force Development (CAFD) and to the First Assistant Secretary
Facilities (FASF). Administratively, the Branch is located within the Facilities
Division of Department of Defence (Central). Its establishment comprises both
Service and Public Service personnel (civil engineers, technical officers,
draftsmen and administrative staff).

102. The Branch is responsible for all programming aspects, in respect of New
Works, Repairs & Maintenance, Furniture & Fittings and Property. Within these
responsibilities, the Branch represents Air Force Office as the snecialist on
Facilities matters within the Decartment of Defence forums. The Branch is
involved with other Government Departments through liaison in the normal course
of' activities.

" 103. Other responsibilities include the Master Planning of all RAAF
e. establishments, the location, design, construction and evaluation of airfields,

and associated engineering services.

104. The organisatlon of the Branch is graphically illustrated at Annex A and
a summary of the duties and responsibilities of DGF-AF is contained at Annex B.

ORGANISATION

105. The Branch is organised on a functional basis, comprising three
Directorates, is:

a. Directorate of Facilities Plannina and Procrammina (DFPP) This
Directorate has* three Planning Sections kWPLA.NS A, . 'B',
WPLANS 'C') and a Works Programming Section (WPROG). Within
designated geographical regions, the Planning Sections are
responsible for the Master Planning, development, and co-ordination
of staff work associated with all Facilities matters pertaining to

- the RAAF establishments responsible within their respective areas.
The WPROG is responsible for the submission of estimates and the
preparation and administration of financial programmes relating to
Medium and Major New Works, Minor New Works, Repairs & Maintenance,
Acquisitions, and Furniture & Fittings.

b. Directorate of Facilities Encineering and Services (DFES). This
Directorate has chree Sections: The Civil Engineering Section

*. (WCE), the Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Section (WMEE),
and the Drawing Office (WDO).

C. Directorate of works aoicy. This Drectorate is resconsible for
tne formuLat;.on or works policy and its promulgation and
implementation through the RAAF Facilities Manual

'V DI(AF) AAP 3300.001, Air Force Temporary Instructions (Facilities)
and Air Force Facilities Directives. The Directorate is also
responsible for the Branch administration including all aspects of
personnel management and training.
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FUNCTIONS

Works Planning Sections (WPYzANS)

106. Each of the three Planning Sections is responsible for the co-ordination
" of all Facilities matters in relation to the RAAZ establishments within their

assigned geographical areas (eg PLAINS 'A' for Queensland). This includes
participation in the preparation of Master Plans and the formulation of
development proposals.

107. Planning Sections may assist in the production of A.FWRs and, at the
appropriate stage of procedures, are tasked with the preparation of the

.- Functional :esign Brief (FOB) required for all Medium/Ma-or New Works proposals.
Where these contain civil, mechanical and electrical engineering features, such
proposals are processed in conjunction with WCZ or WMEE, as applicable. Planning
Sections also evaluate all requests for repairs and maintenance, housing
acquisitions and disposals. Where necessary, Planning Sections ;articioate .n
deliberations with other Federal Government Departments St;te authorities and
Local Government. Each Planning Section is also responsible for the preparation
of Cabinet Submissions, and for giving evidence before the ?WC in respect of
Major Now Works proposals.

108. WPROP Sub-section. The WPROP Sub-section is responsiole for all
property matters, including the preparation and management of the annual
Acquisi.tins Programme and mantenance of the Master Property Assets Register.

-tt also provides the input for the accuisitons and leasing components of Air
Force Office draf4t estimates. Additionally, this Sub-section 4s the ccordinator
of all requests for siting aorovals and for the provision of facilities numbers
for all new struc-ures.

Works Programming Section (WPROG)

109. .This Section is responsible for the preparation of financial estimates
in respect of the Facilities - related votes and for the preparation and
administrat;ion of the annual programmes for Minor/Medium/Major Zlew Works, R&M,
Rent and Furniture and Fittings (F&F). WPROG also monitors the Acquisition and
Housing Prcgrammes in a coordinating role and is responsible for all aspects of
0efence housing pertaining to the .AF in liaison with the Oefence Housing Branch.

Civil Enineerino Section (WC)

110. This Section is resoonsible for the management of all civil engineering
projects, 164 aspects pertaining to such prolects and the provision of specialist
engineering advice. The range of activities include aircraft pavements, aprons,
roads, navigation aids, bombing ranges, water supply, sewerage systems and
-. ainage. WCE is further tasked with the development of new Bases (eg, Tindal)
.. o of so-called 'bare' Bases (eg, Learmonth, :erby).

b Mechanical and ZlectrIcal Engineerinc Section (WMEE)

Ill. This Section is concerned with aviation fuel storage, electricity
supply, emergency power plants, air-conditioning, energy conservation, boilers,
heating and fire protection. WMEE manages all projects in the mechanical and
electrical engineering field and provides specialist advice as recuired.

Drawina Office (WDO)

,I . The Drawing Office operates within two sub-sections. Activities include
Survey Drafting, the RAA.F aspects of Defence (Areas Control) Regulations and some
areas of operational charting. WOO is also responsible for the implementation of
the RAAF Survey Programme in liaison with the Australian Survey Office of DOLGAS.
and generally meets the needs of the DGF-AF organisation in the preparation of
all drawings required by the various Sections in day-by-day operations. The
Sections is equipped with plan printing and microfilm equipment and maintains a
large data base of plans and facilities.
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Air Force Works .ialson Officers (AWLOs)

113. :. rescect of all !ac1.itles matters ar.sin. -ithin defined .cOraphica.
areas of re pons-bi.it.t, AWLOs exercise authority as the fleid :epresentative of
DGF-AF. At Format.on ieve, the AWLO oomxiements the existnq works organisation
by the provision of sp.eciaist advice and service. Functi-onal control of AWLOs
is vested in OGF-.F and exercised through the r.elevant Plans e- Section Head,
whi .st admiiisr-rat-ve control is delegated to the Commanding 0f.icer of the
Support Units to which the AWLO is posted or attached (exce.t -n the .1orther.n
Territory. where the :C OARW.I Ls the Administrative Contr-o~ler !or AWLOUT). 7he
duties of the AWLO are detailed in Section 1 Chacter Z.

Single manager .esronsil- es

..4. .he Director Zenera, .s the nominated snec.al.isn and Snq.gle Manager
within 000 .-or:

a. airfie." Pavement and aprons pro:ects:

avtan - storage* and

c. contr.oL o!: eence (Areas Zontro) Regul-ations.

Annexes: A. r -=anisa--; - :- the zGF-.F 3ranch

3. :ut;Oes and .esocns-bioi-tes =-4 te irect-r -enera- 7-c.-*--t.es -

Air o'o:-e GF-F)

'V
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*ESPCNS:3:L:T:7S OF THE DI ECTOR GENERAL
* .Ac:L:T:Es - A:3 FORCz (OGF-AF)

"i' 7. he Director General Facilities - Air Force .s responsible both to the
Chief of Ai:r Force Zeve lo.ment (CAFD) and the .irs Ass. stant Secreta'v
Faci.it."es (FASF) for the orovision of soecalist advice on the develooment of
plans, Polici.es and procedures relevant to the administration and management of
th Ae RF FaC.li.ties function, and their implementation. qe is also responsible
to CA.F for the overaLl direc ;.on and provision of ?ac.ltes ServLces within the
Air Force.

2. :n Particular, :GF-.k is resoonsible for:

a. the provts-on of an interface between Air Force Offict, the
.ac-:.it.es :i*isi.on and other deoar--entsiexternal or-anisa-ions in
ze3'6 e c at RAAF FaCLlities matters;

b. the develooment, promulgation, ;mpiemen-a-zon and review of ?.=AF
Fac.lities plans, policies and procedures,

c. th e evaluati. n of environment issues afecting RAAx- estaclshments,

d. the master olanning for the long-ter. development :A-
establishents. so.cic acccmmcdat- cn olanncng, and the s:i.- o:"on-techn.:al facilities;

e. "he examnat-or, and smonsorsh-o of New Works, ?roert-/, cus..,
Re alrs and Mal..enance R&M), and F7,.---ure and F'.-:.t.s .,)
pripo sal s;

hf. .e -o-ordination and development of .1-AF Facilities .rocsals from
-he stage of endorsement of :e;quiements through to the/r
onst-uct.on, handover and evaluation, i.e..

.I definl-on of User lecuirements ,Air Force Works RecuL-ements)-

S(2 reparation of Func-ional :esi.zn 3refs and Prc-ect 3rie:
-F1, :F2, :F3;

-3) preparat-on- of cost estimates for %inancal Z'iv-s-sins :27
239, 245, 246, 248, 250 and 252-

(4) preparation of submissions to FASF, the Minister., :eva..n.ent
of Lcal Gover.nment and .dmn-st:atIve Services "-C&GAS ',,
Ceoartment of Finance ':OF), eart.ment of Arts, Heritace and
the -nvi.onment, Cepartment of Aousin and Const-ruction ZHC ,
Caoi.et and the Parliamentary- Standing Committee zn --ztLic
Works (?WC) ,

(5) the monitorzng of :HC design and construct_on- and

(6) the evaluation of comaleted facLities.

. 9. the f.ormulation and management of I.:- Fac-litles programmes-

h. in respect of acpcroved programmes, the discharge of Coordinator
-esoonsibiit.-es, exercising exoenditure delegation and control,
and -monitoring the proqress of pro:ec-s-

I. the -management of Air Force property, including acoauisiti:n,
leasing, hirLng and disposal trasac-ons. and aprovals to "ar* the
funct.onal use of facil iLes:

the ,maintenance of a Master Property Assets Regi er:

K. the co-ordination of RAAF housing requirements-
", 196
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SECTM4N

I. the provision and management of !AAF Facilities Services including
New Works. Pceperty, Housing, R&.4, F&., nit Works Services, Civil
Engineering -Services and Mechanical and Electrical Fngineering
Services;

M. the provision of professional and technical advice to other
3ranches, Zirectorates and Commands on Facilities planning, design
and construction and on civi, mechanical and electrical
Zngineering Services;

n. all p:oicy-/design -matters concerning aircraft pavements, fuel
storage and the administration of Defence (Areas Control )
Regulations-

0. the ccordination of the supply, siting and use of prefabricated
facilites.

P. the coordinating of the investigation, design and c nstrct-on Of
RAAF Special projects (which are not the responsibility of :HC) and
for overseas facilities;

g. the suervision of the installation of plant and work shco
machinery, 1.1 liaison -dith the appropriate Technical Offizers;

r. the develooment of R. bombing and gunnery ranges efence
Practice Areas):

s. the .rovision, through appropriate procrammes. of certa:n supo ly
items and c.il engineering stores-

t. the contri uting to the formulation of :oint Service and .A-
operational plans, and

u. planning and =olicy formulation to meet RA? responsibilities f=or
the provision of engineer 'orks services in operaticns .1
accordance with JS?(AS)2A.

3. CGF-AF is a zemoer of the following permanent Committ:ees:

a. the Air Force Works Priority Commitee (WPC):

b. the Air Force Programmes & Esti.ates Advisory Committee ',AFPEAC)-

c. the Air Force Requirements Committee AFRC)- and

d. the Zefence FacIlitimes Advisory Grou. (-FAG).

. When so directed by CAS, 'GF-AF represents Air Force Office as witness
at hearings conducted loy the ?arliamentary Standing Committee on ?ubll= works
PWC) in relation to Air Force Office-sponsored Ma:or New Works pro:ets.
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C'APTER 1 OF

GDF-AF .ESPCNSI3IL:T'ES FOR THE SUPPLY CF
r.'%w En(. I M ENT/ IPLANT

Zn resmect of his Vote Coordinator role for Divisions 239-03 and 245
DGF-AF is responsible for funding the supply of the following equipment, in
accordance with aoropriate Scales of Entitlement:

a. The nitiall supply of furniture and furnishings to newly
constructed buildings:

b. 3uilt-in furniture for incorporation in New Works protec-s:

c. Floor coverings, including carpet squares, body car-ets, carpet
runners. linoleum. vinyl sheeting and floor tiles, but exc2.udinc
bedside rugs:

d. Curtains, blinds and fittings:

Ie. Furniture for oublic rooms of messes and airmens recreation/canteen
centres (except bi!liard -aoles, which are cotained 4n cacordance

. . with DZ[AF) SU? 18-21);

f. Furniture and furnlshincs for married ruarters, including lomest:'c
refrigerators-

g. Commercial refricerators and cool rooms (includino - - ortable
pre-fabricated refrigerators), quick freeze blast cabinets, :ixed
deep freeze cabinets (subject to approval by the epartments of
Defence and the Treasury), fixed ice making machines, water coolers

-. and industrial and mortuary refrigeration;

h. Fixed messing equipment including stoves: hot presses, vegetable
. peeling machines and dish washing machines-

i. Fixed barracks equipment including sinks, troughs and washing
machines of all types:

.4. Fixed lighting,-heating, cooling, ventilating and airconditioninq
equipment (DI(A.F) SUP 18-14 refers):

'. Fixed electrical equipment and fittings as prescribed in Z(AF) SUP
18-14:

i _. Fire fighting appliances and euipment intended for the .protecticn
of fixed equipment and installatons (excludinc fire hoses. fire
extinguishers, and items fitted to mobile fire fighting acollances
or used for the orotection of aircraft):

m. Fixed equipment and built-in furniture in IRAPF hospitals and sick

quarters:

n. Office furniture, including drawing office furniture. mobile steel
shelving (Compactus type), office safes and filing aoinets
including steel cabinets fitted with combination 'Zck s but
excluding Type A cabinets:

0. Fixed workshop, hangar, storage and airodrome equipment and
facilities. it fixed lifting devices including rail type hoists,
storage bins and mobile steel shelving, fixed cranes and weo;h
bridges, refuelling installations generating sets, frequency
converters;

198
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ANEX 3

* p. Moorings. inrr.nq buoys and Components- and

* q. Prefabri.cated demountab.le houses.

(Fixed equipment referred to In %his paragraph loos not Lnclude that ..nutajj.~d n
or fitted to vehicles, trailers or oth~er zor~aole !acilit.es).

19



APPENDIX B

.' LAYOUT OF AN AIR FORCE WORKS REQUIREMENT (RAAF)

i Extract from the RAAF Facilities Manual
~DI(AF) AAP 3300.001

Annexes A and B to
Chapter 4 of Section 8
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ANNEX A 7 0
CRAFTER 4 OF

TYPICAL LAYOUT OF AN AIR FORCE WORKS REQUIREMENT
(Uniy centre headings are mandatory)

AVWR ..... /19.... POR ....................... AT RAAF BASE ...................

I NTRODUCTION

The introduction snoula provide a precis of the background to the
problem ana thus iaentity the purpose of the AFWR.

EXPLANATION AND JUSTIFICATION

Cirrent situation

Z. Statement ot the facts pertaining to the present situation, eg now anc
wny tne proDiem has arisen; present Consequences and now the RAAF estaolisnmen:

*- is presently coping; if interim action nas been taKen to alleviate :ne prooien
ano whny such action is inaoequate in :ne iong term.

3. The paragraphs in tnis section snoul( include al relevant data.
description, explanations and, : applicaoe, support:ng specialis: advice.

. Statements of 'inaoequacy' must De ;ustitied witt quanti:ative tata.
-nere app~icaoie, rererence snouic oe made :o inspection reports or ot'er
re.evant aocumentation.

Future Situation

A statement, with supporting data, as to whether tne situation :s
expectea to remain static or to change. If a toreseeaole aeveiopment rather tnar
an existing situation is to oe resolved, details of the anticipacec cnange
:zrcustances, eg cnange ot roie, increase in ROE. estaolisnent, etc are to te
;iven.

3. A statement as to wnetner contingency requirements nave a vai.= Deari,:

on tne ;rnposeO solution.
* . A statement or t ie tonsequences it posi:ive a.c:on ;s -ci t5Ken

=" resoive tn. problem.

Arm

a. The statea aim snouic oe tne logical cc.:se o action =eterminec
:arecui evaluation ot tn exlstlg prooiem. as Jetailec in :e precod:':

o ;arayrapns. It snouiao De stateo in tne toilowing -anner:

' =Tne aim of this AFWR is to evaluate tne extant and enouring -ac".:ties

requirement or..........................................................

ANALYSIS OF THE REQUIREMENT

(What is Neeoed to Achieve tne Alm

Tr i. T e requirement' is tne proposed soaution :a tne prcoDem. 7-.
:o.owin. tactors must be coverec, as appiicaoio:

a. Activities to De accommodated eg worKsnops, stores, narr-e:
quarters, etc):

0. Estaoiruneo personneA to De accommodateo:

J
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Division of personnel oatvOef Sections:

0. Location ot the facility/worKs and siting criteria;

.p~re. Real Estate, eg land acquisition, leasing:

Related Projects. Projects in progress, approved or ;iannec ano
their timing; ano

9. Timing/Priority. Reasons tor timing and priority rating.

I U. Special orxs Requiroment. Tnis paragraph snould detail any inusual or
special works apcts or tne prooiem which may affect the* selection of tne best
soiution and/or the indicative Cost. eg:

a. Type or Construction. Conventional, prefaoricated, mnocuiar,
stating tne reason For seiection and maKing reterence to tnie
expected lire cycle or the raclity:

z . euture Extension. Anticipated ano,or possizie :uture activities to
Do accommocatea;

c. Soecial :ntogral Equipment. Statement of wniat is required and who
is to provide it eg :)HC, contractor, RAAF, etc, and eoesign
implications:

7nvironmentai Contra.. ?urpose. Capacity and areas to o
.ont..ed0. specia. conditions :c ze met and -ustiffocation ct tne
r equiremen t;

e. Services Scales and Stanoaros --: Accommodation 'SSSA.. Statement
as to wnetnor existi.ng SSSA appiy or wnetner variatocns are
;roposea, or are aireaov incer =onsiceration.

Jtnor Uinusuai Requirements 3nc Special 7.xtures. Statemenmt of
.tisor any inusua, :eq,.irements,,specia_ ixturis onicn are not

normally provided; &no

E.xisting racilities. Statement as to fnetner any existing
ac-.ities or parts tniereo: are required --- Do removedc from the
proposc site.

AZ.TERNAT:VE WAYS _-F 'IEE7:NG MERECUI.OE!IENT

.4 . s .nperative to snow :"ar t easizie a e ra:..ves nave ceen
consioerec. -nese snould oe examined arc eva.,jatec witr regaro t: suitao.ity,
cost, va...e o: .4CrK, timing. etc. From -nose, cv zompar~o..n :'.e test avaiaDie

% ~ so..ation sno... oe seiected as tne 'prererrec o-ption' . ft-are nc a,ternatives are
avai.ao~e, tnis mu.st to stated.

-)t o State tMe proposed netncc o: -."gt 1 n - e req6.rement. eg
onstruct~on or a new :a -.ocatec...............etc

wacn option snou~c D oe *scr~nea in;eneral rns, OuLt "IUSt :.ear '
3 t.ine tne extent or worK invc4vec. 7ne eva-4ation -n:eop:o nust rerer

~* j ot- to~s acvantages ana lisaoivantages.

*orxs Plannin; :mpicati!)ns.

a. aster P.an. itatwment as : wnetner tne s :.o- .-- part
a~rcoc 4aster Pan anc wnetnor any ::ner .3c.-.- .es are artected:

Z. Propert , Re uirements. Cateme-: 3s !o ne-rer so;.is it or, s
re,4 irec anc i: any ;r00.e05 are :crosen: inc

Z. :ISPOSA. or euis.. .; :ac-...t .es ar ssets, -'ere p.ooe

'4. ASSOCIateC im.cat ions. :a efm: as to -netmeer tne ;rcposa. -as
imi, icatians :or:

AL.4
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.- "a. (* cEg etfect on human resources or organization);

". Other "ervices. jArmy or Navy works, operations, esta~lishments or
activitleSi;

c. Other Commonwealth Deoartments or Agencies:

a. State or Local Government. (Eq compliance with local counci.
po icy, zoning regulations, or by-laws); and

M. e on-Gvernmnt Agencies, Businesses or Private Citizens. (Any
Known circumstances wnlicn coui atect the proposaiJ.

I5. Environmental Impact. Statement as to whether or not an Environmenta.
Impact Statement ErS) ror this type of pro3ect will 0e required.
artLrmatlve, aspects such as the effect on in. natural or fuman environment, eq
cnemicai pollution, noise love., etc are to 0e discussed. (Where the originator
o an AFwR is uncertain as to wnetner an EIS is required, advice should be sougnt
tom DGAW-AF).

16. Staging. If the project could ae completed in stages, this should oe
Stateo. mowever. eacn stage must constitute a self-sufficient !unctional entity.
:apaoke or fulfilling its intended purpose upon completion, in spite of oeinc
part or a wnoie.

Inoicative Cost. An :nctcative Cost ror the project is to oe included.

"t ion I - State this proposai !or meeting the requirement. eg "Modificatior
or existing Buiicing ............

8. Eacn succeeding option is to oe fully evaluated uncer separate
neaoings. All relevant aspects are to oe incluoeo as for Option i.

-Comparison ot Options

.1" . The comparison snouic nc..uae eterence to all the essential/desiraoie
:actors ano consioeration or any signLicant mp.Lications relative to each option.

IC. Seiection ot tn Best option. Statement -.at Option No .... is tne
se~ecteo $oiution Decause ts:

a. the cneapest in toe year of expected autnorization or in respec:
of lite-cycie costingi:

D. the easiest to construct in the time avaiiace:

c. the most cosmt-effective;

a. the only one tnat ensures tne opera:.cnai :apao:i..ty

e. the only one avaiaoie, ano

". any other reason, as applicaoie.

--" THE REQUIREMENT

P2. The requirement snouia oe summariZea as rtiows:

"The Department ot Oetonce tAir Force Ot:icel requires .................
. . . . . . . . . at RAAF Base ... ..................................

' The Department or Detence (Air Force Office) requires tn-
construction or a new Base Squadron Headquarters Building at RAAF
Base FLYOVER to replace the existing conoemned Duilding, (Buildiz:

-20
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General Design Concept

22. Under tnis heading, a snort description of the general design concept
:or thne proposed facility is to be ;1ven. However, the design concept and
detailed specIticatIons Will oe stated in tne Functional Design Brief (rDS.

13. Layout Sxetcnes. Simpie layout sketches may be provided to assist in
the selection or the desired siting and the interrelationship of activities to be
accomodatec. Attsched notes should indicate the personnel numbers to oe
accomodate ano/or worKing in the individual areas.

.1 24. Annexes. it appropriate, extracts from the master Plan, flow charts,
pnotographs ;.Iustrating tne existing proolems, pnocograpns/drawings of similar
-acilities existing elsewhere, etc. should ze attached.

Target Dates and Approvals

25. Critical Dates o Related Items. Statement of the anticipated or
required ceiivery oates ror other source equipment associated witn the project or

S0to oe accommodated in the proposed tacility.

26. Se*ection of Target Date. Statement of the desirec target date and the

parameters 5etermining its seieccIon. The implications of non-attainment of tne
t argetsacs, t : appiicaDie, snouic do expiained.

\ . Status or Approval. Where applicacle. reference snould oe mace -o
areaoy ajprovea ;roposais reoatec to tne requirement, eg ua~or capita. equipment
projocts.

28. secur tv Classification. AFWR's are normally unciassifiea documents.
however, wnere certain aspects or tne project nave security implications, :nese
snouia oe iaentirieo :or appropriate ciassification of the document.

2.9. Annexes to the AFIR should De selected as appropriate, eg:

a. Taouiation of data;

notograpns illustrating tne problems:

Pnotograpns of similar existing :acilities;

x. xtract or master Plan: ana

e. Conceptual sKetches.

.0.
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QUESTIUNS TO BE CONSIDERED IN FRAMING -HE AFrR

Explanation at trie AIM

have all relevant facts neen explained?

Has the proolem been clearly identified?

wriat significant cnanges in circumstances gave rise to tne problem, or
are anticipated?

How is the RAAF estaolisnment currently coping?

* Are trere some activities that can be re-arranged, reduced crdIC Olntinued?

Have inaoilities to perform arisen?

- w'ny cannot current interim arrangements be continued?

ony is tne existing racility inadequate. insufficient or unacceptable?

anat are tne economic consioerations?

gnat is tne nature anc extent of any existing security/saiety/heait:-
nazaros?

Are tnere operationai consicerations, eg change or role, ROE, etc?

Wnat are the implications if no action is taken?

ANALYSIS OF THE REOU:REMENT

: escription or tne Facility

what are the generic types of tne facilities involved
(eg, worksnops, stores, married quarters, land acquisitions, leasing,
etc)?

- where will the facility Do .ocated
eg, Defence estaolisnment/nearest town.

Reference - title, source, Cate - to the main paperls) most relevant
*selection of location)?

Reasons for tre Requirement

who is it mainly tor
eg, names of main user units or organisacmonsi?

what Derence ooecctives. capaoilities, :unctions or activities is tie
racility mainly intenoea to support?

.e'-" nat otner Defence oo'ectives, capaoi ities, tunctions or activities
will ine acility significantly support?

How signiticantly vwi. percormance of tne activities, functions etc
improved oy tne taci.ity?

Wnat are tre main deficiencies of the facilities currently supportin-
tne objectives, capaoilities. functions or activities concerned
(og, aetIciencies Wtn respect to:

tunctionai eficiency

capacity 205
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o'*

.oo quality [eg, tecnnical or other standards)

. location

maintenance costs

environmental problems)?

PLANNING AND OPTIONS

IIlen is the facility wanted
(eg, operational, equipment or other target dates or comtaents
determining the facility's timing)?

a. How many personnel will use the facility

(eg, permanent ano temporary users, average/minimum/maximum numoers)?

what will the capacity of the facility be
(eg, maximum number of persons, vehicles, aircraft etc. to be
accomoated/supported, at normal and peax levels of operation)?

"nta are the long term plans for use or development of the facility (and
any assets replaced, out retained :cr other purposes), and what is tneir
basis
(g, manpower or other growth projections: master Planning; long-term
tunctional or capability stucies)?

Anat significant social, economic or other environmental effects is the
raci4ity ii~ely to have?

What consultations nave occurred vith other relevant Departments or
organisations in relation to tne public effects of the proposed facility?

How might public effects of the faqility influence its longer term use
or development
eg, ionger term interactions oetween the facility and uroan growth)?

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

'rnwat alternatives to the proposed facility nave oeen considered with
respect to:

,.supporting the relevant Defence objectives, capabilities, functions
* or activities (eg, snaring other Service or commercial facilities)

*; location

*.scope of tne facility

,,timing of proposal (ie start and/or rate of zeveiopmenti

lice cycle costing

and what are tne main (isadvantages/advantages of those alternatives?

Can the existing facility be modified or re-located to meet the
requirement?

Could any other facility oe utilized?

Does the AFwR fully demonstrate the need for the requirement?

'S 206
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COSTS AND PROGRAMMING OF THE PACILITY

'nt is the estimated capital cost of the facility, and date and blasis
ot that estimate
(eg, Defence estimate; DHC Indicative Cost, Preliminary Estimate- OAS
estimate of acquisition or leasing costs etc)?

Wnat is tne lite cycle cost of the proposed facility?

what othner costs will be involved
eg, equipment, :urniture and fittings, R&M on proposed facility etc)?

What cost savings will De achieved
Seg, net reOuctions in R&M expenaiture, ie. R&M on replaced facility
less R&M on proposed facility)?

Onai is tne estimated value or Defence assets wnicn could a* disposed of
,ar-er establisnment of -oe faci.ity, ano wnat is ne oasis of mat
5estimate

eg, isposai plans: DAS valuations.?

nnat expeno-ture is proposec on tne "aci.ity in eacn Year cf :.e .YDP?

SE.ECTE SOLUT:ON

wny was it chosen?

.s nere an initial capital outlay advantage as well as a saving tnrougn
to en-of-lite?

it is possiole to use existing faci.oies, wny is it osmier oc ouild
a new one?

Wnat aodiional benefits mignt e gainec from the chosen solution?

Will it fulfill current and foreseesole needs?

Will it enhance the Defence capaoility to meet contingencies?

oil! it atect or oe affected Dy any oner ongoing or proposed pro~ect?

nat are the consequences if tne prcposa, does not proceed?

-ny is it essential to meet tne proposec :arget date?

%A
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APPENDIX C

LAYOUT OF A FUNCTIONAL DESIGN BRIEF (RAAF)

Extract from RAAF Facilities Manual
DI(AF) AAP 3300.001

Annex E to
Chapter 4 of Section 8
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PJNEAX E ru
,Mrrt

File Reference ....

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN BRIEF FOR

AT RAAF

DEFENCE BRIEF CERTIFICATION

*1 certify that where elements of this works proposal relate to tne

provisions of Services' Scales and Standards of Accommodation (SSSA;, the
relevant provisions contained in that document have not been exceeded."

' ~At. CommooOr e

Director General
Accommodation anc Works-Air Force

Amendment Status

original Issue

Amendment I

Amendment z, etc
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Iz" Introduct ion

i. This Functional Design Brief details the requirement for ..............
at RAAY ................................

Location

The facility is to De located within the ........... zone/location shown
oon tne Master Pian/Site Plan attacned at Annex A.

Site Requirements

3. immediate landscaping and access paths to this facility are to be
incorporatec in the design togetner witn car parking facilities for ..... Service
vencles anc tor ...... private venicies in accordance with SSSA.

4. In -he preparation ot the project cost estimates, DHC is to allow for
the cemol=i:on c: any Ou~lCings and/or tne reiocation/termination Cf engineering
services to tne site, if requireC.

.seneral Desizn Concect

. nere apropriate, the arcnitectural character of the facility snould
taKe ac=ount o: aajacent buildings ano the natural environment. Recognised
construction tecnniques for passive resistance to forced entry are to be employed
in tnis facility.

b. The final oesign must taKe best advantage of the site and incorporate
al. economies possible with regard to floor area and construction, yet st..!
retain the necessary functional requirements and work flow pattern.

. Futjre extension o: tne facility is not envisaged at this stage:
nowever, tne racility is to ce oesignec to permit future extension should
become necessary.

a. Use o: a pre-constructed, modular init builcing system should be
consioerec, wnere appropriate.

9. The tacility is to oe designed to accord with the DHC Technical
Directive AE TC 108.

10. A Functional Relationsnp Diagram for tne facility is attacned at
Annex B.

% , rsorne.

' :.The facility will/will not De permanently manned. An estatlisnment
Lg-ure o ..... personnel is to as used for planning purposes. Provision is
equirec tor female amenities based on .... I of tne establisnment.

Activities to ce AccommodateC

... ine RAAF requires a permanent facility whIcr will accommodate the
:o..owing activities:
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,5~ Room scneoule

13. The :roiwlng rooms are to be incorporated in the building:

Room No Function No of Personnel ADorox Area (m2)

I

3
4, etc.

Room Data Sheets are provided at Annex C.

Energy Conservation

14. Alternative Designs. During .e preparation of preliminary design
concepts and preliminary estimates of costs, DHC is requested to iaent.fy
oesigns/materials/energy systems wnlc might be considered on a tnrougn-I tfe

costing oasis as alternative design solutions, Oearing in mind tne aim Cf energy
conservation.

15. building Operation. At tne time of tne handover,/takeover of the
tac- ity, DHC is requested to provide an energy budget for the ouilding. ThA-s
wouic comprise an -centification or tne energy systems wit in tne building, the

. metnoos or operation. recommendations for tne.r contro. in relatior to energy
conservation, and annua. oudgets for operating costs assessec Dy DHC as

reasonac.e targets.

Eiectr .ca. Services

16. GeneralWi r Ing. The wiring is to be instailed/upgraded to conform w:'th
the wiring rules =3U.

17. Lighting. General and supplementary lignting is to be
proviaeoaupgracec to accord witn tne recommencations stated in AS 1680 for the
various tasks.

18. Security Lignt-ng. External secur tv lignting controlled 'y
pnoto-eiecric cel, witn a manual override is to De provided around the Ouilding
to proviae snacow free illumination.

19. Escape Lignting. The requirement for emergency escape lignting is to be
investigatec oy DhC. If required, it is to oe installed in accordance wit!%
AS 2293, Part 1.

20. Power. Standarc 240/415V 50 Hz and otner non-standard 60 Hz, 400 Hz,
28V DC power supplies are generally required for tne various tasks in the
Duilding. In some cases, existing converting equipment and socket outlets in
situ may satisty tne requirements. Unless otnerwise stated, al outlets and
converting equipment are to be supplied anc installed by DHC. In certain
circumstances wnere converting equipment and non-standard outiets are supplied DV
RAAF, tne wiring is to be carriec out by DHC.

'l. Emerg*enc Power. The emergency power required for the facility is...
jp or tne nominal oao during perioos of mains failure. All essential soCKet

Outiets will De ioentitLea during design discussions. In addition, in areas
wnere essential worK is being carried out, limited lignting is to be provided.

tire Protection

The final protection system offered must oe approved y Departme-t
Detence (DGAW-AkIWMEEj early in the design stage. The following is required:

a. A closed neac sprinkler system is to De installed throughout the

tacil~tl wit', all alarms transmitter through a FIB to tne Base
Centrai Supervisory System.
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o. Fire points are to be provided throughout. Each fire point is to

consist or a small bore nose reel and hand held fire extinguisners.

C . Hand held fire extinguishers (RAAF supplied) are to be installed by
tne contractor, as specified by tne Base Fire Officer in
consultation with DHC.

C. External hydrant coverage is required and must be capable of
providing a minimum of .... litres/sec total from a maximum of .....
hydrants in the vicinity of a fire. The maximum spacing along the
mains is to oe. ..metres between hydrants.

e. Mains Power isolating Switch - The electrical switchboard or an
isolating switch, painted post office red is to be located adjacent
to tne FIB or main entry door to enable the supply to the building

% to be isolated in case of a fire. The switch is to be suitably

% protected against unautnorised use.

, ±. Fire exit coors - All required fire exit Doors snould be operable
trom witnin t-n building, with normal single handed operation and
witnout recourse to a Key.

ote: Prior to tinal~zing tnis paragrap., Fire Protection requirements for a

partc.iar :aci.ity snc._ ze znecxec tnrougn DGAW-AF/'MEE.

, ?rotect.ve becuritv (as a;;-icaoie)

*" 72. The Old:ng w l nave only one external personnel access door whin is

.ocKao.e "rom tne outsice. Ali otner external access doors are to be locDale
only trom tne inside.

24. Pnysical Security. Pnysical hardening of the external doors and windows

is not requirec ror tnis ouilding. Also, no special security lock-up measures,

either internally or around its perimeter, are envisaged for this building.
However, normal precautionary measures snould De adopted for a facility of this

"na ture.

25. Security Devices. All security alarms Lnstalled within the building are
to oe monitorea tnrougn a satellite security panel and connected to the Base
%aster Security Panel.

Note: Prior to finalizing tnis section, Protective Secur~ty requirements for a

particular taciiity should De cnecKed through DGAW-AF/WMEE.

water Reticulation

t). Hot ano cold water is to be suppliec via single outlets to all hand
casins, snowers, the tea preparation area and the cleaner's sinK. Cold water is

.r. requirec to all cisterns ano tne refrigerateo water fou:ain. Cold water hose
taps are requirea in the aolutions and externally for garoer .ng purposes.

.ompressec Air

0 i?. Dry inoustrial compressed air is to be reciculatec from a compressor in
tne iiant room to tne to~lowing areas:

The air pressure is to Oe... KPa provicing .... m3/min FAD from each outlet

s"ffilutafneousiy with 33| cversity. T'he reticulation systen is to be fitted wit.
a DHC suppiiea pressure gauge, regulator anc oi. trap unit. The outlets shall ne
compatioie witn 1/4- 6SP ;AMEC tittings.

tnvLronmental Controls

28. Noise Attenuation. The building is to be designed to achieve an

acceptazie noise reduction trom external noise sources. A dB(A) reduction
or .............. is requirec.
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29. Pollution Control. Pollution control measures are to be incorporated as
nocesaa to ensure tnht a.ii relevant Commonvealth, State and Local Government
regulations are adherec to.

30. Thermal Loads. The thermal load within the building is made up of the
:0llowing:

a. Personnel.

0. Mac inery.

Specific details or thermal loads are given in the Room Data sheets.

31. Air Treatment. A ventilation system complying with AS 1668 snalZ De

provided to achieve tne toilowing parameters:

a. temperature ...... egres Celsius to ..... degree Celsius.

relative numidity ..... percent RH to ..... percent.

C. positive internal pressure of ..... Pa is required in Room Nos.

C. t:itra.':n-. t n filters naving cuty cycle average efficiencies of
not iess :nan "5, 95% anc 85% against test dust No 1, : anc 3
respectve/ when tested in accordance witn method 5 a: AS ::3.

3z. ventila'.:on. A. toilets, snowers and change rooms should have a
mechanica. vent.ator. system capaole o: providing at least ten changes of a:r
per hour. The mocnani:a ventilation system is to accord with AS 1668.

33. The noise leve. of tne ventilation system snall generally comply with
the appropriate values specified in AS 2107.

4" 34. Heating. Heating to a minimum of 'OC (for workshops) and 190C (for

otticesi is req6irec ir tne following rooms:

35. Environmental Clearance. The administrative procedures of the
Environment Protection !Impact or Proposals) Act 1974 have been satisfied/are
DeLng pursued.

* peciai qimn

3o. The types of special equipment that are :o De:

a. RAAF sup;iiec and installed,

0. RAAF suppiieo and DHC installed, and

c. DHC supplied and installed,

are listed in tne Roo Data Sheets at Annex C.

... Design Features

a' 37. The following oesign features and finishes are to oe incorporated ;n tne
design of the tacility.

a. Finishes. Low maintenance finisnes compatible with the function of
tne area concerned are to be used wherever possible.
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o. Floor Levels. Continuous floor levels are required throughout the~oullaing.

C. Floor Finishes. Heavy duty vinyl sheeting with welded Joints is
preterrec in a.L" out the wet areas and areas approved for carpets
unless otherwise specified. wet area floors are to have an
impervious hard wearing non-slip surface such as ceramic tile or
equivalent and are to De graded to floor drains.

a. Walls. All internal wall surfaces are to be fin-sned wlt
materials that can witnstand frequent cleaning,

e. Ceilings. Except where specified to cater for specia.
requirements, ceiling heights are to accord witf, accepted ouildin;
practice.

t. Doors. Doors are to ce of standard commercial width except where
otherwise specifiec. All Coors are to De Key 'ocxaole with the
exception o: toilets, lunchrooms, cnangerooms and tearooms unless
otherwise spec.!iec. Doors to 'hign use' areas are to De f .ttec
wit KICK p.ates. A.. coors are to De Zittec wit coor stcps.

i;. nin0ows. Window trames are to De constructeC of low maintenance
materia. su~taoie to the type of racility. All opening windows are
to cc rictec witn :lyscretns.

I r.. Master Keying. Doors which are to De master-xeyed wil. De
nominatec at a Design Monitoring Meeting.

i. Telephones. Ducts with draw wires are to be installed to all
points wnere telephones are required. The location of telephone

%.'' points are listed: on the Room Data Sheets. Actual locations wil.

De determined at a Design Monitoring Meeting.

Industrial Safety. Non-combustiole materials should be used
wneorever practica 7e. All fittings and associated equipment are to
Dc recessed. wnere practicable, or positioned so that obstruct-or
to corridors and occupied areas and contact camage to fittings will
De minimal.

K . Colour Scheme. The internal colour scheme is to Do in accordance
* with tne recommendations of the Department of Labour and industry

'Colour in Factory and Office' and AS 1433. The final colour
' scneme is to De approved by the RAAF Project Officer.

m. Signs and Notices. Signs and notices required throughout the

* r aciiity are oetaiied at Annex 0.

Keys and Keyooard

3t. A metal clad and securable Keyooard with provisior tor all keys is to De
DOc suppiied and co-located within tne u ading. as near as practicaole to tne
main access door. Two Keys for each lockable door are tc De provided. Each key
is to Do individually tagged with a metal disc on which the door identification

* numoer is to be clearly stamped. Construction keying is t: be utilized prior to
transrer o the tacility to tne user.

Design Documentation

39. SKetch Plans. SKetcn pians or the proposec :ioor layout, .re
protection, eiectrica services and hydraulic services are to o forwarded to
OGAW-AF for concurrence.

40. Documentation. Documentation for this project is to De reviewed wit
t is Department at t.e 501 and 901 completion stages.
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4.. Tencer Documents. T.hree copies of the completed tender documents are to
Doe torwaraed to DGAk-AF tor tina review and concurrence prior to tne calling o:
teners. These documents wil Doe treated as *Commerciai-in-Confidence*a.

Annexes: A. Zone/Location Plan

S. Functional. Relationship Diagram

,. Room Data Sneets

-. Scneauie o: Si;ns anc Notices
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APPENDIX D

ADMINISTRATIVE SPACE STUDY FOR
SCOTT AFB

BASE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

This material is an extract only. The entire document can be
obtained from HQ USAF/LEEVX, Mr Phil Clark. Not all figures
and tables referred to in this extract have been included.

Pages 199 to 212 include the purpose and scope of the study,
show tabulated space allocations and requirements, and dpfine
renovations, demolitions, and new construction required.

Pages 213 to 218 is the Administrative Space Requirements
Survey which was sent to all Unit and Squadron Commanders at
Scott AFB. It was instrumental in the success of the study.
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ADMINISTRATIVE SPACE REQUIREMENTS

Purpose and Scooe

The Administrative Space Requirements Study is a planning tool used to
- help locate administrative functions and buildings in the Base Comprehensive
-' Plan. The scope of the study is to determine how much administrative space will

:)e required to accommodate each'organization or unit, and where that space
should be located to carry out mission and functional requirements. This report
presents findings based upon an analysis and tabulation of space requirements
and functional interrelationships. In addition to the quantitative data on future
space requirements, the study addresses long-term suitability of present admini-
strative space in relation to functional and locational requirements. particularly
for functions now housed in scattered locations and in nonpermanent facilities.
The study also presents recommendations for the long-range provision of

0 -administrative facilities which will satisfy the space and functional require-
- ments. Data presented in this report has been used to develop land use and

facility recommendations for administrative functions in the Base Comprehen-
sive Plan.

Planning Criteria

The primary objective for the study is to provide adequate administ.-ative
space for each unit and organization to carry out its mission in the ootimal
location which maintains necessary functional relationships within the organiza-
tion and with other closely associated organizations. Several preliminary
planning criteria which support this objective has been identified as guidelines
for the study.

I. The study assumes that the present organizational structure will -e
-.- carried forward except for those changes already approved and in process.

" 2. The study should provide a reasonably permanent solution for each
* organization's space requirements, but with a maximum amount of flexibility

built in to allow for unexpected change in assignments, organization or mission.

3. All units or elements within a command should be located within the
same building or building group, except where specific functional consiceratons
allow or require a separate location.

4. The study should provide for co-location or locations in close pro'im-
ity to promote functional relationships between closely associated organizations.

5. The study should recognize the growing importance of special purpose
space to support administrative functions, especially in the areas of data
processing and employee training.
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6. The study should be directed to providing space in permanent
facilities for all administrative functions, with the quality of administrative
space meeting contemporary standards for an office environment.

7. Planning for future administrative space shouild be based upon the
sum of:

a. General Administrative Space equivalent to 135 square feet of
gross building area per employee working in general office space.

b. Soecial Puroose Administrative Space as specified in Air Force
Regulation 86-2.

This amount of space must satisfy current functional requirements, and
also provide for common building elements (e.g., hallways and mechanical areas).
Space requirements derived from applying these criteria are intended only to
guide long-range planning; future planning and development for a specific
facility must be based upon more detailed analysis of the particular space
requirements.

Administrative Space Requirements Survey

In June 1984, an administrative space survey was distributed to all unit and
squadron commanders as the initial step in obtaining data on future administra-
tive space requirements. The survey asked for information about the unit's
mission, organizational and functional relationships, number of authorized ad-
ministrative personnel, contractor and special purpose space requirements, and
space deficiencies. A copy of the Administrative Space Requirements Survey is
included as Appendix A. The data provided by the individual units and
organizations in their response to the survey were tabulated, reviewed and
correlated with other available data. These results were then used to prepare a
final summation of space requirements and diagrams of functional')cational
relationships.

Space Requirements

Using the current planning criteria for administrative space requirements
(135 square feet of gross building area per general office employee plus special
purpose space requirements), the summation of space requirements, based upon
the survey responses, indicates a total adTinistrative space requirement of
1,188,419 square feet of gross building area. The total is well in excess of the
total of 1,025,000 square feet of administrative space available according to the
Real Property Inventory and facility plans, and nearly three times the present

0}' total of adequate administrative space at the base.

" (1) The administrative space requirements include all space classified in Cate-

gory Group 61 - Administrative Facilites as specified in Air Force Regulation
86-2; administrative space requirements which are classified as a part of
training, operational or other facilities have not been included in the study.
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Functional/Locational Requirements

As part of the Administrative Space Requirements Survey, units were
asked to identify other organizations or units at Scott AFB which should be co-
located (in the same building) or located in close proximity. Because maintaining
desirable functional relationships is a major objective in planning for future
administrative space requirements, all interrelationships specified in the survey
response are treated as primary planning requirements. All of the
interrelationships specified in the survey response were charted and then used to
construct diagrams of ideal functional relationships which could then be used in
analyzing existing and proposed arrangements and locations of administrative
function. The diagrams shown in Figures 1 through 3 provide a comprehensive
overview of the functional relationships between units as well as the relative
number of personnel within the related units. In addition to those relationships
between units shown in the diagrams, the study assumes that there are close

• functional relationships within each of the units and that, as stated in the
planning criteria, all elements within a unit should be located within the same
building or building groups (except where specific functional requirements make

*a separate location desirable).

Relationships which require co-location of units exist principally in two
functional areas: between units of the 375 AAW and 375 ABG responsible for
base administration; and among operational units such as the 57 AFS, 11 AAS and
ASMRO. Relationships which require close proximity but not co-location are
broader in scope and include a network of relationships among HQ MAC,
HQ AFCC, HQ AWS, 7 WW, 23 AF, HQ 375 AAW and HQ 375 ABG. Functional
relationships among other tenant organizations are limited, although there are
exceptions such as the close working relationship betw .en DECCO and DCOAC.

Based upon initial analysis of the functional locations relationships, the
significant requirements appear to be:

I. Co-location of closely related units responsible for base administra-

tion.

2. Co-location of operating units carrying out interrelated missions.

3. Co-location of all related units within each organization's headquar-
ters (including MAC, AFCC, AWS and 23 AF).

4. Close proximity between organization headquarters of MAC, AFCC,

AWS, 23 AF, 375 AAW and 375 ABG.
1 Location of Existing Administrative Space

.

.4. Existing administrative space at Scott AFB is located in nearly 50
buildings, which range in size from over 300,000 square feet of gross area to less
than 1,200 square feet of gross area. The bulk of administrative space is located
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within buildings classified as administrative facilities, although administrative
space is also located in a number of operational facilities. As part of the
Administrative Space Requirements Study, existing administrative space at the
base was identified by location and gross area for each unit or organization. (See
Table 1.) The gross area figures shown for each unit are derived from the Real
Property Inventory and occupancy plans provided by each facility manager, and
are intended to provide a relative measure for analyzing the present location of
space occupied by each organization or unit and its arrangement in relation to

V' functional requirements.

Figures 4 through 8 illustrate the present arrangement of administrative
facilities for all organizations at the base. Space occupied by the 375 AAW and
375 ABG is scattered, with a relatively high degree of separation. To some
extent, this corresponds to functional requirements, with separation of base
administration and services, but there are also closely related administrative
functions which are separated by substantial distances. The headquarters of the
two major commands (MAC and AFCC) are relatively concentrated in arrange-
ment of space, although some major elements of HQ MAC (data automation and
communications) are located in the South Drive area away from related units and
facilities. Generally, the other tenant organizations have space within a single
building, or adjacent buildings located to maintain their desired interrelation-
ships with other organizations.

V Adequacv of Administrative Facilities

The existing 52 administrative facilities provide a gross floor area of just
over 1,000,000 square feet, which would accommodate approximately 84 percent
of the total requirement of 1,188,419 square feet of administrative space.
However, only one-third of the existing space is located in permanent structures
which are presently suitable for long-term administrative use. The remaining
space is considered unsuitable for long-term administrative use because it is
located in:

1. Buildings of temporary construction: 28 buildings with 302,423
square feet of floor area. These are mostly World War fl-era buildings which
have already exceeded their 25 years' economic life span. Also in this category

• are various "modular" structures which have been used to provide for critical
space deficiencies, but cannot be considered adequate as long-term facilities.

:. 2. Buildings of semi-permanent construction: nine buildings with
135,118 square feet of floor area. These are of wood frame construction, built
between 1952 and 1955, and are generally obsolescent for administrative
purposes. However, some of these facilities may be suitable for other uses.

,3. Buildings of permanent construction which are improperly located or
configured for long-term administrative use: seven buildings with 47,635 square

feet of floor area. These are smaller buildings, some of which have been
. converted from an earlier nonadministrative use and not properly configured for
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NOTES TO TABLE 1

(1) Existing space allocation is derived from Real Property Inventory and checked against
gross square footage measured from building plans provided by facility managers. Gross
square feet includes common building areas, and actual ratio of gross to net square feet
will be different for each facility.

(2) P = permanent building; S = semipermanent building; T = temporary building.

(3) Condition categories are:
1 = Usable as is for designated function.
2 = Usable, but requires alteration/maintenance/repair to raise to Condition Code

1.
3 = Forced Use, a facility which cannot practically be raised to Condition Code I

for the current designated use.
' -(4)

General office staff is total administrative staff less personnel working within special
purpose space and personnel working on second or third shifts.
General office space is calculated at 135 square feet of floor area per general office

employee.

(6) Abbreviations for Special Purpose Space are:
EDP = Central data processing (word processors/personal computers are not consid-

ered special purpose space).
TNG = Training rooms/classrooms
ST = Special equipment storage
LIB = Library

Additional space is space required to accommodate projected increase in staff FY 85-87

plus special purpose space specified to meet additional requirements.

(8) Total gross area of 17,690 square feet allocated to HQ 375 AAW includes space

occupied by CC, DO, PA, SE, SG, RM, and LGX.

(9) Gross area of 5,904 square feet allocated to 375 AAW/LGT also includes space occupied
by 375 AAW/SEG.

(10) Total gross area of 9,866 square feet allocated to HQ 375 ABG includes spaces occupied

4.. by CC, CCQ, DA and SV.

, (1) Requirement calculated as 1.5 times the net square foot requirement in AFM 86-2,
Ch. 13, Sec C.

J"-'*(12) (12) Includes administrative staff of HQ Airlift Communications Division which merged with

HQ MAC/AD on 1 January 1985 to form HQ MAC/SI; does not include staff working in
special purpose space in Building 1600.

(13) Includes Contractor personnel.

(14) Included in HQ Military Airlift Command.
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Table 2

SUMMARY OF FUTURE ADMINISTRATIVE
FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

Existing Facilities To Remain

Area
Building No. (Gross Square Feet)

3 29,483
4 39,379

40 164,950 -
433 16,500(1)
700 34,607

1575 46,536
1600 304,525(1)
4001 21,925

Total 657,905

Existing Facilities To Be Removed

Area
,4 Building No. (Gross Square Feet)

9 2,688
10 41,850
35 3,640
37 3,816
41 4,070

350 823
351 2,977
441 3,683
457 740
509 2,800
528 10,220
530 3,987
531 1,197
532 1,655

* 533 1,740
859 52,900
861 41,882
665 14,937

1521 48,413
1522 50,540

. 1533 8,147
1605 4,705
1900 4,897
3189 51,500
3190 44,140

- 3192-98 6,496
3277 6,081

Total 420,523
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Table 2 (Continued)

Existing Facilities To Be Converted
To Nonadministrative Use

Area
Building No. (Gross Square Feet)

7 1,225
43 4,869
50 9,701
52 8,568
56 9,871
61 6,551

150 2,795
1510 1,755
1512 975
1534 13,926
3660 14,550

Total 74,786

Future Construction

Area
Facility Name (Gross Square Feet)

HQ AFCC 218,000
DECCO/DCOAC 72,000
Consolidated Computer

Facility Addition 88,000
HQ MAC Addition 50.000
Consolidated Personnel/

Finance Facility 87,000
Base Civil Engineering Facility 27,000
Base Communications Facility 23,000
Communications Engineering Facility 53,000
Vehicle Operation Mgt. Facility 6,400
Traffic Management Facility 12,500

Total 636,900

(1)Includes space now occupied by nonadministrative facilities.
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Table 3

FACILITY DEFICIENCIES

Scott Air Force Base, fllinois

CAT CODE FACILITY DEFICIENCY SOURCE

112 211 TAXIWAY, PARALLEL 76,700 SY MCP

116 667 PAD, CALIBRATION 2,061 SF MCP

116 672 PAD, ACFT WASH RK 2 EA AFM 86-2

123 335 VEH FL STN 9 OL AFM 86-2

131 116 COMM RECEIVER 4,000 SF F-TAB

- 131 132 SAT COMM TRML 7,000 SF MCP

134 375 RAPCON CEN 6,034 SF MCP

136 661 LIGHT, RUNWAY APPROACH 1,500 LF MCP

141 783 TRML, AIR FREIGHT/PASS 67,000 SF MCP

149 962 CONTROL TOWER I EA AFM 86-2

171 158 BAND CENTER 9,000 SF AFM 86-2

171 443 RESERVE STORAGE 7,500 SF INTERVIEW

179 477 GRENADE LAUNCHER RANGE 1 EA INTERVIEW

211 111 HG MAINT 33,846 SF

211 152 ACFT MAINT FCLTY 64,500 SF MCP

211 157 FIELD MAINT FCLTY 40,000 SF MCP

211 161 COR CON UTIL STOR 240 SF AFM 86-2

217 712 AVIONICS SHP 10,000 SF AFM 86-2

218 712 ACFT SUP EQUIP SHP 11,250 SF AFM 86-2

218 852 SURVIVAL EQUIP SHP 3,582 SF AFM 86-2

219 943 BCE PAV GRND FCLTY 6,000 SF AFM 86-2

219 944 BCE FCLTY 55,000 SF MCP
219 944 BCE MAINTSHOP 14,109 SF AFM 86-2

422 257 MUNITIONS STOR FCLTY 5,409 SF MCP

442 515 MEDICAL STOR 15,655 SF AFM 86-2

442 758 RETAIL SALES FCLTY 20.000 SF MCP

442 769 HOUSING SUPPLY STOR 4,000 SF INTERVIEW

.52
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Table 4

PROPOSED FACILITIES
.7

Scott Air Force Base, Illinois

PLAN
REF.
NO. CAT CODE FACILITY DEFICIENCY EXPLANATION

112 211 TAXIWAY, PARALLEL 76,700 SY MCP 91 (Plus Related Fclty)

116 667 PAD, CALIBRATION 2,061 SF MCP 91 (Moved by Taxiway)

116 672 PAD, ACFT WASH RK 2 EA Co-Locate with 311 161

123 335 VEH FL STN 9 OL

131 116 COMM RECEIVER 4,000 SF Expand Bldg 1089

131 132 SAT COMM TRML 7,000 SF MCP 86

134 375 RAPCON CEN 6,034 SF MCP 88

136 661 LIGHT, RUNWAY
APPROACH 1,500 LF MCP 91

141 783 TRML, AIR FREIGHT/PASS 67,000 SF MCP 91 (On Apron)

149 962 CONTROL TOWER 1 EA

171 158 BAND CENTER 9,000 SF Renovate Bldg 56

171 443 RESERVE STORAGE 7,500 SF FY 86

179 477 GRENADE LAUNCHER
RANGE 1 EA Landfill Site

211 1il HG MAINT 33,846 SF

211 152 ACFT MAINT FCLTY 64,500 SF MCP 90

211 157 FIELD MAINT FCLTY 40,000 SF MCP 91

211 161 COR CON UTIL STOR 240 SF Co-Locate with 116 672

217 712 AVIONICS SHP 10,000 SF

218 712 ACFT SUP EQUIP SHP 11,250 SF

218 852 SURVIVAL EQUIP SHP 3,582 SF

219 943 BCE PAV GRND FCLTY 6,000 SF Consolidate BCE Fclty

219 944 BCE FCLTY 55,000 SF MCP 90

219 944 BCE MAINT SHOP 14,109 SF AFM 86-2

422 257 MUNITIONSSTOR FCLTY 5,409 SF MCP 88

432 283 COLD STOR BSE 3,698 SF Move from Comm Ctr
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
P4CAOCUARfTIIS 375TM AIRt SASE GROUP tMAC)

SCOTT AIR FORCE SASE. ILLINOIS 6222S

JUN 94

"4.' , ',0DEER (Ms. Watkins, 2926)

s"ac.- Administrative Space Survey

-= ALL UNIT AND SQUADRON COMMANDERS

1. We are asking for your assistance in gathering requirements data for your
aministrative space at Scott AFB. The scope of our data must encompass all
organizations, whether Air Force, DOD, tenants or regularly assigned contractor
personnel. The data collected will be incorporated into a base-wide Administra-
tive Space Study and used in our Base Comprehensive Plan for future development.
Additionally, the data will be used to support our proposals for construction
of additional administrative space or for relocation/realignment of existing
or-anizations. You are encouraged to employ your best personnel in the comple-

_, uon of this survey as this data will be used to plan and program your current
and projected administrative space requirements.

r . A survey package is attached for completion and return to the above office
no later than 30 Jul 34 along with your endorsement. (In addition, we ask that
yoar project officer contact this same office upon receipt of this package.)

I Atch
G.O2R(E R. DIXON, Colonel, LSAF Administrative Soace Survey
Conniandcr

-".

GLOBAL IN NiO'.. - PROFE~i[ONAL IN ALTION
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ADM.INISTRAT!VE SPACE REQUIREME,"ffS SURVEY

INSTRUCTIONS AND DATA DESCRIPTION

The :nrorrnat on/data we request consists of completing the 1984 Data Worksheet.

Please call 37S AG/DEER, Extension Mb, so that we may verify your receipt
of this package. In addition we request that your unit comnander review and

endorse the completed package before it is returned to us.

1984 DATA WORKSHEET

. ':am or .-esiona:ion of your unit or organization.

.. Tha: is the parent orani:at,.on or headquarters to which your organization
repo rt ?

i. riefly describe your organizational mission. Note: If your organi:ation
-" :'as a prepared mission statement, such as for press releases, simply include

_t as an attachment to .,our submission rather than making a response nere.

.s there another organi:at ton(s) or unit(s) at Scott Air Force 3ase wi-h
Snc.n, :our organization should be co-located in the same building or located
-n close proximity? If so, please enter the name of that organization.

a. Please indicate the below listed conditions which should be -net

:-egarding your organitation and the unit(s) or organi:ation(s) cited in oart
by striking out the conditions which do not apply.

(1' Co-located/Close Proximity ;Strike out one)

Location is: MandatoryPreferred (Strike out one

b. 3riefly exllain the reason why your organization must be located in
p rox:mt' or co-located with the unit(s) or organization(s) cited in Dart 4a.

,imiistrative Soace Requirements are based on two considerations. These
ar2 :he requirements tor special purpose space (addressed further on and
snace tor personnel working in an office environment. To dete-nine the
-.r ber of personnel in .'our oranization for whom we must provide office
,:,ace, Please zomn:ete the following calculation. Note that this data must
be based upon personnel authorized (from your Unit Manning Document) not :ne
".,mber of personnel on board or assigned.

*1, a. Total administrative personnel authorized:
V-

- - k. t1thorized oersonnel ',orking exclusively witnin

special purpose space. Include all shifts.

c. Subtract b from a and enter result:
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.'ustment for shift personnel:
Determine tne number of authorized
personnel working on a second or
third shift who use exactly the same
administrative space as the personnel
present during the normal duty day and
enter here:

e. Subtract d from c and enter here:

T he oroducr of line Se. represents the number of personnel in your
ara:aton 'aL nust be provided office space. If there is a known

C. ..n c n iC p. sonnel authorization, within the next 3 years, which
au_ to mission change or other causes, please indicate below:

a. The number of personnel to be gained or lost.

b. When will this change occur?

',that is the cause of this change?

- ?rovis~on fcr contractor personnel. Is your organization obligated
,zontract or agreement to provide adminiszrative space for contractor

.ersonnel such as Field Engineers or others?

a. If so, and the amount of space for contractor use is specified
.ne agreement, identify the contractor and the total area (in sq.

nlease which we are obligated to provide.

.n:racaor(s Area Soecified SF)

TOTAL CONTRACTOR AREA

, a spec:fied area is not called for in the contract, please
: C :-ne 'ollowing infornation regarding contractor personnel.

'!ax-.uo numoer of Contractor Personnel Present During Any Shift

,ae : ontractor or Company

ont 3: .ontact for Contractor:

_ _ _ __E:_ TELEPHONE NUMBER
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SPECIAL PURPOSE SPACE:

This term applies to areas that are required to meet special administrative
needs. Auditoriums, libraries, training rooms, drafting rooms and rooms

eA housing electronic data processing (EDP) and associated equipment are examples
of this type of space. Be sure when identifying EDP equipment that you allow

sufficient space as required by manufacturer's instructions.

Example: Special Purpose Requirements:

"* Aeromedical Evacuation Operations Support: 250 SF. Provides space
for current and near-term programmed Electronic Data Processing and tele-
communications equipment used in support of command and control activities.
-Please use the attached worksheets for your calculations)

NOTE: Current Air Force Regulations do not include word processing equipment
nor mini-computers (desk top terminals) as part of the definition of Special

Purpose Space. By separate calcalation indicate the count and the amount of
space (SF) used by this type equipment in Your organization.

Count SF

* Word Processing Equipment

Mini -computer

DEFICIENCIES/FORCED USE:

To :dentify the shortfalls of administrative space and special purpose space,
:ell us the amount of additional square footage needed to adequately support

-,,our existing function and/or any future expansion. For example, identify
areas of forced use within a building, file cabinets in stairwells, distribution
or storage in hallways, etc. Briefly describe each requirement and tell us

how much total space is needed to adequately support these forced-use areas.
Again :f there is any anticipated growth in the areas identified as special
?urpose, indicate what changes are expected in equipment and estimate the
scuare footage needed to house it. Also include as a deficiency any function
which would take place if there were adequate space but due to present limitations
is not performed.

Example:

Deficiencies/Forced Use:

Storage cabinets located in hallway; 30 SF. Due to the crowded office
• .condition, storage cabinets are located in hallway resulting in hazardous

conaitions. (Please use attached worksheets for your calculations)
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APPENDIX E

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS FOR SPACE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

The following is a review of Space Planning computer software

.r.

and of computer systems developed and/or used by current US
Architect-Engineer firms in the areas of Space Planning and
Space Management.
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Space Planning Computer Software

1. ALDEP (Automated Layout Design Program) was developed by

International Business Machines (IBM) and documented by

Seehof and Evans (48) in 1967. It uses a square grid floor

plan representation and attempts to assign modules to grid

locations such that adjacency requirements are met (39:441).

Francis and White (23), Gaither (25), and Mitchell (39)

outline the process.

A building outline must be input, to set boundaries for

the layout. ALDEP randomly selects a department or activity

and places it in the layout. A relationship chart, input as

a triangular matrix,

is scanned, and a department having a high closeness
rating to that already located is placed in the layout.
This process is continued until either all departments
have been placed or no departments available for
placement have a high closeness rating with departments
already placed. In the latter situation, a department
is randomly selected from those available for placement.

... The selection process continues until all
departments are placed. The score for the layout is
determined by totalling for adjacent departments the
numerical values assigned to the closeness ratings
(23:102).

rJ. 'J

Each repetition of the process produces a different

solution. The designer determines the number of alternatives
SW--'.

required and evaluates them in terms of total score and any

other criteria not considered by the program. The assigned

closeness ratings are:

3 2
A = 4 = 64, E = 4 16, I = 4 =4,

05
0 = 4 = 1, U = 0, X = (-4) 5 = -1024
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where A, E, 0, U, and X are as defined by Muther in

Systematic Layout Planning (43), Zee Figure 1 in Chapter -.

A minimum allowable score can be set such that only

alternatives with an acceptable score are printed out. t is

customary to set the minimum score for the first run at zero

and use the maximum score for all alternatives generated as

the minimum acceptable score on the next run (23:I03'. The

program is also designed to avoid extreme zig-zagging of

activity borders (23:104). Seehof and Evans expand on the

scoring system:

The layout score is the summation of the preference
value for adjacent departments. For each module (,grid

. square) of the building, the preference value of the
eight surrounding modules is added to the layout score.
Then the preference value is set to zero so that it is
added only once to the layout score. (48:693)

A sample problem is shown below (23:103-108). A space

requirements table and relationship matrix (Figure El) are

input for 10 departments, and three successively better

maximum score alternatives are produced from three

consecutive program runs (Figures E2, E3, and E4). A fourth

run did not produce a higher score alternative. Note that

unallocated spaces are shown with zeros on the printouts.

2. CORELAP (Computerized Relationship Layout Planning) was

developed by Lee and Moore between 1965 and 1967. In their

journal article bearing the program's name (35) they compare

" the program to ALDEP and highlight the advances made by

240
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Deparrmolt Required Area No. Squares

l 20.000 12
I1z 340.000 34

113 410.000 41
114 130.000 13

(a) 115 60.000 6
116 570.000 57
117 170.000 17.
118 450.000 45
119 1.400.000 140
120 1.150.000 125

Departments available for random placement 10

III S

112 U S

113 U U S
(b) 114 1 0 1 S

115 U 0 U I S
116 U U U I E S
117 U U U 0 U U S

11 U U U I I E U S

119 U I A I U U A E S

,,120 E 0 U 0 U U U U U S

Figure El. ALDEP Data Input for Sample Problem (a) Floor
Space Requirements for a Ten Department Facility
(b) Relationship Chart in Matrix Form (23)

TRIAL LAYOUT 11A sOpE -414
TOP ICLOOR

0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 10 I I 1 9 9 9 1 0 0 00 10 1 10 ; 1 1 9 9 9 9 7 7 8 8 0 0 0

0 10 10 10 1 I 9 9 9 7 7 8 8 a 0 0
-0 t0 10 10 10 1 1 9 9 9 9 1 17 1

V ;0 to ;0 10 1 2 ) 9 3 1 7 8 a 0 0 0
0 10 10 10 '0 2 2 9 9 9 9 7 7 8 8 0 0 0
0 10 70 10 10 2 2 9 9 9 a 7 7 8 8 0 0 0
",) 0 10 O0 10 12 9 9 9 7 7 8 8 0 0 0
0,, 0 1 tO 10 0 2 2 9 9 9 7 78 0 0 0
0 O0 1 10 02 1 9 9 9

-0 O 0 0 0 2 2 9 9 9 9 9 a98a 5 0

0 10 010102 9 9 999 a85r070 10 10 10 10 2 2 9 3 9 9 9 8 8 5 1 0
0 10 0 22 999 998 8880

-.: 0 '0 '0 0TO '0 e
5.10 0 022 3 99998 ass 3
0 1 0 10 10 2 2 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 8 0
0 1 00o02 2 221 ,9 9998 8 0
0 10 t0 10 10 2 2 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 6 0
0 10 10 '0 10 2 2 3 3 9 9 8 8 6 6 0
0 O 9 9 9 4 A q 5 0

a ;0 o O ;O 4 , ") ] 6 a 6 6

0 :1 10 10 10 4 2 3 9 9 9 8 6 6 0
0 10 10 10 10 4 4 3 3 9 9 9 9 a 8 a 6 0
0 to t0 10 0 t 4 4 3 9 9 9 9 6 a e 8 a

0 10 1 10 13 1 9 9 4 C)

0. 0 10 tO 0 3 1 3 3 9 9 9 2 6 60
0 TO 10 10 10 3 3 3 3 9 9 9 9 6 8 a 6 0
0 1 010 10 0 3 3 3 3 9 2 9 9 9 8 6 00 000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0

Figure E2. ALDEP Output for Sample Problem: Trial 1 (23)
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TRIAL LAYOUT '68 SCORE *4203

TOP FLOOR

0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 10 0O 10 10 0 0 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 0 10 10 10 0 0 03

* 0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 s '0 '0 'o To 0 0 o
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 10 10 10 10 0 0 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 3 6 6 10 10 10 10 0 0 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 10 10 10 I0 0 0 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 65 6 10 10 10 10 0 0 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 10 '0 10 10 0 0 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 10 10 '0 10 0 0 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 3 3 6 6 10 10 TO 10 0 0 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 3 6 6 10 10 10 '0 0 2 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 ;0 '0 0 :0 2 2 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 6 8 6 0 '0 0 0 2 2 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 5 0 10 T0 0 2 2 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 a 6 6 5 0 10 t0 0 2 2 0

3 3 3 9 9 93 9 .3 3 6 6 10 10 10 10 2 2 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 a 8 6 6 '0 to 10 to 2 21 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 10 10 10 10 2 2 0
0 3 3 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 TO 10 0 10 2 2 0
0 3 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 10 10 10 10 2 2 0
0 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 10 10 '0 '0 2 2 0
0 9 9 9 9 9 8 4 6 6 10 TO 0t 10 2 2 0
0 9 9 9 9 9 9 4 4 6 6 ;0 10 10 10 2 2 0
0 9 9 9 9 9 9 4 4 6 6 10 10 J 10 2 2 0
0 9 9 9 9 9 9 4 4 6 6 10 10 0 10 2 2 0
0 9 9 9 9 9 1 A 4 6 6 10 1 10 10 2 2 0
0 9 9 9 9 7 7 4 4 6 6 1 1 10 0 2 2 3

4 0 9 9 9 9 7 7 4 4 6 i I ? 0 to 0 .0 10 j
0 9 9 9 9 7 1 7 7 5 5 1 1 TO 10 10 I0 0
0 9 9 9 9 7 7 7 7 5 5 1 t to 10 0 10 3
0 9 9 9 9 7 7 7 7 5 1 ' 10 10 0 0 0
0 0 000 0 0 00 a000 0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure E3. ALDEP Output for Sample Problem: Trial 2 (23)

TRIAL LAYOUT ISC SCORE *422

0 0 00 000a 00 0 00 0 00a 003a
0 7 7 9 9 9 9 6 6 6 6 10 ;0 ;0 10 0 0 0
0 7 7 9 9 9 9 6 63 6 6 10 10 10 0 0 0 0
0 7 7 9 9 9 9 6 6 6 6 10 10 10 10 0 0 0
0 7 7 9 9 9 9 6 r3 . 5 10 '0 10 10 0 0 0
0-

7  
7 3 9 9 9 6 56 3 10 a 0 10 10 0 0 0

0 7 7 9 9 9 9 6 6 6 6 T0 10 10 10 0 0 0
0 7 7 9 9 9 9 6 8 6 6 10 10 10 10 0 0 0
0 7 7 9 9 9 9 8 9 6 6 10 10 to 10 0 0 0
0 7 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 10 10 t0 10 0 0 0
0 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 a 6 6 1 10 to 10 0 0 0
0 9 9 9 9 9 9 a 8 6 6 1 1 i0 10 0 0 1
0 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 1 1 10 10 10 TO 0

0 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 a 6 6 I I '0 10 0o 10 0

0 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 6 I 10 10 ;0 100 9 9 9 9 9 8 6 6 ; 1 100 0

0 9 9 9 9 33 9 6 6 2 0 '0 '0 '0 0
0 9 9 9 9 3 3 8 q 63 6 2 t 10 10 10 103 0
0 9 9 9 9 3 3 8 8 63 6 2 2 '0 10 10 10 0
0 9 9 9 9 3 3 8 8 6 6 2 2 10 10 10 10 0
O 9 9 9 9 3 3 8 8 6 6 2 2 10 10 10 10 0

0 9 9 9 3 8 6 6 2 1 0 T ;0 0
0 9 9 9 9 3 3 8 6 . 2 2 '0;0 10 '
0 99 9 9 3 3 8 6 5 2 2 10 10 1010 0
0 9 9 9 9 3 3 8 3 6 6 2 2 10 10 10 10 0

.40 9 9 9 9 3 3 a 8 5 5 2 2 10 t0 [0 10 0
0 9 9 9 9 3 3 8 8 S 5 2 2 10 10 10 10 0
0 9 9 9 9 3 3 8 8 4 4 2 2 ;0 :0 '0 ;0 0)
0 9 9 9 9 3 3 a 3 4 4 2 2 10 10 0 0 0
0 9 9 9 9 3 3 8 9 4 4 2 2 t0 10 10 10 0
0 9 9 9 9 3 3 3 3 4 4 2 2 10 10 10 10 0

0 9 9 9 9 3 3 3 3 4 4 2 2 ;0 ;0 ;0 ;0 0
0 9 9 9 9 3 3 3 3 4 2 2 2 10 O 10 0 0
0 0 0000 00 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0

Figure E4. ALDEP Output for Sample Problem: Trial 3 (23'
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CORELAP. While the program is based on a heuristic

algorithm, as is ALDEP,

it is a path-oriented analysis of the layout proble.,
which builds systematically by adding one department
upon another until a final layout is achieved, whereis
ALDEP's method of arriving at a final layout is not p3th
oriented. This is to say, each randomly generated
layout has no connection with the previous layout
(35: 196).

Muther, the developer of SLP, assisted in the development-

CORELAP. Like SLP, CORELAP "arrives at the logical block

plan layout; however, it can in no way be construed to be

optimum in the strict mathematical sense" (35:196).

The major differences to ALDEP are as follows (23:1C

115):

a. A building outline is not required;

b. It is possible to place a constraint on the length to
width ratio of the final layout;

c. Departments can be pre-assigned, but only along the
layout perimeter.

d. The following numerical values are assigned to the
closeness ratings:

A = 6, E = 5, 1 = 4, 0 = 3, U = 2, X = 1

Total Closeness Rating (TCR) for department i is defined as

-<

TCR. = Z V(r..

S where

V(r.. ) is the numerical value assigned to the closeness
rating for departments i and j, and

m is the number of departments
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The order of l icement .. e. d n e h~et n .. we:.

'U.EA a rr an e ~'r- Ten 7 he Ia~u dj ffe r e ntI
ALDEP empl zY _- ;er > scan r L, ne o r e.-
irregularity of .he shape. C LPELAP evaluates a number
of possible loca-Lsns for a rectangular shaped
department, as well as a number of different rect3ngular
shapes for the department. Its evaluation is based on
the total length of common boundaries with highly rated
adj-cent departments.

.An example sf CORELAP Input and output is at Figures 75, and

E6 The relationship chart used is at Figure I In Chapter

I:. CORELAP was designed for application to 'he layout of

large manufacturing plants. However, it has been used on a!.

facility types. Lee and Moore state that

In the design of a new plant, it make: no sense whatever
to 'stuff' a layout into an existing building only to
pay the cost in inefficiencies as long as the layout Is
in use. A new building needs to be built to maximize
the effectiveness of the process it houses. The CORELA-

program is designed to provide this information
, 25 : 20) .

An interactive form of CORELAP has been developed which has

-sgn'ficantly improved the designer's abilities tc relocte

-ctivities manually.

CRAFT (Computerized Relative Allocation of Facilities

Technique) was developed by Buffa and Armour in 1964, before

either ALDEP or CORELAP. It was intended for use in design
:4M.

of layouts where material handling costs were a major

0.. consideration. It employs a heuristic improvement algorithm

which seeks to minimize material handling costs.

Input includes flow data (quantity of goods passing

between departments), material handling cost data, an initial

244
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'-'? Deau~t~t t  Ar (5)
Departnt Area (I) (2) (3) (4) Total

Depart- Number of Side of the Remaindcr
11 500.00 meat Unit Squares Largest Cal (2)- Closenes
12 400.00 Rtn
13 600.00 Number Required Square in (2) lCol (3)]I (TCR)
14 7000.00
is 60000 29 ,, 3 2 81
16 400.00 30 4 2 0 79
17 500.00 36 12 3 3 77
is 400.00 34 is 4 2 7

" 19 $00.00 19 5 2 1 75
20 300.00 15 6 2 2 74
21 400.00 37 70 A 6 74
22 1000.00 32 4 2 0 73
23 400.00 14 70 a 6 70
24 500.00 18 4 2 0 70

* .! iI 2 1100.00 3 2 I 1 70
26 1100.00 12 3 3 60
27 6100.00 1."27 600.0O0 11 5 2 1 67

28 300.00 13 6 2 2 67
29 1100.00 31 2 1 0 60
30 400.00 16 4 2 0 64
31 200.00 12 4 2 0 6M
32 400.00 28 3 2 2 61
33 200.00 23 3 2 2 61
34 1800.00 4 2 0 60. "' 3 121.7zh 5 2 1 50
36 1200.00 76 2 2 5937 7000.00 i4 5 2 1 560 _____________ 10 3 I 35

26 11 3 2 54
20 3 1 2 54
2(a) 2 11 3 2 38

(b)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 29 29 29 29 0 0

0 0 29 29 29 29 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 29 29 29 29 34 34 34 34 34 0 0

* 0 0 29 29 29 29 34 34 34 34 34 0 0 Output Sho;.ng Arrangement of Second Department,
0 0 0 29 29 29 34 34 34 34 0 0 0 3A, -. t Departm.nt 29.
0 0 0 0 0 0 34 34 34 34 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

a
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 32 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 32 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 29 29 29 29 34 34 34 34 34 0 0
0 0 29 29 29 29 34 34 34 34 34 0 0 Output Indicatng -he Third Department, 32,
0 0 0 29 29 29 34 34 34 34 0 0 0 Is Added into Pte Layout.
0 0 0 0 0 0 34 34 34 34 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0__________________________ (c)

Figure E5. CORELAP example. (a) Departmental Area
Requirements (b) Computation of Total
Closeness Ratings (c) Output Showing

-.1 Successive Addition of Three Departments (35)
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Figure E6. CORELAP example -Final Block Layout Output.
Zeros Refer to Unallocated Space (35)
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"I, layout, and number and locatios sf fixed deoartnentz.

seeks an optimum design by mak ing improvements in the layou

in sequential fashion. I is sometimes referred to 7s a

quantitative layout program, and ALDER and CORELAP ( which ar-

based on activity relationships) -re referred to as

-.. qualitative layout programs 1'2o:12..). Francis and White

describe the process:

CRAFT first evaluates a given layout and then considers
what the effect will be i-- department locations are
interchanged. If improvements can be made by making
pairwise exchanges, the exchange producing the greatest
improvement is made. The process continues until no
improvement can be made by pairwise exchanges. C.ly
departments with common borders or --f --e same area 7ire
•onsidered for exchanges of location (23:125-126).

Vollmann has broadened the application of CRAFT to layout of

non-manufacturing activities and offices, but the basic

material flow algorithm has remained constant (57;58).

4. SEARCH (System Evaluation of Architectural Criteria' wa.-

designed by the US Army Corps of Engineers Construction

Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) in 1975 to automate

the checking of plans for their Military Construction Program

(MCP) for functional compliance with project briefs (29:'72).

"-" In 1993 it was combined with other stand-alone systemsi to

produce the CAEDS (Computer Aided Engineering and

*; Architectural Design System). CAEDS supports the entire

facility design process, starting from the initiation of

. requirements and continuing through to the preliminary and

final design phases. It also produces working drawings and
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::st esima e s, e nd contains in its database extens ve

standard fociity designs.

The SBARCH mcdule includes walking distance, accustc

separat ion, line of sight, handicap access ib il ty, as

-riteria for evaluating alternatives. Tt cannot design

layouts. The SKETCH module is used to develop cu.tom .

or to modify standard layouts, and provides 3 wide array -f

standard architectural details.

Other modules in the CAEDS system are: DIS (Design

Information System) which reviews project information from an

automated DD 1391 database for identification of proj-tsz

-hich can use standard designs as a startingpoint; BLAST,

which analyses alternative designs for energy efficiency; and

-ACES, which estimates construction costs direct from design

* : draw i ngs.

CAEDS was used in the preliminary design stages of 200

projects in the 1904 US Army MCP. A review of the .......

CAEDS system was made by J. Spoonamore, one of the SEARPC

module developers, in CAEDS Computer Aided Engineering and

Architectural Design (53).

5. The Harness hospital design system was developed in

1972-3 under the sponsorship of the United Kingdom (UK)

Department of Health and Social Security. Mitchell describes

the system:

-
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A Harness hospita] is assembled by -rrang ng
.t ndard::1-Ie pre-deLi' ned hcsp1tal departments along a

c crculation spine. Rles cf assembly are defined far
this it-of-parts, so that the range of potential
arrangements suitable for a 'jiven situation is well-
defined and relatively small '39:l0!.

The system automatically generates layouts according criteria

input by the planner or designer.

6. CEDAR 3, developed in 1975 for use by the UK Government

Property Service Agency, is intended for use at the sketch

design stage, to "facilitate the comparison alternative

building geometrics and site layouts with respect to capita!

and running costs" (39:1C2).

7. The DOMINO floor plan layout program, developed by

Mitchell and Dillon in 1972, locates spaces with defined s":e

(number of grid modules) and shape into a defined building

envelope. Tasks are formulated as quadratic assignment

problems. The criteria used are distance and traffic volume

between departments. It has been applied to open 7;ffice ani

department store planning.

Spaces are placed until no space in the a particular

required location remains. The order of locating activities

is by the Ordered Score method. A process called

'backtracking' is then employed automatically, whereby the

space which was last located is relocated so that other

spaces may be added (39:465). An example is provided at

Figure E7. The program attempts to add new spaces to the

perimeters of located spaces to which there are high
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interactions. Backtracking is necessary if there is

insufficient room for the added space at the chosen perimeter

.A new perimeer locaton is then selected and

.tried.

7. The DPS (Design Problem Solver) program was developed in

1975 to arrange furniture and equipment in a room in

accordance with a constraint graph specifying proximity,

separation, and other requirements. The program attempts to

place each item in the room one by one so that no constraints

are violated. There are diagnostic procedures to tell the

designer the reason why any item cannot be placed (39:466).

S. LOKAT was developed in 1972 and reviewed by a Bernholtz

and Fosburg in an article entitled Spatial Allocation in

Design and Planning (7). It deals with two and three

dimensional spatial allocation and can handle many matrices

treating many different qualitative and quantitative criteria

hJ"

in one problem. Matrices can be weighted to reflect the

importance of various criteria. It has been applied to

multi-story office building layout redesign, manufacturing

plants, a hospital, a law faculty building, and housing unit

layout. It can generate alternatives and/or evaluate

existing layouts, can design with or without the input of

preset activity locations, building envelope and utility

constraints, elevators, stairwells, and lobbies.
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(a) 2 successfully added Wb 5 succssfully added (c) 6 successfully added
tol1. to 1. to 1.

d) 7 sucCentuly added el Unsuccesstul attempot iI) Second Unsucceufui
.01to add 10 to II attempt to add 10 to

backtrack 11. backctrack

2 6..

(g)Scesulatj() Successful atternot iUnucsflaeo

to add 4 to 3

Figure E7. 'Backtracking' with DOMINO. (vO
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';Jith mu 1-3 t r f -c .e ..a.

a 7 '-- e a I ac or:!i ng o whjteP.ve r

-. ".t 4ionships nd ccnnstraL nts are input ty the matrices -

will also evaluate and score each alternative on an overal"

basis and according to each criteria (7). Grant sta es

the decisions and sophistication built-in are design
decisions, not operations research nor mathemat o l
programmer deczs'ons. The inherent internal l.-sgn
flexibility is thus at a maximum (26:30).

Many more space planning systems and software packages

have been developed over recent years. The followr.g are

"ust some; CIRCUL, H'DECS 2 (Hierarchical Decomposition

Techniques), CASAT (Computer Aided Space Allocat."n

Technique), BUREX, IMAGE, MATCH, PLAN, SPACE, PLANET, Pea

CAD, SPACE-PLAN, RELATE, and ALGOL, GPSS, SIMSCPIPT, and

s:M .A, are minicomputer programs.
" -

The last three of these are simulation programs.

AutoCAD, VersaCAD, CADkey, and EasyCAD, are four software

pac'rkages built specially for personal computers (PCs) *niu a _

readily available. The USAF has shown an interest in

purchasing CAD systems and training personnel to use them

* (2). HQ USAF Space Command is currently purchasing ten PCs
specially configured to run AutoCAD. Zenith 2-100 and 2-248

personal computers are available on GSA contract, as Is

CADkey. AutoCAD is not available on GSA contract. USAFA

runs an introductory course in CAD, using AutoCAD, in its
-

Civil Engineering program. This course is in drafting only

and does not cover design techniques such as space planning.
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S . -w... .. :r Cpace management is more

*.. spreadsheet :o twir e a vilable for the 22, ond c ab

are easy to use and menu dr ve.. Two of the more ccmmen

spreadsheet programs are Lotus 1-2-. and Supercalc. They are

used mainly to tabulate data in rows and columns, to

manipulate quantitative data contained in the tables, and to

produce graphical representations of the data. The most

common, quality DBMS programs are Dbase, Rbase, and Reflex.

These programs allow data to be formatted as desired,

selected, sorted, and produced in reports, as does WIMS.

.erhaps the most applicable software to real property

space management are the integrated software packages such as

Javelin, Enable, Symphony, and Ability, which combine DBMS,

spreadsheet, graphics, business management, word processing,

and telecommunications capabilities. All are PC packages,

menu driven, and are supported by a great deal sof

documentation and commercially produced 'How To' literature.

A/E Firms Using CAD for Spac-e Planning

0 A 1984 study by Graphic Systems, Inc. (Cambridge MA)

found that U.S. design firms own about two PCs each. Also in

1984 there was a 63% growth rate in the PC CAD market, which

is substantially higher than the growth of the mini-computer

and main frame market (31:10). The increasing use of small

systems is the trend in CAD, but it is the mini computer that
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appearS '0 hold the edge in Zpace planning capah' '"
: , ippears, , ._ o .. . .

Amer ican Bridge uses Regal CAD to plan future soace

requirements for its clients. It allows quick and accurate

alterations to be planned and documented as building tenants

come and go and office space changes function. The interior

design, and construction plans, for the first 10 floors of

Tower 49 in mid town Manhattan in seven weeks using this

system. It was also utilized to plan the layout of 650,020

SF of clerical space in the Mellon Bank's corporate

headquarters building in Pittsburgh PA. For rent and leasi.ng

purposes, the system can automatically calculate areas of the

most complex office layout. Regal CAD possesses a powerful

database capability which is integrated with the graphics,

allowing changes to layouts to be reflected instantaneousl'

in the database's area quantities.

0Bobrow/Thomas and Associates has developed a space

programming package called User Needs Information (UNI) which

assists the firm's medical planning department in space

planning, room design criteria, and equipment requirements.

t has been used extensively in small projects involving the

rework of existing facilities. Different layout schemes can

be produced quickly for final selection by the client.

Bohm-NBBJ use the SIGMA Design III CAD system which

includes an advanced space planning package. The system uses

color graphics to display adjacency strengths. Spaces can be
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picked up from a template and placed in a layout plan

manually by the designer, or the process -an be automatic,

whichever is preferred.

The Collison Partnership do all interior design for

Mordstrom Tnc. stores, a major chain of high fashion reta"

clothing stores located throughout the western U.S. During]

" - the design of a store various schemes for the layout are

studied. Although a department's shape may change with each

scheme, its area is relatively fixed. The firm's CAD system

can manipulate many departments through a variety of schemes

* in a short period of time with the system quickly provid:ing

.,.. area take-offs for each, regardless of shape.

Design Logic provides computer support services for

professional, corporate, institutional, and government

clients for architecture, engineering, and facilities

'4. programming and management. It offers space planning service

including: monitoring of space usage, equipment and furniture

locations and inventory; space planning statistics; staff and

area projections; descriptions and summaries of space

• requirements; space, furniture, and equipment layout.

Goleman and Rolfe Associates, Inc. uses a CalComp !GS

500 CAD system for space planning of office buildings, and to

provide area calculations for prospective building tenants.

Area calculations are done on spreadsheet. By identifying

'.-. those areas of the plan which constitute building services

and corridors, the computer can produce a spreadsheet
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-a. n r s c - 11 j ,(j aI.'J J .3, *h'er. ent ble are. ne ......

:able ar i nd : i:atian ef f:c:an cy, ad m 1l't 1--2nr

mnimum corridor net usatle area and efficiency. Al'

done automaticaly from the drawings.

Helimuth Obata Kassabaum (HOK) runs a large nationwide

network of VAX 11,780 and VAX 11/750 mini-computers to

support all facets of architectural and engineering der

and planning. All software is developed in-house to suit

their requirements - HOK SPACE and HOK NEEDS collect and

organize qualitative and quantitative information abt

clients' space needs, and HOK LAYOUT is used to ind t best

solution for placing interrelated activities vertically

(stacking) and horizontally (blocking).

The Hnedak Bobo Group (HBG) uses an Intergraph 1

system produced by the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC',

which is basically a VAX 11/730 minicomputer enhanced by

intergraph's graphics processing boards. All software '7

created by Intergraph, and includes a Space Planning and

..acillties Management package (SPFM). The package links
WI "

* graphics to a large database to plan layouts, generate
reports of inventories, do furniture take-offs, and area

calculations.

Lombard-Conrad use the Supercalc spreadsheet program and

an Architectural Interactive Design System (AIDS). A user

survey is conducted to determine department needs for space,

equipment, and furniture, and perceptions of relationships
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with a.er dtx z.The -prealsheet o.ize: -:c. ~~

a!'- SpaceS. Bu bble ii'agr ars -ire devel soped_ Ers th e

rat ions1hi-p data 1s 4 n1g computer graphics, and revleusI- with.

the client prior to developing schematic layouts with AIDS.

M1edical Planning Associates uses VAX 11/ 7 50s with a DEC

all-in-one Office Automation package. Space programming i

performed using spreadsheet software, and schematic layc.t

design is performed using the SPACE program.

?earwood and Johnson Architects, inc. use VAX l7a

and TIntergraph CAD software to create tlock d'agrams lrorm

*relaticnship matrices. PTKL Assoc-iates use a mix of VAX

11/751 and 11/780 with WANG peripheral hardware, and

Intergraph IGDS graphics with AIMS-3 databases for space

programming. H.A. Simons (International) and Sippican

Consultants International similarly iuse the VAX 1-1-/'?

ntergraph fully developed turnkey system for space plianr.:na

and programming.

Harwood. K. Smith and Partners (HKA) use Cal7Camp

equ;ipment with the CalCamp Facilities Planning and- Mariagemen't

'Stacking and Blocking Activity (FPMSASABA). it includ3es 3

J strong database which contains general planning criteria and

project data, the spaces required, and functionial activ1ities.

~6 Desired adJacencies and preferred locations are input

interactively in .a matrix which is generated by the syst-em

from the datahhasp. A bnase hlork iagrim for f-,c-h le-vp's

the building is automatically created from the matrix.
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. [jnual activit2s can then be manipuiltd, regardlc::s off

She:r degree of spacc utii :ormn. The SAIBA pirogrim ::;

nvo k e a any time- to give .he computer so_:tion, ,-t

designer freedom is maintained. Each layout is scored

objectively according to strengths of relationships between

adjacent spaces. The system has been used for space ponnin- "

Soffice buildings in downtown Dallas TX.

Raymond E. Hege is a one-man architectural design firm.

'Ie uses an IB PC with VersaCAD for general archv ... :-

drafting and basic level space planning. While not having th

le'el of space planning capability of the mini-computer

systems and software developed by Intergraph and CalComp,

- PC system and software cost is substantially lower. CAD *o.<

be used productively by even the smallest firms for true

-esign.
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. . . .. .. Technology .AU)P l - '-bc o l ' _ S " - -m a nd L o g i s t i c s
Wright 2t terson Air Force _Base .... 454?-65-3

AFIT/LS (5-6569) Mar 1927

AFIT Thesis Topic: An Analysis of Methods for Maximizing the
Utilzation of Space in USAF Facilities.

- HQ SAC/DE HQ AFLC'/DE HQ ATC/DE
HQ TAC/DE HO AAC/DV HQ SPACEC-MD./DE
H MAC/DE HQ AFCC/DE HQ USAFA/DE
HQ USAFE/DE HQ AFSC/DE HQ PACAF/DE

Dear Sir,

I am an Officer in the Royal Australian Air Force (OAAFI and
am currently enrolled in the Graduate Engineering Manageemnt
program at AFIT, WPAFB. I am a qualified Civil Engineer an-3
have been working in the RAAF Facilities branch since 1976.
My experience in managing the construction, modification, and
maintenance of facilities at many Australian bases has
prompted my interest in the long term utilization of facility
space. I have chosen this subject as my AFIT thesis topic
and request your assistance by providing some information on
the processes used by Base Civil Engineers and Major Commands
to ensure that available facility space is fully ut li-l

have studied the AF~s dealing with rel property acconting
and facility design and have visited Mr Dick Jonkers fQ

- USAF/LEERB) and Mr Phil Clark (HQ USAF/LEEV) to obtain the'-
interpretations of some. Maximizing facility utilization
a theme which recurs in many regulations - AFRs 86-2, 87-2,
..87-2, and 88-15 t( name a few. Real Property Management

* regulations refer specifically to the need for constant

monitoring of existing facility usage.

AFR 87-2 requires that current and accurate data be kept by
Base Civil Engineers (BCEs) on accommodation requirements and
Eacilit7 usage, and "if such data reveal that one or more

* Ofacilities are not being put to maximum use, a management
analysis of the use will be made" (para 2). Furthermore, it
requires that the BCE make -n annual presentation to the Base
Facilities Board on facilities usage versus requirements,
both satisfied and unsatisfied. He must detail where space
shortages and surpluses exist and propose methods of best
using the available sp-ce (para 2). This responsibility is
extended to MAJCOMs as well. They

%"--
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.hould contirnua Iy val idate and evaluate tsets and
-2..u r met da A ei :s, ae ny -sI and er-snre a:,r mm

ife~~ "Ie S f xl -:s n g aSss thro 0
i3ise faci ir' ise c r;eys r t her avai ' be means.

.. ey should make every eor. to compress space
assigned to activities, to ensure maximum effective use
and conformity with criteria in AFM 86-2. (para 2

The regulations all stress the importance of utilizing
existing building space effectively, but none deal with
practical methods of doing this. Could you please take the

time to answer the following questions on Command policies L.
this area, and on current practices at bases under your

,' comman :

I. Are 'management analyses' of facility usage actually
carried out, and if so, what format Jo they take? Are t...
usually base or Command instigated?

2. What indicators are used to signal that space within a
facility may be under-utilized?

3. Are bases given any guidelines by Command on how to
ensure space is utilized effectively?

4. Is it be possible to determine whether or not a SCE -.
managing facility space well? Are there any accepted 'hard'
measures of effectiveness used by your Command such as an
area/personnel ratio? What do IG teams look for?

5. What major projects have recently been undertaken ty
V ,:eF under your Command (such as Master Planning, Base
comprehensive Planning, and buiding renovations) which h-"e
required a complete re-allocation of existing building spa=s
In one or more facilities? Have A&E firms specializing in
Space Planning usually been contracted to determine the

p optimal 3rrangement of functions in these existing buildinj,

or has some of this work been done in-house?

6. What in-house design methods are being used to 'compress'
space, both for new facil ties and when modifying those
existing? Are the definitive drawings from AF 89-2 being
used on a regular basis? Do BCE architects and planners
commonly use Bubble Diagrams, Relationship Charts or some
*rther tool to .ay out functions on a floor plan?

7. Which bases under your command use any form of Computer
Aided Architectural Design software (such as AutoCAD,
Vers3CAD, EasyCAD or CADkey) to 13yout floor plans? Do yu
or your bases have any plans to introduce such software as
e either a WIMS application package (through WANG) or as a
package for Z-1O0 or Z-240 stand alone PCs?
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-am a so interested in ccmp.lng a list of planning facts!-,'n h < p- e r tr ..... P
-nvoived in th r strbution of bid spac rpI
space, when i.dentified, must be matched with outstanding
space requirements and a decision made as to which
requirement will be satisfied. On the other hand, if an
urgent requirement exists and no surplus space has been
identified, a decision must be made as to how that
requirement can be satisfied quickly. Often there will be
insufficient time to program and construct a facility.
Operational requirements may also dictate that the function
must be accommodated close to existing support facilities,
ruling out leasing as a feasible solution. In situations
such as these,

i. Are Commands notified of the problem? If so, what advice
would be given to the base?

2. What factors influence base management's decision on how
to reallocate existing building space to accommodate the
requirement? Are the BCE's architects, planners, or real

* property personnel requested to conduct space planning
analyses in order to identify where space can be made
available with minimum effect on users?

3. If such analyses are made, is it usually on an as-
required basis to solve a specific problem, or progressively
to ensure that space utilization is continually monitored?

1 believe that WIMS (and BEAMS, for those bases still to
receive WIMS) have fully automated Real Property accounting.

-. in order to support the space planning activities of BCE
-* architects and planners, what type of data do you see being

required? (Note: By this I mean such things as: accurate
records of building users; room functions; numbers of

*,; personnel working in individual facilities; functional
relationships -things that are not usually found on a
building floor plan and which often change over time). Is
this type of data available to architects and planners in

* existing computerized or manual databases?

Your responses to these questions will enable me to gain a
better perspective of the MAJCOM/DEs' perceptions of the
importance of Space Planning in maximizing the utilization of
Air Force facilities. I will also be conducting a survey of
CONUS base BCE personnel involved in either designing floor
layouts for new facilities or allocating space in existing
facilities. Your responses will help me to complete the

' survey instrument. I can be contacted on AV 785-6569.

qHN P. QUINN, Squadron Leader, RAAF
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APPENDIX G

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AIR UNIVERSITY

AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE OH 45433-6583

Reply

attn: LSG

Survey Instrument (USAF Survey Control No 87-61, expiry 1 Aug 87)

BCE Building Designers and Real Property Managers

1. A graduate student of the Air Force Institute of Technology
is investigating the utilization of space in Air Force
facilities. The Air Force constructs, occupies and controls many
millions of square feet of additional building space each year.
New construction dollars are becoming more scarce, but the cost
of accommodating people and increasingly more complex equipment
is rising. In order to satisfy as many user requirements as is
possible with the funds available to the Air Force each year, the
use of space must be well planned and facilities must exhibit
functional and architectural flexibility. The purpose of this
study is to examine the methods and information systems currently
used by facility designers and real property space managers to
allocate building space efficiently and thereby extract the
maximum value from each dollar spent on new construction.

2. As you are actively involved in the planning and/or design
of Air Force facilities, your response to the enclosed questions
is vital in determining the characteristics of those information
systems and methods which have proven to be effective in
planning, designing, and managing building space.

3. Your participation in this study Is entirely voluntary and
your input will be handled with strict confidentiality.
Responses will be code numbered to preserve anonymity and any
further communications between the researcher and respondents
will be treated as personal. We encourage your support for this
study and request that your response be mailed in the envelope
provided by 12 June 1987. Any questions concerning any aspect
should be direct to Squadron Leader John Quinn (Facilities
Officer, Royal Australian Air Force), AFIT/LSG, AUTOVON 785-6569.

,*Mohn H. Halliday. Lieutena Colonel, USAF 2 Atch
Assistant Professor of Lo istics Management I. Questionnaire
School of Systems and Logistics 2. Envelope
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Survev :nstrumert to Determine the Perceptions of Base Rea!
Property and Building Design Leaders on zne Utilization of Space

in USAF Facilities

INSTRUCTIONS - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE ANSWERING QUESTIONS

Place all answers on these sheets. There is no separate
answer sheet. Further instructions are cgven tnroughout the
survey on where to write your responses.

2. When a selection from alternative responses is requested,
place your selection in the left margin in the circle provided.

3. Some questions require a subjective response, based on your
feelings or your experience. Others are factual, and refer to
actual methods and standards used at your installation.

. 4 You will be invited to comment on questions or issues
progressively. Please feel free to write anything you wish.
Above all, frankness and honesty are requested. Thank you.

............. .

PART .- LAYOUT DESIGN AND UTILIZATION MON:TORING METHODS

Listed below are a series of statements that represent possible
.' feelings that you may have about Air Force design and real

property regulations, and about the value of Space Planning. Use
the following rating scale to indicate your own feelings.

I = Means you strongly disagree with the statement.
2 = Means you moderately disagree with the statement.
3 = Means you slightly disagree with the statement.
4 = Means you neither agree nor disagree with the statement.
5 = Means you slightly agree with the statement.
6 = Means you moderately agree with the statement.
7 = Means you stronglv agree with the statement.

C 1. Design regulations provide adequate guidelines for ensuring
that architects/planners minimize space wastage in floor layout.

2. Functional relationships are the most important criteria in
* ' building layout design.

3. I rely on my intuition to come up with an initial conceptual
-<> floorplan layout when designing a new building or reallocating

space in an existing building.
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4. The use of standard designs (AFM 88-2) does not permit
,,_, designers to tailor a facility to the needs of individual users.

5. Real Property regulations adequately cover how to monitor
building usage.

6. Real Property personnel in my organization are responsible
"for determining required changes to the physical layout of

"'..-- functions within existing buildings.

/"-" ,7. Space utilization studies of existing facilities are carried
./,out regularly, even if there are no requirements to satisfy.

8. Our Real Property records do not indicate how efficiently a

user is using the space that he has been allocated.

, -" 9. Architect or engineer assistance is provided only on request
by Real Property personnel, which is usually if building

*~".- modlficatlons are required, or if the functional layout problem
is particularly complex.

10. If space :s known to be underutililzed or used for some
unapproved or wasteful purpose, action is usually taken to
reallocate it.

- QUESTIONS 11 to 13: Choose the response which best
describes your experience:

,''12. Which of the following tools do you use most, when laying
out floorplans?

1 Some type of computer software.
2. Bubble diagrams.
3. Functional Relationship chart (matrix).
4. AFM 88-2 standard designs.
5. Linear or non-linesr programming.
6. Intuition and experience.
7. Other. Please specify -

.. 13. If you use (or have used) CAD for floorplan layout, which

software packages do you use (or have you used) most?
1 . CADkey on a PC.
2. AutoCAD on a PC.
3. VersaCAD or EasyCAD on a PC.
4. WANG AutoCAD on WIMS.

• 5. Some other CAD software on PC.
6. A computer programming language such as BASIC, PASCAL,

or FORTRAN.
7. Linear or non-linesr programming software.
8. 1 don't use a computer at all for this.

' °6
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ill. How does your organization assess if a user's space is
under-utilized and if his allocation could possibly be reduced?

1. Known occupancy against the allowances of AFM 86-2.
2. Known occupancy and equipment space requirements.
3. Visiting buildings and making a subjective assessment.
4. Personal knowledge of base facilities and the relative

efficiency of their usage.
5. Other criteria. Please specify -

PART 2 - EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SYSTEM

Use the following rating scale to indicate your own feelings

about how effectively USAF building space is used and managed.

1 = Strongly disagree 5 = Slightly agree
2 = Moderately disagree 6 = Moderately agree
3 = Slightly disagree 7 = Strongly agree
4 = Neither agree nor disagree

14. My organization manages the use of installation building
space as well as possible, considering the constraints imposed.

15. The USAF manages the utilization of Its building space well.

16. Our real property records usually track building usage well.

(> 17. Space surplus to a user's requirements can be readily
identified.

( 18. In most cases, surplus space can be modified to satisfy some
outstanding requirement.

QUESTIONS 19 & 20: The two following questions may require
assistance from other personnel to extract

data from Real Property records. Please answer to the best of
your ability, using the scale shown below:

1. Less than 20,000 square feet (SF).
2. Between 20,000 and 40,000 SF.
3. Between 40,000 and 60,000 SF.
4. Between 60,000 and 80,000 SF.
5. Between 80,000 and 100,000 SF.
6. Over 100,000 SF.

19. My base has a list of building space surpluses totalling

K>/approximately:
20. My base has a list of approved out currently unsatisfied

requirements for building space totalling approximately:
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PART 3 -DATABASE

Use the following scale to best describe the capability of your
Real Property and New Requirements records to support decisions
involving the utilization and re-distribution of building space.

1 = Strongly disagree 5 = Slightly agree
2 = Moderately disagree 6 = Moderately agree
3 = Slightly disagree 7 = Strongly agree
4 = Neither agree nor disagree

21. New requirements data is usually detailed enough to allow
Real Property personnel to look for a suitable accommodation.

22. Summary data on all outstanding requirements is available
from a single source, without having to look through individual
hardcopy project files.

23. The data we keep on utilization of existing building space
is accurate enough to tentatively match a requirement to it.

2d. Available building space is readily identifiable from real
p prcperty records.

25. Our records list functions located within all buildings.

;26. Surplus space is usually identified by building users.

'27. Up to date building usage da:a :s usually available when
needed by planners and designers.

28. It is important to have current data on the number of
\,personnel working in a facility, and the layout of equipment.

,'\29. Real Property records do not c:cn:an enough information to
conduct a detailed analysis of effic.ent space usage within

\ facilities.

S> 30. Space that is known to be mis-used or wasted is recorded as
) such, either in real property reports or on file, for possible
/future re-allocation should the need arise.

QUESTIONS 31 and 32: Use the following scale:

I. Yes - WIMS.
2. Yes - Database Management software on PC.
3. No - Manual records.

31. Is the Real Pruperty database in your office computerized?

j>32. Is the building information database in your office
' /computerized?
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33. How is the data that is used to assess efficient utilization
kept up to date? Choose the most appropriate response.

1. Collected by BCE personnel by regular building visits
2. Product of regular BCE surveys of building managers.
3. There is no 'system' for collecting such data.
4. Other. Please specify method -

COMMENTS:

PART 4 - SPACE ALLOCATION CONTROL

Use the following rating scale to indicate how the allocation of
space is controlled at your installation.

I = Strongly disagree 5 = Slightly agree
2 = Moderately disagree 6 = Moderately agree
3 = Slightly disagree 7 = Strongly agree
4 = Neither agree nor disagree 8 = Not applicable

34. It is primarily the BCE's responsibility to ensure that
. building space is utilized effectively.

35. It is the Facilities Board's (FB) responsibility to ensure
that building space is utilized effectively.

36. Major tenants on this installation are reasonably free to
'decide how they will use space within their allocated buildings.

37. BCE personnel systematically visit every base facility to
reassess utilization.

38. The BCE actually decides how space will be allocated.

''.39. The FB makes the decisions on the allocation of space.

" 40. The BCE implements the FB's decisions.

"41. The BCE influences the FB's decisions - they usuallj accept
his recommendations.
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42. We have a Space Allocations Panel (or similar) composed of
tenant representatives, which acts as a forum for analyzing space
shortage problems, identifying possible solutions, and
recommending action.

CONMENTS:

PART 5 - CONSTRAINTS TO MAXIMIZING BUILDING UTILIZATION

4. Use the following scale to rate your perceptions of factors which
possibly reduce the effectiveness of your organization's efforts
to utilize its building space well.

I = Strongly disagree 5 = Slightly agree
2 = Moderately disagree 6 u Moderately agree
3 = Slightly disagree 7 u Strongly agree
4 = Neither agree nor disagree 8 = Not applicable

43. Structurally unsound or maintenance-intensive buildings are
, often renovated and used beyond their intended design life.

m" 44. It is often impractical to physically separate a user's
''surplus' space from his 'approved' space such that It can

-~*-' accommodate another requirement.

45. It is easier to fund the renovation or modification of an
existing old building to satisfy a new requirement, albeit

i-_ unsound or maintenance-intensive, than to obtain MCP funds to
construct a new fac.ity.

,"',,46. It is often difficult to assess If space within a building
;."jis utilized well.

/ \47. Insufficient funds are available to modify all surplus space
"to make suitable for other requirements.

">,48. The effective utilization of building space is more
)important than building habitability, should the two conflict.

.49. Building modifications associated with space re-allocation
,__,often cause disruptions to user operations.

- 50. The negative operational effects of disruptions caused by
-. space re-allocations are outweighed by the benefits of utilizing

-,space more effectively.

51. Allocating one facility to more than one organization often
, 'causes problems for all users.
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PART 6 - PLANNING FACTORS IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF BUILDING SPACE

QUESTIONS 52 & 53 : Use the following scale to indicate the per
person net office space space allowance used
in each case.

1. Less than 75 SF 4. 85 SF
2. 75 SF 5. 90 SF

3. 80 SF 6. More than 90 SF

52. What "net office area per building occupant" (as defined at
AFM 86-2, para 13-3) is used at your base for planning space
requirements for new administrative fac.Iities?

-. 53. What "net office area per building occupant" is used at your
base for managing and redistributing space in existing

*administrative facilities?

QUESTIONS 54 to 61: Use the following scale to best rate the
following statements about possible criteria

that may be used by your organization when either designing space
layouts for a new facility or redistributing space within an
existing one.

I = Strongly disagree 5 = Slightly agree
2 = Moderately disagree E = Moderately agree
3 = Slightly disagree 7 = Strongly agree
4 = Neither agree nor disagree

54. Activities within a building should De located according to
their need for proximity.

55. Building modifications associated with space re-allocation
are more economical than new construction.

56. Net usable space should be maximized. Circulation and low
use areas should be minimized.

57. Building design should include features that minimize the
'%> potential cost of future extensions or modification.

58. Open plan designs maximize the ease involved in the possible
future rearrangement due to changing functions and relationships.

59. Open plan design should be used for office and work areas
\- wherever possible.

60. Building layout should maximize the orderly flow of
<.- personnel through the building and minimize unnecessary traffic

through main working areas.
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'- 61. The availability of suitable space for renovation will
;usually enable a requirement to be satisfied quicker than by new

"*- construction.

PART 7 - PLANNING STEPS TAKEN TO SATISFY REQUIREMENTS

Use the following scale to rate your feelings about requirement
review practices in your organization.

1 = Strongly disagree 5 = Slightly agree
2 = Moderately disagree 6 = Moderately agree
3 = Slightly disagree 7 = Strongly agree

- 4 = Neither agree nor disagree 8 = Not applicable

62. When a new requirement for space is received it is staffed
* first by Real Property personnel.

63. The requirement is checked against AFM 86-2 to ensure that
. the request is in accordance with space entitlements.

-- 64. Space already allocated to a low priority use is sometimes
re-allocated to a new requirement with a higher operational

""- priority.

, 65. A cost analysis is usually done to assess whether to
'renovate existing space, extend an existing facility, construct a
new facility, or lease space - whichever are feasible.

'" 66. Real Property personnel always attempt to find suitable
space available within existing facilities before recommending

-- ' new construction.

67. Prior to deciding if an identified surplus space is suitable
for a particular requirement, a site visit is usually made.

-68. The prospective user of a re-allocated space takes an active

,-,role in assessing its suitability for his requirement.

S,' 69. Which of the following possible responses best describes the
)crIteria used to make decisions on whether to renovate, lease, or

-'---" construct a new facility?
1.. A cost analysis of all possible alternatives.
2. The relative availability of MCP and O&M funds.

V 3. Base politics.
4. The best interests of mission fulfillment.
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PART 8 -BACKGROUND DATA

The following questions relate to your duties, experience, and
professional qualifications. Please choose the most appropriate

-~of the responses provided:

70. In what field was your undergraduate training?
I. Architecture.
2. Town/City/Urban Planning.
3. Civil or Structural Engineering.
4. Mechanical Engineering.
5. Engineering other than those above.
6. Building Sciences.
7. Not included above. Please specify -
8. No undergraduate training.

71. In which area does your primary duty lie?
1. Architectural design of individual facilities.

* 2. Real Property accounting and space management.
3. Engineering Management.
4. Other. Please specify -

72. How many years total experience, Including non-AF, have you
had In the activity checked at Question 71?

1. 1 yr or less.
2. Between 1 and 2 yrs.
3. Between 2 and 3 yrs.
4. Between 3 and 4 yrs.
5. 4 yrs or more.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME IN PARTICIPATING IN TH:S SURVEY. IF YOU
WOULD LIKE TO MAKE ANY FINAL COMMENTS PLEASE DO SO BELOW. WHEN
YOU HAVE FINISHED, PLEASE PLACE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE INSIDE THE

* ENVELOP PROVIDED AND SLIP IT IN THE NEXT OUTGOING MAIL.

'V. COMN TS:

[,J
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APPENDIX H

COMPUTER LISTING OF RESPONSES TO SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

KEY to DATA RECORDS

Sub-population
Identifier

Unit Ques Ques Ques Ques Ques

Code 70-72 1-10, 12, 14-20 21-33 34-42

681 115 2454211622685 6221211 1141441574114 122262642
667518123 5674265675 25664571

Ques Ques Ques
43-51 52-61 62-69
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681 115 2454211622685 6221211 1141441574114 122262642
667518123 5674265675 25664571

22 822 6721612611281 4351116 5165716761223 177111721
666645552 5664666677 27722762

522 825 275 66652264 6656612 3555713663112 572677726
527675565 3376777677 57767774

422 725 3647677767685 7277624 1136516722223 771717771
677456262 5566667777 27327774

672 825 6446626246483 7466613 6677747624221 666725662
567664215 5563656666 35667764

482 325 4647111772 5 3322616 2321653671333 577154665
555776666 5576777776 6744577

451 331 4633411775685 7654611 7127646461333 657327767
566576555 6665566776 17466771

302 325 1777517767683 7153715 6151616757331 766756777
161771571 5475777775 77777761

292 435 2615311771381 5533216 5252612771133 277117757
166376763 5566776677 17557773

141 315 56235156327 3 5355514 5355625634321 766567763
235341535 5623566555 77565662

12-2 825 4444767767681 71777 6777717711221 777777777
667174771 6611777777 77577771

332 823 4674611247383 5456723 1251512467221 177577474
137178367 5515477776 17417753

032 725 7771747177681 7777711 5777717717331 716767777
111177171 5667777777 77757771

102 825 61 616 17 1 66777 7677717555113 622277627
27 76 766 336766 76 77667764

112 725 4724171171683 6255612 1131255671111 457756771
666676557 6666776777 17467771

121 115 6722444432285 55444 44444477442 4 888888888
78886661 33366776 8887888

331 115 2537411712282 5365314 5335615762233 755243551

756473535 5554666677 15422564
421 335 2713462745381 43225 2255635664333 117424654

6 667642644 5565646576 7763776
711 535 6533333663683 533313 3353322553111 366626655

666583656 2253665363 33536663
822 535 6742452732381 5322211 1152614761113 177517751

547464572 1176675476 77417754
641 535 3643311722381 222211 2231212561443 257225651

267542533 5 56645577 66522253
621 335 1421125746681 5442115 4666211516331 175417751

476771745 5543777777 77337773
571 545 3562111772685 1464116 1556711171113 167512541

777781615 5641756171 15218572
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611 333 4643333526684 5544312 3243422445231 267222761
277673665 4476776576 64637762

771 335 5756111777283 1111621 3222611661113 177116741
177382565 65477776 33113533

542 725 5572112675684 74657 6 5566666634231 375517755
777545553 4472776661 77747773

341 825 6771627577485 7577755 7777717455114 177717767
525175571 6617777777 77777771

541 435 6526 2 6 2 5 55626 1 715762 576666766
777772666 66667777 663266

301 142 1624224664285 44442

64666666
692 725 7452516 1235775766111 747574474

767674744 4374776677 27767773
282 721

011 535 1521215672284 5211312 1321413762222 676622561
667663776 22117777 16623352

792 825 1276777756 1 33222 2222 24522U 3331
Z". 22355553 5555555555 4446664

442 75 25161571 68367611 62521162711'2 167316767
777746261 6664777775 11247764

*452 725 4477111741685 2271716 1121 11771113 317641741
1777 1746 5577777777 15117773

062 8'25 5644225626781 4566615 4456767644112 673767667
*-.*-145466445 1155555555 45564764
* 732 725 6714711777784 5566616 6267757526111 257515561
* 777555576 5571776677 35766764
- . 612 725 6677555776683 6655712 54535257652316 6655676

567553565 5566677276 66667671
551 335 1617313715785 7575521 5567515665111 116516765

677265612 6664765177 37566772
262 825 4536634347684 6565615 2355626656232 655533753

553634553 5556366656 77656764
462 525 3742222744481 2236666 6666333736441 666666666

* 665555772 6666776677 46667774
- 461 535 2446444644684 4333516 42'22246 331 357115551

- 777774445 5544446666 14425444
' 662 325 4627127755683 6325513 5277615775421 667521761

76762753 4476677777 77657774
131 114 1753111762382 6212213 1154112765333 256255552

- 276766777 6575572272 23127652
691 315 2657111772781 2212215 4122223732111 747444634

777765532 2241435555 13411173
22 135 6721612611281 4351116 5165716761223 177111721

666644552 566465727' 17712762
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741 345 5621221622681 7526613 1161112713233 576226667
636265613 6566657776 67533552

742 435 4611676566385 77666 447771773122 177417767
637744363 5577777677 77667771

202 321 46542627622284 6522616 5522612665443 677256763
757566562 5476676677 7755777

432 825 3626215665383 5555214 1132216775232 267616531
766623657 5655666665 15252263

601 335 6671414774283 7563416 3136612764113 574557774
177671733 4475677277 56467772

731 135 7534711771383 4121616 2262243771133 176417111
747575342 5265776667 27566774

142 335 2221657457281 7677711 3377777767442 776747774
666141564 1376771177 77777774

572 725 6445615777685 7666316 5477716657441 561536631
777564765 5655677573 56664765

812 725 5 4122322 85 4335631 2264726543112 647263761
556555545 5554676454 32234562

552 825 6 666167681 6676711 6677767617112 771717711
566516575 7 777

682 825 4544547747683 7463516 1767717467111 716537771
566681754 5575577777 56747774

512 725 4444712652684 6335516 3332535761134 656=32535
757345554 5565666666 23537663

492 825 6722711676481 7677714 6766737753131 111611767
726277672 5571777771 77777774

472 525 5717632723281 7366511 4156716154111 777417777
447174661 6674777764 15447774

821 431 5622211676682 4331616 5133666572443 277217751
777581142 3366666377 57253673

362 645 6724366167381 7665711 5667757766111 773777767
627133533 4442576676 77777771

811 145 6645631466282 76443 444442244411 464326744
667771777 66666462 44444444

632 725 1612111771282 1111712 4111111771223 177117551
777757677 6674777777 71717772

712 625 5335631775283 6555714 5555716663113 767716662

567665565 6611111111 57677774
172 725 121757 3 7565712 4165616 56211 672737761

777777777 77777777 77777771
501 345 6552422721381 3333255 3323311771224 476317757

577584556 4666677776 57164771
502 725 3656513666281 7673766 1626615771111 677527757

767561665 4455667777 77667764
252 725 2574151567682 7576614 2636612725112 675657767

737267671 5562567776 65726773
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182 824 4721111717381 532171 6323613277133 717112766
277241676 564447756 26673672

181 3756412776622 7477514

791 333 1122214777621 54766 2455676676221 127775754
767771755 1 24576117 17626672

361 335 5765311765282 6626461 6454312263333 756322677
667242554 4474477776 66524664

702 825 6455213715681 6167511 2 67716751141 331717157
626376271 6667745277 77527774

192 725 6625522637681 6651616 334163377643 77653775
566524564 5364776676 77776771

382 725 4444557726 3 747551 1216616744231 631617717
554544466 564642266 62566774

242 725 44321126443 5 75336 5 2133516776113 367217761
777771717 3172674376 67567772

241 335 42321126443 5 75336 5 2133516776113 367217761
777771717 3162674376 67567772

281 535 5616542765454 6166661 6666726754331 716662371
231 767177715 6674777777 67777771
.31 334 3566422431484 65434 4556443564333 475547754

567672655 5353665274 54466443
022 825 7756175777483 7653611 4451713775222 776627777

6773513 5 5666757777 77677771
092 725 172 711715783 5367616 3136376767111 111511111

171742773 5575777677 15662773
261 535 6733412764482 5442212 2356665371331 277546656

263663755 77777777 76663363
532 335 6712375667481 6563411 5463645421111 774676677

655566572 6546667777 67457751
391 335 3655412672282 53434 2133525472334 657321555

377672566 64565367 2643 563
661 335 6622112666281 6332511 6535622645231 375336776

267673755 6676677777 77567774
402 4734317774 5 743261 5565776755114 354714761

725641647 5174654476 67 44674
7 ' 2 2 7215 2611111767381 1177715 4611711741113 111117711I% 777771717 6674777777 67717772
441 335 4557415616422 1434416 5352115573131 757675777

566676563 5554667777 24327664

sJ.
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APPENDIX I

SELECTED COMMENTS BY SURVEY
QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS

The survey questionnaire is in Appendix G. These comments by
respondents are listed by question. Their general comments
on the issues covered by the questionnaire are listed
separately at the end of this appendix.

The comments in this appendix reflect the views of some
respondents and do not necessarily represent the views of the
author or the position of the Air Force Institute of
Technology or the United States Air Force.
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Question 3.

Real Property does not participate in this.

Question 4.

Don't really use.

Don't have to use.

Question 5.

I believe the uniqueness of each Command's space usage
would make it very difficult to do so.

Provided the XR organization stays out of the issue.

Question 6.

Reduced to only a record keeping function as a result of
* XR involvement.

Question 7.

(Space utilization studies are not carried out
regularly] due to the shortage of personnel.

We try to, but its an easy thing to let slip - not
adequate personnel.

Question 9.

DEER only reports space allocation/usage. They have no
expertise in functional layout, which is part of the design
process and done by architects.

Assistance is always available, not only "on request".

Question 10.

If we ever found any it would be reported probably.

Question 11.

Combination of above and objective analysis of special
requirements.

Combination of all.

DEEP does this.
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When user complains he has too much space.
All of the above and anything else we can get.

Question 12.

Real Property does not lay out floorplans.

Use AFM 88-2 plus direction of the base architectural
plan and architectural compatibility.

User requirements/needs.

Combination of 2,3,4, and 6.

Initial floorplans are not developed by Real Property

personnel.

Question 13.

Expecting a computer sometime in 87.

0 Are in the process of procuring AutoCAD for WANG PC's.

We are in the process of adding CAD to our organization.

Question 14.

Space is used extremely well - not managed.

Questions 19, 20.

Space requirements, for the past 10 years that I have
been the Chief Architect, have far exceeded the space
available. XR or whoever makes long-range plans has failed
to keep up. Part of our base was closed a few years back and
the personnel in that area were moved to the main part of the
base. This caused us to have to convert some warehouses to
office space and to put up temporary modular buildings. We
still have not caught up to the space needs. Also parking is

0a big problem on this base. I think in the long run some
multi-level parking will have to be constructed.

Question 21.

User requests/demands never seem to match
_ authorizations. Much leg work and dealing with politics is

required.

Question 24.

Vacant buildings - yes! Others (in-use] - no.
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Question 26.

Never.

Question 31.

WANG computer is now being installed. Software expected
approximately September 87 - will improve markedly on
database.

Still use cards with measurements and other info as
well.

Question 33.

The efficient utilization of space is only reassessed
when shortages arise. Surveys are sent to buildings which
may be involved in trading or augmenting space. After users
justify space their surpluses are used for reallocation
action.

Space inventories are prepared for specific uses - such
as project documents for minor construction or MCP.

Buildings are surveyed when reviewing requirements for
additional space, add-ons, changes in use - all done by DEEP.
DEER periodically measures buildings and reviews occupancy.

All buildings are visited by section, space use surveys
are made - 3 year program.

Analysis made of appropriate facilities/requirements
case by case.

Collected by BCE personnel regularly and again are
needed prior to alterations or new construction.

A new space committee concept made up of all
organizations commanders.

Space utilization is a function of the "power"
structure.

There is no specific system which can be enforced; just
a "hodge-podge" of information.

We never to seldom use Real Property information in the
design or renovation of buildings. In general the Design
section does not act on space mayyers but reacts to users'
requests for more space through our Programming department
(DEEX).
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Question 34.

Should be a BCE responsibility.

Question 35.

The FB is utilized to assign space based on the
recommendations of the Real Property Officer based on
utilization studies.

If not, they should be.

Yes, with data from the BCE.

Question 36.

P The Fire Department would require fire corridors and
fire escapes. Also, if the Engineering Section is designing
a layout, all AFM and code requirements would be met.

Question 37.

Manpower does not allow.
S.

We try. Manning requirement for Real Property section
needs to be rewritten to allow us manhours to accomplish
this.

Question 38.

No, it's the space utilization panel.

Question 42.

Space use is discussed in a Facility Board Working Group
meeting, then brought to the FB.

* The HQ TAC area has a space board for there assigned
buildings. The base proper is covered by a Lieutenant who
surveys and recommends moves.

The Deputy Base Commander makes the decision on space;
the FB validates that decision some time later.

We are now implementing such a committee.

Real Estate Working Group.

We need one.

Real Estate Working Group chaired by RM.
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Space management is done by XRX personnel at the ALC
level. BCE/Real Estate may be asked for "homework" info,
statistical data, etc., but space decisions are primarily
worked out above the Air Base Group level.

*, We have utilized "space use" board for major mission
beddown changes in the past - Wing C/V does not support on an
on-going basis.

Facilities/space are/is allocated via FUB, but FUB at
this time is basically the ESG/CC. With a different
personality, the FUB may actually decide. Space utilization
(how allocated space is used) is up to the organization
occupying the space.

We have a pre-FB panel which decides on space
allocation.

The Base/Wing Commander makes many decisions and Real
Property changes the records. Real Property is headed by a

6 GS-9 who is generally not in the decision-making process.

I think it's a good thing to have.

The panel meets and works well but listens to the
"power" structure.

The panel is ineffectual. Lack of data and
participation negate its effectiveness.

Question 52.

Office systems furniture criteria.

90 SF for average employee, but up to 150 SF for high
grade executives.

Question 53.

Functionality of available space is the key to this
question. Many times we cannot hold to smaller figure (90
SF).

No standard amount. Based on needs.

Typically use "net floor area" and let unit work within
those limits.

We are actually so crowded that mission need is totally
determining factor.

No consideration. Just look at total space.
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Question 55.

It depends on the mission of the user.

Depends on extent of need.

Question 57.

Reg's don't allow it, nor funding.

Questions 58, 59.

But users do not like this. Customer satisfaction is
more important.

Some offices need walls (eg., supervisors). Also, most
employees need a privacy wall at least 5 or 6 ft high to
prevent interruptions in their work (eg., noise, telephones).

Question 61.

Both usually take an inordinate amount of time.

Self help is a massive player in this arena.

Especially if new construction is > $200 K. ie., MCP.

Question 62.

Requirement determination is performed by planning and
programming (DEEP). Often it is first directed by the user
to DEER.

Simoultaneously with programmers.

Most requirements for space increase that I know of
start at the FB, then to Programming, then to Design.

Question 66.

RP not actively involved in this phase.

Question 70.

All of my real estate experience has been acquired
throu'gh on-the-job training.
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Question 71.

Officers first policy - my primary duty is with PRIME
BEEF, according to Air Force policy. Between going to PRIME
BEEF meetings, recalls, Exercises, SAME meetings, and other
obstacles, I sometimes have time to perform architectural
design duties.

General Comments.

Space moves are generally unpalatable to (building)
occupants. Many have spent a lot of time and money self-
helping areas for themselves and are reluctant to give it up.
Political pressure on the BCE is usually used to generate
moves or non-moves by organizations.

Real Property (DEER) usually plays only a book-keeping
role and is not a player in space allocation. The
programming office (DEEV) receices requests for space/
facilities/ renovation and acts on them with little or no
interaction with DEER.

Good questions. A lot of design is performed by A-E's.
How much data does the base direct to the A-E in terms of
space? Is the A-E left on his own to come up with the
requirements?

Problems always exist in real property management.
Requirements validation by DEEP are performed necessarily
when the need arises. Manpower doesn't allow other options.
DEER data is not always current or correct and cannot be
accepted at face value. AFM 88-2 needs a comprehensive
update/rewrite. Changes have been reactive. Facility users
have been elevating requirements to Command levels for
approval without presenting complete picture; politically
motivated changes occur.

See Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Installations), Principles of Excellent Installations, which

-, preaches to design what they (users] want; not to pay

attention to directives as long as law is not violated.

More realistic and useful category codes are neede to
clearly identify space use; ie., common use area for

hallways, latrines, etc., admin space for each organization
by name.

Real Property is under-manned and incorrectly staffed
for much of the work they are required to perform -
essentially, a lot of emphasis is on the program. Just
enough manpower to keep it minimally functional but not
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enough to be pro-active and not merely reactive. Real
Property should be the protagonist to ensure the most
efficient utilization of facilities to serve the missions of
the Air Force.

This questionnaire should have been divided into two -

one for Real Property and one for Design.

Many space utilization decisions are made outside of
established channels due to direction of some projects
through DEEP. Some reallocations of space are made due to
sudden changes in mission requirements and time is not
available to accomplish the changes in compliance with
established procedures.

Personalities determine who makes the decisions.
Personal politics influence many decisions. Perhaps the
"focal point" for Real Property action should be at the
highest level... Base Commander's office... to get required
input.

Cannot accurately answer the questions. Have only been
in the job 90 days.

Personnel and lack of adequate grade structure are
largest detriment to a functional DEER staff and facility
utilization.

FI don't know very much about the Real Poperty field of
USAF.

Rewrite AFM 86-2; need a category code for common use
areas (halls, walls, latrines).

* At our base, Environmental and Contract Planning do most
of the space requirements work with our help, as our other
position has not been manned due to lack of funds.

I noticed that Real Property was referred to quite often
in this questionnaire. We in the Design section have very
little interaction with Real Property personnel. They may

__ have input in the early stages of a project or after it is
built, but we as facility designers do not coordinate very
often with them.
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APPENDIX J

RESPONSES BY MAJOR COMMANDS TO SURVEY LETTER

The survey letter to MAJCOM/DEs is in Appendix F. Questions

from the survey letter are examined one at a time and all
responses to a particular question are grouped. Some

* responses are paraphrased due to their original length, but
their intent has been preserved. HQ AFLC responses are taken
from notes made by the author during personal interviews.
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Question 1

Are 'management analyses' of facility sage actually
carried out, and if so, what format do thel take? Are they
usually base or Command instigated?

F-" H USAFE. USAFE is instituting an effort to validate
and evaluate assets and requirements data

developed by its bases. Command level Real Property
personnel will "walk throgh" through all base facilities with
BCE real property personnel and change data presented in the
real property inventory (the 7115 report) as required. This
team will also develop, in conjunction with other BCE and
responsible base offices, a consolidated list of base
facility requirements. A subjective assessment of the
effectiveness of each facility's space utiliz3tion will be
made by the team and space deficiencies and shortages will be

J. calculated. USAFE began a similar program in the early
1970's but was discontinued after a few years of good
progress due to lack of funding. Some of the observations of
this team were highlighted in Chapter II.

. SAC. HQ SAC does not participate in space
utilization studies. It does not know the

extent of analysis carried out by BCEs on SAC bases. It has
delegated this monitoring responibility to base commanders.
Bases usually have a real estate wirking group which reports
to the Facility Utilization Board (FUB). HQ SAC does get
involved in a base's space utilization when a new mission,
weapon system, or rebasing action is proposed for the base.
It participates in a site survey to determine the new
facility requirements, identify existing facilities that are
underutilized in order to reduce the extent of new
construction, and to site new facilities. However, they act
in an advisory role only and usually honor the base's wishes,

Q ATC. Space utilization surveys are base instigated
- and occur only when a user identifies a space
0 deficiency. The extent of HQ ATC's participation is unknown.

. AFSC. Management analyses are carried periodically
and for specific project purposes. A General

Services Administration (GSA) report is produced semi-
annually and requires accounting for all administrative space
on an installation. A government work space management

report is prepared every two years. A management analysis of
facility usage is prepared when missions expand, when outside
users request space on base, or construction projects require

%. personnel and equipment to be relocated. They are usually
base instigated.
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EQ TA.. The base Facilities Board has the delegated
authority to determine the use of facilities on

its installation. HQ TAC Facility Requirements project
officers are tasked to visit their assigned bases at least
once every two years to review facility assets, requirements,
usage, and deficiencies. They recommend action to best
utilize existing facilities to minimize deficiencies, but
bases are not compelled to follow this advice.

SAFLC. Management analyses are carried out only when
there exists a requirement for space that the

Real Property Section cannot place from utilization records
or specific knowledge of facility underutilization. Analyses
are carried out in support of major projects, such as a
weapons system beddown or an organizational relocation. At
Wright-Patterson AFB, HQ AFLC occupies approximately
1,000,000 SF of building space. The base FB permits HQ AFLC
to manage its use of this space. HQ AFLC has its own FE and
Space Allocation Panel (SAP) for this purpose. Both meet
regularly to resolve space ownership disputes and to discuss

* new user requirements. Many AFLC bases operate SAPs but to
date there has been no stated Command requirement to do so.

Question 2.

What indicators are used to signal that space within a
facility may be under-utilized?

ta USAFE. When the "team" walks through a facility it
subjectively assesses the utilization of

available space and applies a percentage effectiveness
factor. For example, a factor of 72% applied to a 20,000
square feet building indicates that theoretically 5,600
square feet could be made available for another function or
for another user.

ta SAC. Base indicators are unknown. SAC relies on the
7115 report to accurately signal deficiencies,

shortages, and effectiveness of space utilization. It also
uses, for the evaluation of proposals for construction,
renovation, or alteration projects, the DD 1391c Existing
Facilities/Deficiency Detail Data Sheet (which is included in
project documentation). SAC form 246 is also prepared by
bases for facilitieF in each category code to identify a
base's facility requirements. SAC feels that these reports
provide sufficient information for SAC/DE to make judgments
on the effectiveness of a base's facility utilization.
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QATC. If requirements are maintained accurately, the
,"Space Use of Real Property Facilities, PCN: SF

100-i5" report will display an overage based on the
requirement.

i HQ AFSC. The GSA and government work space management
reports will reveal space under-utilization.

;., In addition, most base Real Property Officers frequently
review personnel strengths and equipment versus space
occupied. Inventories on a three-year cycle verify that
facilities exist as stated, that sizes are accurate and that
population densities comply with regulations.

Ha TAC. The HQ TAC response did not indicate what
indicators are used to evaluate space

utilization from periodic facility use surveys. However, for
the evaluation of project proposals TAC relies on the DD Form
1391c to prove the base is a good steward of the existing
space.

!HQ AFLC. Two reports (167 and 7115) are used to track
building utilization. Report 167 is produced

by BEAMS. It gives the facilities occupied by each user
organization, for each facility breaks down the space
occupied by each section of the user organization, and gives
a gross building area for each user. The 7115 breaks space
usage down further, into category codes. It has provision
for listing 'vacant space', but this column is 'never' used
unless a building has been "pickled" (a term given for the
complete removal of all furniture and fittings prior to
demolition) or has been gutted by fire. Otherwise, if unused
or underutilized space exists in a facility, it is not
recorded. Users do not report such space. An update of AFR
87-2 apparently directs bases to keep a record of a user's

S -actual requirements (from AFM 86-2 space allowances by
function) as well as his actual allocations. With these
appearing side by side in the 7115 report, under or

4... overutilized space would be easier to detect.

Question 3.

Are bases given any guidelines by Command on how to
ensure space is utilized effectively?

. USAFE. In its new effort, combined command and base
":. -. Real Property teams will recommend ways of

utilizing space more effectively once they have walked

through a facility.
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SAC. No. Authority is fully delegated; no
guidelines on methods of achieving maximum

utilization are given to bases.

ljH. ATC. No. Bases use their own judgment.

H AFSC. No. Guidance implements AFRs and GSA
regulations.

SHQ. TAC. No guidance, but much HQ TAC evaluation of
p roject proposals, especially where new weapons

systems are concerned.

ta AFLC. No, but bases are encouraged to form Space
Allocation Panels to resolve space issues

outside of the FB.

Question 4.

Is it be possible to determine whether or not a BCE is
managing facility space well? Are there any accepted 'hard'
measures of effectiveness used by your Command such as an
area/personnel ratio? What do IG teams look for in this

'.. area?

NOTE: The first part of this question is similar to question
2. Responses to the other parts only are given.

t USAFE. No response.

Ha SAC. When reviewing proposals for construction
projects, SAC uses AFM 86-2 to determine

allowable spaces. For administrative space, Engineering
Technical letter 86-12, Pre-wired Work Stations and Systems
Furniture is used to more efficiently use space and reduce
the actual area/personnel ratio to below the allowable limit.
Bases are required to stay within the specified space
criteria unless they can justify otherwise. IG teams make a
subjective assessment only, looking at the 'quality' of space
- whether working conditions are cramped.

HQ ATC. Area/personnel ratios as directed in AFM 86-2
are used. The IG looks only for updates of

facility records. If they have been ipdated, the base
passes.
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AFSC. Actual area/personnel ratios are well below
space allowances due to accommodation

shortages. Most BCEs must make maximum use of all facilities
to accommodate all base functions.

HQ TAC. For new facilities, area/personnel ratios are
used. Lower ratios are used for administrativefacilities where systems furniture is appropriate.

LU AFLC. Effective utilization of a base's building
space is not monitored by Command. This is a

base responsibility. No 'hard' measures are used.

Question 5.

; What major projects have recently been undertaken by

bases under your Command (such as Master Planning, Base
comprehensive Planning, and buiding renovations) which have

O required a complete re-allocation of existing building space
in one or more facilities? Have A&E firms specializing in
Space Planning usually been contracted to determine the
optimal arrangement of functions in these existing building,
or has some of this work been done in-house?

H USAFE. No response.

-Q SAC. Information not available.

,H a ATC. Regards Base Comprehensive Planning (BCP), HQ
TAC has found few if any A-E firms who have the

experience and background to do complete space utilization
surveys. The firms will determine valid building
requirements; however, the base will determine space
requirements.

Q AFSC. Five bases are currently undertaking BCP
efforts. ASD is currently doing a Facility

Utilization Study. All studies are involving optimal
arrangements of functions has to date been accomplished by
A/E firms.

, ~HQ, TAC. Combat Support Centers, Vehicle Maintenance

o0. Complexes, Base Civil Engineer Complexes, and
Base Supply Warehouse Complex projects have had strong
emphasis in TAC in the Milittry Construction Program (MCP) in
an attempt to consolidate like functions, make effective use
of existing resources, and to replace World War II wooden
facilities. Much effort is made by BCE personnel to
coordinate moves and to identify existing facilities for
conversion or disposal. TAC Programs personnel and Staff
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users participate in Command level validation of these
projects. A-E space planning firms are not utilized for this
purpose.

tQ AFLC. Although not part of AFLC, a large quantity of
ASD Research and Development facilities at

Wright-Patterson AFB were recently converted to
administrative space due to various programs being contracted
out. A complete survey of requirements and existing spaces
was required to plan this project.

AFLC runs a Quality of Life (QOL) program to improve the
living and working conditions of its personnel and
dependents. HQ AFLC has funded a $15-18 million project at
McClellan AFB, to renovate 540,000 SF of surplus warehouse
space for use as open office administrative facilities. The
facilities will incorporate computer rooms, some individual
offices, conference rooms, and rest areas. Funding for this
project was far easier than had an item for new construction
been proposed for inclusion into the MCP.

Base Comprehensive Planning (BCP) efforts by AFLC have
tried to consolidate the facilities of units which have
become fragmented over time. For example, at WPAFB the 906th
TAC Fighter Wing's test beds for the F-16 and F-4, and the

4, 4950th Flight Test Wing's facilities for the C-135 and C-141,
are currently fragmented throughout all three base areas.
BCP studies have looked at the functionality of operations
and have recommended planning guidelines to bring all
elements of these functions together.

.4

Question 6.

What in-house design methods are being used to
'compress' space, both for new facilities and when modifying
those existing? Are the definitive drawings from AFM 88-2

* being used on a regular basis? Do BCE architects and
planners commonly use Bubble Diagrams, Relationship Charts or
some other tool to lay out functions on a floor plan?

HQ USAFE. No response.

H SAC. Systems furniture is commonly used to compress
space requirements) Definitive drawings are

available for use by bases but in most cases design of
facilities is done by private design firms which may or may
not use them. The extent of their use is unknown.
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Q ATC. In old facilities no attempt is made to
compress space unless a facility undergoes a

major modification. Systems furniture is required to be used
in such cases and for new facilities. Open office concepts
are used extensively. Definitive drawings are seldom used.

SAFSC. Systems furniture is commonly used.
Definitive drawings are seldom used. Few

BCE's have personnel capable of using bubble diagrams,
relationship charts, or time and motion study techniques.
This type of design is usually accomplished by A-E firms.

. TAC. TAC has developed its own definitive drawings
for unique TAC facilities such as Squadron

Operations Facilities, Aircraft Maintenance Unit (AMU)
Facilities, large and small fighter hangars, and an aircraft
Corrosion Control Facility. TAC is currently working with HQ
USAF on the space requirements for flightline Parts Stores
and Shop Service Centers to complement the AMUs. For other
facility types, BCE architects and planners work with
functional managers to layout optional floor plans within
allowed gross areas.

SAFLC. Facility flexibility is seen as important in
design by some of the HQ AFLC/DE personnel

interviewed. Generic, multi-purpose buidings with high
ceilings, large spaces capable of being partitionned off,
capable HVAC systems, and a solid, simple structure, could be
renovated for a variety of uses as requirements change. It
is felt that this type of construction may decrease long term
facility construction and maintenance costs.

Question 7.

Which bases under your command use any form of Computer
Aided Architectural Design (CAAD) software (such as AutoCAD,
VersaCAD, EasyCAD or CADkey) to layout floor plans? Do you
or your bases have any plans to introduce such software as
either a WIMS application package (through WANG) or as a
package for Z-100 or Z-248 stand alone PCs?

H USAFE. No response.

I.Q SAC. CAAD software is used to produce architectural

working drawings at some bases. Vandenberg AFB
and Grissom AFB currently have CAAD systems. Details of
their specific usage are unknown. CAAD was recently used in
projects to upgrade the Command Section offices at HQ SAC.
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U ATC. Reese and Chanute AFBs use AutoCAD while
Randolph and Lackland AFBs use Intergraph.

Most bases will buy CadKey or AutoCAD as Z-248 PCs become
more available.

. AFSC. Brooks AFB and Arnold AFS have access to CAAD
resources. There is no Command plan to

introduce Computer Aided Design (CAD) of any type as a WIMS
application package.

TAC. Two un-named TAC bases are in the early stages
of acquisition of a CAD system. Two other

bases are in a preliminary investigation stage. Applications
at other bases are being examined at TAC. To date these
systems have not been used to lay out floor plans.

SAFLC. No architectural design input was received
from AFLC. However, DEER advised that Real

Property personnel in some BCE organizations do assess
functional layouts of facilities in order to 'fit in' new
reoiirements. Most Real Property Sections have a Space
Management Officer whose responsibility it is to find
accommodation for requirements needing space, if it is
possible. If space can be found, but building modifcations
are required, Real Property solicits the help of BCE
architects.

~Questions 8, 9, and 10.

General. :'f an urgent requirement exists and no surplus
space has been identified, a decision must be made as to how
that requirement can be satisfied quickly. Often there will
be insufficient time to program and construct a facility.
Operational requirements may also dictate that the function
must be accommodated close to existing support facilities,
ruling out leasing as a feasible solution.

Question 8.

In situations such as these, are Commands notified of
the problem? If so, what advice would be given to the base?

H USAFE. No response.

SSAC. Command is only notified when a project is
proposed by the base to alleviate the problem.

In these cases, Command would evaluate the need for urgent
action and, if agreed, hasten funding. If the base handles
the problem locally Command would not be advised.
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ATC. Commands may be notified, but bases are tasked
with developing and implementing solutions.

Typical solutions were not specified by HQ ATC. If the base
can not solve a problem, Command will assist.

-J H AFSC. Command is notified of the problem if, and
only if, the base cannot solve it. In an

emergency, allowable population densities may be increased to
permit the accommodation of more personnel and functions
within available space. Temporary facilities, such as

*trailers and pre-engineered structures are frequently
acquired to satisfy urgent requirements.

taQ TAC. HQ TAC is frequently required to provide urgent
additional space within short time frames.

Detailed investigation of reallocation options are made, but
often the lease/purchase of portable/modular facilities is
required to meet short term, short notice requirements. SAC
is against the use of trailers and other portable structures
whenever possible, and long term requirements require long
term permanent facility solutions.

SAFLC. No input.

Questions 9, 10.

What factors influence base management's decision on how
to reallocate existing building space to accommodate the
requirement? Are the BCE's architects, planners, or real
property personnel requested to conduct space planning
analyses in order to identify where space can be made
available with minimum effect on users?

If such analyses are made, is it usually on an as-
required basis to solve a specific problem, or progressively
to ensure that space utilization is continually monitored?

UQ USAFE. Such space studies are for project purposes
but combined "walk-through" efforts will soon

be a regular monitoring feature.

HQ. SAC. Factors determining reallocations of space are
deficiencies versus excesses based on validated

requirements and base space utilization records. Base
management would reallocate based on need. Space studies are
usually carried out for project purposes only, and not on a
regular basis.
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A__C. Factors are space availability, funding,
functional relationships, direction by

(priorities of) base leadership. Real Property personnel do
space studies of this nature, but only when required.

. AFSC. Factors are mission requirements and the
equitable allocation of space (between users).

The BCE's architects and planners are tasked to assist the
Real Property Officer in the performance of such space
studies on an as- required basis.

Ha TAC. The primary factor is mission requirement.
Detailed analyses of space for urgent

reallocation to support a new requirement are made when
required.

H AFLC. For major weapons system beddowns, AFLC
employs Site Activation Task Forces (SATAFs).

The SATAF will not be disbanded until the beddown is complete
and all 'teething' problems have been resolved. Some of its
responsibilities are to determine existing facilities at the
intended base which could be made available to accommodate
the system, where existing tenants of those facilities would
go, and what new construction was necessary. The SATAF is
dedicated to ensuring that all aspects of the beddown (not
only facilities) run smoothly. SATAFs are usually told by
the base FB which buildings are available for use. SATAFs do
not have the ability to seize facilities from a base.
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